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Abstract 
A street canyon is a typical urban configuration with surrounding buildings along the street, 
where emissions from vehicles are normally released. Buildings are the artificial obstacles 
to the urban atmospheric flow and give rise to limited ventilation, especially for deep street 
canyons. This study implements a large-eddy simulation (LES) coupled with a reduced 
chemical scheme (the LES-chemistry model) to investigate the processing, dispersion and 
transport of reactive pollutants in a deep street canyon. Spatial variation of reactive 
pollutants are significant due to the existence of unsteady multiple vortices and pollutant 
concentrations exhibit significant contrasts within each vortex. In practical applications of 
using one-box model, the hypothesis of a well-mixed deep street canyon is shown to be 
inappropriate. A simplified two-box model (vertically segregated) is developed and 
evaluated against the LES-chemistry model to represent key photochemical processes with 
timescales similar to and smaller than the turbulent mixing timescale. The two-box model 
provides the capability of efficiently running a series of emission scenarios under a set of 
meteorological conditions. In addition, a box model with grid-averaged emissions of street 
canyons is compared with a two-box model considering each street canyon independently 
(horizontally segregated) to evaluate uncertainties when grid-averaged emissions are 
adopted in a grid-based urban air quality model. This study could potentially support 
traffic management, urban planning strategies and personal exposure assessment.      
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1 Introduction 
 
Air pollution associated with road transport is one of the major environmental issues in 
urban areas (Murena et al., 2009). The deterioration of urban air quality occurs due to the 
combined effects of emissions source from vehicles, dynamical processes (reduced 
dispersion caused by buildings) and chemical processes (evolution of reactive pollutants; 
formation of secondary pollutants) (Li et al., 2008b). The investigation of urban air 
pollution has become an interesting area for the environmental research. In this chapter, 
the scale and structure of the urban boundary layer (UBL) are described. Particular 
attention is paid to the urban canopy layer (UCL), which includes the generic geometry 
unit in urban areas, i.e. street canyon. Urban air pollution is also introduced with focus on 
air pollutants, air quality objectives and atmospheric chemical processing. Finally, the 
research motivation and thesis overview are presented.    
1.1 Urban boundary layer 
1.1.1 Scale and structure 
The spatial scales can influence the major wind flow features in and above urban surface. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates schematic topics concerned in urban climatology depending upon the 
relevant spatial scales (Britter and Hanna, 2003), i.e. street scale (~100 to 200 m), 
neighbourhood scale (~1 to 2 km), city scale (~10 to 20 km) and regional scale (~100 to 
200 km). At the street scale, the interest of aspects concerns building design, pollution 
dispersion and urban energy balance, which determines the physical and chemical 
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processes at larger scales. Larger scale processes can in turn influence those processes at 
smaller scales.    
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic topics concerned in urban climatology to the relevant spatial scales (Britter and 
Hanna, 2003). 
 
The urban boundary layer (UBL) is of interest as it is the part of the atmosphere where the 
majority of people dwell (Barlow, 2014). In the presence of a city with arrays of buildings 
(roughness elements), the urban surface is normally non-homogeneous and possesses very 
different climatic features from those of the countryside nearby. The UBL can be 
partitioned into four sub-layers (Figure 1.2) from top to bottom based on the characteristics 
of turbulent flow (Roth, 2000), i.e. mixed layer (ML), inertial sub-layer (ISL), roughness 
sub-layer (RSL) and urban canopy layer (UCL). In the ML, the atmospheric flow can be 
rapidly mixed and relatively independent of the frictional forces and roughness elements in 
urban areas. The ISL is a constant-flux layer as the vertical fluxes of flow properties are 
nearly uniform. The RSL is also called the wake layer or the transition layer, which 
contains the UCL. The flow in the RSL is significantly affected by roughness elements and 
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the characteristics of the canopy geometry (Oke, 1988). The UCL occupies the lowest part 
of the RSL (below the mean building height). The atmospheric flow within the UCL 
exhibits a high spatial and temporal distribution and is highly dependent upon the 
geometry of roughness elements. Roughness elements (mainly by arrays of buildings) of 
the urban surface cause considerable drag on the atmospheric flow involved, which plays 
an important role in determining the characteristics of the turbulence in the UBL. The 
micro-climates within the UCL directly involving roughness elements are very complex 
and poorly understood. A better understanding of the micro-climate mechanisms is of vital 
importance for the city design and planning.  
 
Figure 1.2 Structure of the urban boundary layer. 
iz is the height of the urban boundary layer, eh is 
the height of the urban canopy layer (Roth, 2000). 
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1.1.2 Street canyon 
The street canyon forms the basic geometry unit of the built environment in urban areas, 
which typically describes a restricted space in an urban area with surrounding buildings, 
usually along both sides of a street (Jeong and Andrews, 2002). Figure 1.3 illustrates the 
schematic of the street canyon geometry (Yazid et al., 2014), which is normally 
characterized by aspect ratios, i.e. H/W (the ratio of the building height (H) to the street 
width (W), herein referred to AR) and L/W (the ratio of the building length (L) to the street 
width (W)). According to Vardoulakis et al. (2003), street canyons might be classified into 
avenue (AR≤0.5), regular (0.5<AR<2) and deep (AR≥2) street canyons or into short
),3/( WL medium )7/3(  WL and long street canyons )7/( WL  based on the aspect 
ratios. While L (which usually represents the distance between two street intersections) is 
infinitely large, this corresponds to a 2-dimensional (2D) case (without street intersections); 
otherwise, it is a 3-dimensional (3D) case. Depending on the differences between the 
heights of the upwind (
uH ) and downwind ( dH ) buildings in the approaching wind, street 
canyons can be also classified into symmetric street canyons )( du HH   and asymmetric 
street canyons, which includes step-up )( du HH   street canyons and step-down 
)( du HH   street canyons. The upwind (or downwind) building is also called leeward (or 
windward) building. Depending on the flow direction towards a street canyon (Yazid et al., 
2014), the street canyon flow can be classified into perpendicular flow, parallel flow and 
oblique flow (Figure 1.3). Wind speed determines the formation and intensity of vortices 
formed inside street canyons and its direction affects the shape of these vortices (Yazid et 
al., 2014). Higher wind speed tends to improve air ventilation conditions and thereby 
enhancing the dispersion of pollutants. Perpendicular flow (discussed below) represents 
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the worst-case scenario of street canyon ventilation and pollutant dispersion.   
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of the street canyon geometry (Yazid et al., 2014). 
 
The most fundamental geometrical model is a single infinitely long street with buildings of 
the same height on both sides, i.e. the two-dimensional (2D) idealised street canyon (Liu et 
al., 2011). The characteristics of recirculation in a 2D idealised street canyon are strongly 
dependent upon the canyon aspect ratio (AR). Flow patterns in street canyons under neutral 
meteorological conditions with perpendicular approaching wind can be classified into 
three main regimes (Oke, 1987): isolated roughness flow (IRF), wake interference flow 
(WIF) and skimming flow (SF) (shown as Figure 1.4). The IRF regime is related to widely 
spaced buildings (AR<0.3). The WIF regime is associated with closer spaced buildings 
(0.3<AR<0.7). The SF regime representing the worst-case scenario for pollutant dispersion 
normally occurs in more tightly spaced buildings, i.e. for regular street canyons 
(0.7<AR<1.5) and deep street canyons (AR>1.5) (Murena et al., 2009). A single primary 
vortex is formed within the regular street canyon (Baker et al., 2004). There are evidences 
of the formation of multiple vortices within a deep street canyon (e.g. Li et al. (2009)), 
which may create even poor ventilation conditions for pollutants. Urban air flow pattern 
plays an important role in the dispersion and transport of pollutants. 
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Figure 1.4 Flow regimes in urban canyons with different aspect ratios (Oke, 1987). 
 
1.2 Urban air pollution 
1.2.1 Air pollutants 
Air pollutants can be classified into two categories: primary air pollutants and secondary 
air pollutants. Primary air pollutants (Mayer, 1999) are released directly into the 
atmosphere from emission sources and include mainly nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs) and carbon monoxide (CO). In urban areas, this type of air 
pollutants normally results from the combustion of fuels. 
NOx are produced when the oxygen (O2) and nitrogen (N2) react during any high-
temperature combustion processes (Fenger, 1999). The major source of NOx in urban areas 
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is the road transport. NOx emitted from vehicles are mainly in form of nitric oxide (NO) 
with a small fraction of nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Advanced technology in controlling the 
combustion processes can contribute to the reduction of NOx emissions. NO2 may pose 
adverse effects on human health, e.g. the inflammation of the airways, lung problem, 
respiratory symptoms, and allergens. High levels of NOx may cause adverse impacts on 
vegetation and habitats resulting in the loss of biodiversity. 
VOCs (including a series of organic air pollutants) in urban areas are mainly formed from 
incomplete combustion processes and evaporation of fuels, although globally vegetation is 
the largest source. VOCs may cause serious human health impacts (e.g. cancer, birth 
defects and dizziness) or damage to ecosystem (e.g. toxicity to plants and animals, 
accumulation in the food chain). Due to their toxicity, even small concentrations of VOCs 
are of importance. VOCs play an important role in the formation of O3 (as O3 precursors) 
and have been classified together according the ability to produce O3 (Sahu, 2012).  
CO is formed due to the incomplete combustion of carbon in fuels. Vehicle exhaust is a 
major source of CO. CO can influence the delivery of oxygen to the tissue from the blood 
in body, thereby blocking the biochemical reactions (leading to the impairment of the 
central nervous system). The increase of the air-to-fuel ratio and the use of catalytic 
converters can effectively decrease CO emissions from vehicles.  
Secondary air pollutants are not emitted directly, but are produced into the atmosphere 
when primary air pollutants undergo chemical processes through chemical reactions (See 
Table 1.1 for four common forms of atmospheric chemical reactions (Jacobson, 2005), i.e. 
bimolecular reactions, three-body reactions, photolysis reactions and unimolecular or 
thermal decomposition reactions). As one of the important secondary air pollutants, ozone 
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(O3) is formed by chemical reactions involving primarily the oxidation of VOCs and NOx 
in the presence of sunlight. O3 can pose an adverse impact on human health (such as an 
irritant to eyes, lung and nose, causing damage to airways and even death) and vegetation 
(such as loss of crop yields and quality, damage to trees and biodiversity). 
Table 1.1 Common forms of atmospheric chemical reactions (Jacobson, 2005). 
Type of reaction Process Notation 
Bimolecular Two reactants combine to produce two 
products. 
A + B  C + D 
Three-body Two reactants combine to form one new 
product. A third, inert molecule (M) stabilizes 
the end product and removes excess energy. 
A + B + M AB + M 
Photolysis Solar radiation photon breaks a chemical bond 
in a molecule 
A + hv B + C 
Thermal 
decomposition 
A molecule decomposes following collision 
with an inert molecule (M) 
A + M B + C 
 
1.2.2 Air quality objectives 
In order to protect human health, air quality legislation and guidelines should be developed. 
The European Union (EU) Ambient Air Quality Directive and fourth Daughter Directive 
have established air quality limit values and target values, which must be complied with by 
the UK National Air Quality objectives (Defra, 2008). These air quality guidelines can be 
of vital importance for policy-makers to develop effective air quality strategies. The UK 
National Air Quality objectives and European Directive limit and target values of selected 
pollutants for the protection of human health are illustrated in Table 1.2 (Defra, 2008). 
These air quality objectives reflect health impacts of atmospheric pollutants over different 
duration of exposure. Both short term exposure to high levels of pollutants and long term 
exposure to lower levels of pollutants may cause adverse health impacts (WHO, 2000). Air 
quality objectives applying long term averages may be inadequate to account for real-time 
nonlinear fluctuations with repeated peaks for short periods, i.e. the exposure that may be 
typical of an urban street canyon.     
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According to BBC news (entitled “Court orders UK to cut NO2 air pollution”) published 
in Science & Environment in April 2015 (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-
environment-32512152), it was reported that “The UK's highest court has ruled that the 
government must take immediate action to cut air pollution”. This case 
(https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/uksc-2012-0179.html) was brought by ClientEarth 
(i.e. an organisation of environmental lawyers). The UK has not successfully met EU air 
quality limits for NO2 targets. There were 16 areas in the UK, which have breached the EU 
air quality limits for NO2 since 2010. Under existing air quality plans, some cities (e.g. 
London, Birmingham and Leeds) in the UK are not expected to meet EU air pollution 
targets until 2030. New air quality plans targeting to cut NO2 air pollution are required to 
be submitted to the European Commission by the end of 2015 (Dyer, 2015).  
Table 1.2 Selected UK National Air Quality objectives and European Directive limit and target values 
of selected pollutants for the protection of human health (Defra, 2008). 
Pollutant Concentration 
measured as 
UK National Air 
Quality objectives 
European obligation 
NO2 24 hour mean 200 ug m
-3
 (105 ppb) 
not to be exceeded 
more than 18 times a 
year 
200 ug m
-3
 (105 ppb) not to be 
exceeded more than 18 times a year 
Annual mean 40 ug m
-3
 (21 ppb) 40 ug m
-3
 (21 ppb) 
O3 8 hour mean 100 ug m
-1
 (50 ppb) not 
to be exceeded more 
than 10 times a year 
Target of 120 ug m
-1
 (60 ppb) not to 
be exceeded more than 25 times a 
year averaged over 3 years 
CO Maximum daily 
running 8 hour mean 
10 mg m
-3
 (9 ppm) 10 mg m
-3
 (9 ppm) 
Particles 
(PM10) 
24 hour mean 50 ug m
-3
 not to be 
exceeded more than 35 
times a year 
50 ug m
-3
 not to be exceeded more 
than 35 times a year 
Annual mean 40 ug m
-3
 40 ug m
-3
 
Particles 
(PM2.5) 
Annual mean 25 ug m
-3
 Target value 25 ug m
-3
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1.2.3 Atmospheric chemical processing 
(1) NOx-O3 interactions 
In the absence of VOCs, the atmospheric chemical processing in urban areas is dominated 
by NOx chemistry. In the presence of sun light, NO2 is rapidly photolysed leading to NO 
and O3 formation, and NO can react with O3 to re-form NO2 through the photochemical 
steady state (PSS) reaction (there is no net production or loss of O3) as follows (Carpenter 
et al., 1998): 
 )(32 PONOhvNO   (1.1)                                                            
 MOMOPO  32
3 )(  (1.2)        
 
223 ONONOO   (1.3)                                                                                                                                                                                                              
where )(3PO  is an oxygen atom without any excess energy or in its ground state and M 
denotes a third body molecule which absorbs excess energy so that )(3PO  and O2 may 
recombine to form an O3 molecule in the presence of M. These reactions involving the 
NO-to-NO2 conversion and O3 formations are illustrated in Figure 1.5 (Atkinson, 2000). A 
chemical equilibrium between NOx and O3 can be described as: 
 ]][[][ 32 32 ONOkNOj ONONO    (1.4)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
where 
2NO
j  is the photolysis frequency of Reaction 1.1 which depends on the intensity of 
sunlight and 
3ONO
k   is the rate constant of  Reaction 1.3 which depends on temperature.   
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Figure 1.5 NOx-O3 interactions in the absence of VOCs. 
 
(2) HOx chemical processing 
In the presence of VOCs, atmospheric chemical processing in urban areas is dominated by 
the interactions between highly reactive gas-phase radicals (HOx) and NOx chemistry. The 
HOx radicals include both hydroxyl radical (OH) and hydroperoxy radical (HO2). OH is 
one of the most important radicals in the atmosphere. The formation of OH is mainly due 
to the photolysis of O3 in the presence of water vapour (H2O), given as follows: 
 
2
1
3 )( ODOhvO   (1.5)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 OHOHOHDO  2
1 )(   (1.6)                                                                                                                                                                                                              
where )(1DO  is the high-energy oxygen atoms which is able to react with H2O to generate 
two OH radicals. Alternatively, )(1DO can be deactivated to )(3PO  through the following 
reaction: 
 MPOMDO  )()( 31   (1.7)                                                                                                                                                                                                              
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OH drives the atmospheric chemical processing for daytime and initiates the degradation 
of a variety of VOCs (denoted as RH which is the hydrocarbons containing hydrogen (H) 
and carbon (C)) with high reactivity to generate organic peroxy radicals (RO2): 
 ROHRHOH  2  (1.8)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
 MROMOR  22  (1.9)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
OH can also react with CO to form HO2 through following reactions: 
 2COHCOOH   (1.10)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 MHOMOH 2  2  (1.11)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
The fate of peroxy radicals (RO2 and HO2) is determined by the atmospheric 
environmental conditions. Under clean environments (low NOx conditions), the self- and 
cross-reactions between RO2 and HO2 are dominant: 
 222 OROOHOHOR   (1.12)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 MOHMOHOH  2222  (1.13)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
where ROOH represents organic hydroperoxides and H2O2 is hydrogen peroxide. Under 
polluted environments (high NOx conditions), radical propagation takes place through a 
series of reactions: 
 22 NORONOOR   (1.14)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 2
' HOCHOROOR 2   (1.15)                                                                                  
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where RO represents alkyl radicals and R’CHO denotes aldehydes. In the presence of NO, 
OH is formed through the following reaction: 
 2NOOHNOOH 2   (1.16)                                                                                     
The radical propagation driven by NO therefore results in the conversion of NO to NO2 
(leading to the overall production of O3 through photolysis reactions) and the increase of 
OH (enhancing the overall chemical processing of VOCs).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.6 HOx chemical processing of VOCs oxidation with the additional processing of radical 
propagation under polluted environments (dashed lines), adopted from Bloss (2009). 
 
The cycle of HOx chemical processing of VOCs oxidation (Bloss, 2009) is shown as 
Figure 1.6 together with the additional processing of radical propagation under polluted 
environments (represented by the dashed lines). This reaction cycle is limited by the 
removal of reactive radical species, such as the following reaction: 
 MHNOMONOH 2  3  (1.17)                                                                           
O3 + hv  O(
1D) + O2
RO2
OH
HO2
NO
R’CHO
VOC
NO2
NO
NO2
CO
O2
HO2ROOH H2O2
HO2
NO2
HNO3
H2O
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where HNO3 denotes nitric acid which is stable and highly soluble so as to be converted 
into condensed phase. HNO3 is also served as the major sink of atmospheric NOx (Dunker 
et al., 2014).     
1.3 Research motivation 
This thesis describes an investigation of air pollution at the street canyon scale. In such an 
atmospheric compartment, natural air ventilation through micro-scale dynamical processes 
is drastically constrained by surrounding buildings (Cheng et al., 2008). Buildings in urban 
areas are artificial obstacles to the atmospheric flow (Salim et al., 2011a) and cause 
insufficient ventilation for street canyons thereby leading to air pollution levels much 
greater than air quality objectives (Sahm et al., 2002). Emissions from vehicles, such as 
NOx, CO and VOCs, are dominant among anthropogenic pollutant sources inside street 
canyons in urbanised areas. Many such vehicle emissions are reactive, undergoing 
chemical processing within urban street canyons to generate secondary pollutants such as 
O3 and highly reactive radicals (e.g. HOx). Considering the street canyon scale (short 
distances from emissions sources to receptors), the pollutant transport time scale is of the 
order of minutes and therefore chemical transformation processes of significance in street 
canyons are those which display comparable (or shorter) timescales. Thus, some pollutants 
(such as CO and many hydrocarbons), which are not significantly influenced by chemical 
transformation on second-minute timescales, can be regarded as passive scalars (non-
reactive scalars) in the street canyon context. However, this is not the case for short-lived 
pollutants (such as NO2 and O3) and highly reactive chemical species (such as OH and 
HO2). In those situations, chemical reactions must be taken into account for the prediction 
of pollutant abundances in street canyons. 
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It is recognised that the urban street canyon is the place in which the majority of the 
outdoor activities of the urban populations occur. These are also locations where 
substantial human exposure occurs, for pedestrians, road-users and occupants of adjacent 
buildings which may gain their ventilation from the outdoor canyon environment. 
Exposure to such environments tends to cause adverse public health effects (Solazzo et al., 
2011). Since both primary and secondary air pollutants exhibit inhomogeneous 
distributions in urban street canyons and vary significantly over time, it is not an easy task 
to assess exposure to such pollutants. The pedestrian level (breathing height) in street 
canyons is expected to experience particularly high levels of pollutants due to the 
proximity to vehicle emissions. Pollutant abundance within street canyons frequently far 
exceeds that in the wider urban background; in 2005, for example, measured data at the 
London Marylebone Road ‘super-site’ showed that NO2 hourly concentrations exceeded 
the hourly objective for 853 times (Defra, 2008). Those exceedences of air quality 
objectives normally occur near local hotspots of pollution in street canyons.  
Various approaches such as field measurements, physical modelling, numerical modelling 
and parametric (operational) modelling have been undertaken over recent years to 
investigate air pollution in street canyons. Field measurements can provide first-hand 
information on pollutant abundance (subject to the limitations of measurement 
technologies), air flow and pollutant dispersion, but with several limitations (e.g. 
challenges to data interpretation, uncontrollable meteorological conditions, low spatial 
coverage, and typically high expense).  Physical modelling (e.g. wind tunnels and water 
channels) provides insight mainly into dynamics; such approaches are able to fully control 
testing parameters and sampling points, and provide well-documented dataset for the 
evaluations of numerical models. Due to scale limitations, it is a challenge for such models 
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to replicate fully the large-scale atmospheric turbulence of the real world. Numerical 
modelling can provide high spatial and temporal distributions of flow and pollutant fields 
in street canyons. Such models can be repeated with controllable test parameters at 
relatively low economic expense. However, they normally demand a high level of 
computational resources and may require substantial input information (computational 
domain, flow characteristics, chemical schemes). Parametric modelling can provide useful 
time-series information regarding pollutant abundance for regulatory applications, based 
on semi-empirical parameterisation of street canyons. This approach is relatively simple to 
use and demands far less computational cost than numerical modelling. However, due to 
the empirical assumptions, they fail to reproduce the detailed distribution of the flow or 
pollutant fields in street canyons.  
There are relatively few studies considering the coupling between the dynamical and 
chemical processes involving the pollutant mixing and transformation in street canyons 
(reviewed in Chapter 2). Understanding both dynamical and chemical processes of reactive 
pollutants in street canyons is of vital importance to effectively quantify air quality and to 
help the urban planners develop policies (e.g. for street canyon design and traffic 
management) to mitigate the adverse impacts of air pollution. This thesis aims to 
investigate the coupling between dynamics and chemistry in street canyons and attempts to 
address some key scientific issues of air pollution levels inside the urban canopy that are 
significantly affected by local traffic, fast photochemical reactions, and wind conditions. 
Two modelling approaches will be adopted in this thesis, i.e. i) a state-of-the-art numerical 
methodology called large-eddy simulation (LES) that resolves sub-metre turbulent eddies 
and sub-second air dynamics AND photochemical reactions, and ii) a box-model 
methodology (parametric modelling approach) that enables a quantification of the non-
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linear contribution of photochemical processes to the oxidants of a controlled box due to 
segregation effect (chemistry) and the exchange (dynamics) between the street canyon and 
overlying atmospheric background. 
The core research questions of this thesis are stated as follows: 
1) What is the turbulent flow pattern within a (deep) street canyon and how does it 
influence the turbulent mixing and chemical processes of reactive pollutants? 
2) What are the differences in pollutant levels between the within-canyon atmosphere 
and the overlying background, and how are traffic emissions pre-processed by the 
street canyon dynamics and chemistry before entering into the overlying 
background atmosphere? 
3) What is the effect of HOx chemical processing on pollutants levels within a street 
canyon?  
4) What is the human exposure to air pollutants within a street canyon environment? 
5) What is the segregation effect due to incomplete mixing of reactive pollutants 
within a street canyon and how may this effect be captured? 
6) What are the mean pollutant levels within a street canyon (exposure-related) under 
a variety of emission scenarios and meteorological conditions?  
7) What are segregation effects of sub-grid heterogeneous emissions in urban air 
quality models if a grid-averaging parameterisation is adopted? 
In order to address these research questions, the following objectives have been completed: 
1) To develop a LES package coupled with the key chemical mechanisms providing 
the capability of capturing the micro-scale mixing of street-canyon turbulent flow 
and fast chemical reactions.  
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2) To investigate the spatial and temporal patterns of reactive pollutants in the 
canyon environment.   
3) To develop a conceptual and simplistic framework for the application of the box 
model in street canyons considering both dynamics and chemistry. 
4) To examine how the variation of emissions (chemistry) and exchange velocity 
(dynamics) influence segregation effects on pollutant levels.  
5) To assess the misrepresentation of reactive pollutants’ concentrations in street 
canyons by box models and to rectify the misrepresentation of emissions profile as 
input to urban-scale air quality models. 
1.4 Thesis overview 
This thesis is structured as follows.  
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review of the coupling between the dynamics and 
chemistry. The applications of dynamical modelling and the chemical mechanisms for air 
pollution modelling are reviewed. Several studies considering the coupling between the 
dynamics and chemistry are discussed.    
Chapter 3 describes the LES model coupled with chemistry in a street canyon. The street 
canyon configurations, numerical method and model performance are presented. The 
evaluation of the dynamical model is also conducted.  
Chapter 4 investigates the dispersion and transport of air pollutants within a street canyon. 
The coupling effect of dynamical and chemical processing of emissions within the street 
canyon is examined. Segregation effect due to incomplete mixing of air pollution within 
the street canyon is discussed. A two-box model coupled with chemistry is developed to 
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represent key photo-chemical processes with timescales similar to and smaller than the 
turbulent mixing timescale. The potential exposure to air pollution is assessed. 
Chapter 5 extends the application of the two-box model approach (vertically segregated) in 
a street canyon. The two-box model provides the capability of efficiently running a series 
of emission scenarios under a set of meteorological conditions so that the coupling effect 
between the flow dynamics and chemistry can be investigated.  
Chapter 6 investigates segregation effects of heterogeneous emissions in two idealised 
street canyons within the urban canopy layer by using two independent box models 
(horizontally segregated). Both dynamical and chemical effects on systematic errors in the 
model output are investigated.  
Chapter 7 summarises the findings of this research. The implications of this research are 
discussed. The future directions are also proposed.   
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2 Literature review 
 
Several recent studies have examined different aspects of numerical simulation of urban 
street canyon dynamics/pollution/chemistry. Ahmad et al. (2005) reviewed wind tunnel 
experiments on wind flow and pollutant dispersion patterns in street canyons; such 
experiments do not however examine chemical processes, i.e. only inert tracer gas is 
considered. Vardoulakis et al. (2003) covered a wide range of approaches of  the air 
quality in street canyons focussing upon measurement and parametric modelling 
approaches, with little discussion on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling. 
Subsequently, Li et al. (2006) conducted a separate review on CFD modelling of wind 
flow and pollutant transport in street canyons. Their study focused mainly on the dynamic 
processes of pollutant dispersion within street canyons, rather than on the chemical 
processes. Yazid et al. (2014) reviewed a variety of studies on the flow structure and 
pollutant dispersion to provide guidelines of urban planning strategies for urban developer. 
Although they considered the factor of chemical reactions, there were relatively limited 
discussion on the coupling approach of dynamics and chemistry. The dynamics-chemistry 
coupling approach has increasingly been applied to in the street-canyon scale (e.g. Kwak 
and Baik (2014) and Park et al. (2015)) with a range of related, but distinct approaches, 
and identifying substantial consequences for our understanding of urban street canyon 
pollutant abundance. It is in this context that the present chapter reviews progress in the 
development of coupling between dynamics and chemistry, as applied to the street-canyon 
air pollution modelling. 
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2.1 Modelling dynamics in street canyons 
2.1.1 Numerical modelling 
With the recent development and ongoing performance improvements in advanced 
computer technology, it has become feasible to apply detailed numerical modelling 
approaches to explore the coupling between dynamical and chemical processes involving 
pollutant dispersion and transformation in street canyons. Computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) is a powerful numerical modelling technique to investigate experimental flow 
problems, to characterize air pollutant mixing processes, and to provide a detailed 
distribution of canyon flow and pollutant dispersion with high spatial-temporal resolution 
(Chang, 2006). CFD includes a series of numerical governing equations for turbulent flow 
and reactive pollutants dispersion, potentially involving the coupling of both dynamics and 
chemistry. CFD can be mainly classified into two categories based on the turbulence 
closure schemes: Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) and Large-Eddy Simulation 
(LES). RANS resolves only the mean time-averaged properties with all the turbulence 
motions to be modelled. Thus, RANS is normally well established and computationally 
fast. In place of the time-averaging used in RANS, LES adopts a spatial filtering operation, 
which can resolve large scale eddies directly and calculates small scale eddies with sub-
grid scale (SGS) models. LES usually requires more computational cost. The atmospheric 
turbulent flow in and above street canyons involves turbulent eddies on a variety of scales 
(McNabola et al., 2009). The sizes of large scale eddies are usually comparable to the 
characteristic length scales of atmospheric turbulent flow and more dependent on the street 
canyon geometries and turbulent flow boundary conditions. On the other hand, small scale 
eddies typically have a universal behaviour throughout the computational domain and are 
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more dependent on the local energy dissipation. The applications of RANS and LES in 
street-canyon dynamics will be discussed below.  
(1) Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes  
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) can determine the mean turbulent flow in a 
domain quickly and has been widely used in engineering applications. The most 
commonly used RANS turbulent models for the investigation of the urban canopy flow 
include the standard k  ( k  is the turbulent kinetic energy and   is the dissipation 
rate) model, the renormalized-group (RNG) k model, the realizable k model and 
the Reynolds Stress model (RSM). The standard k model is well documented and can 
perform well in the general structure for fully turbulent flow (Tsai and Chen, 2004). 
However, for the street-canyon flow, it does not predict turbulent kinetic energy with good 
accuracy in the regions close to the wall or to the shear layer at the canyon roof level (Sini 
et al. (1996); Hassan and Crowther (1998); Baik and Kim (1999)). Baik and Kim (2002) 
evaluated the standard k model using a water channel experiment (Baik et al., 2000) 
and then investigated the effect of inflow turbulence intensities (Kim and Baik, 2003) on 
the flow dispersion in the street canyon. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) was found to 
increase with an increase in turbulence intensity. Solazzo et al. (2008) employed the 
standard k model to investigate the effect of traffic-induced turbulence. Compared to 
a wind tunnel experiment (Kastner-Klein et al., 2001), the model performed well in terms 
of predicting the turbulent kinetic energy and mean horizontal velocity but showed 
limitations in reproducing the mean vertical velocity. The RNG k model modifies the 
standard k model by adding an additional source term for the   equation in order to 
determine the effective turbulent dissipation close to the wall boundaries and has been 
successfully implemented in simulating street canyon transitional flow. Memon et al. 
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(2010) applied the RNG k model to 2D isolated street canyons on the heating 
situations. Compared with a wind tunnel experiment (Uehara et al., 2000), there was a 
good agreement with the normalized potential temperature. The model underestimated the 
normalized horizontal velocity at the canyon roof level (by 10%) because the effect of 3D 
city blocks and roughness elements in the experiment not being fully represented by the 
2D model. Kim and Baik (2004) carried out a 3D CFD model coupled with the RNG 
k model to examine the wind flow in street canyons. Although their model 
reproduced the flow separation by buildings and reversed flow, it underestimated the TKE 
and wind velocity compared with a wind tunnel experiment (Brown et al., 2000). Chan et 
al. (2002) conducted a series of k model simulations to study the flow dispersion in a 
2D isolated street canyon. Compared to wind tunnel experiments, the RNG k model 
was found to be optimal in their simulations. They attributed this to the analytically 
derived formula of turbulent viscosity in the RNG k model. The realizable k
model has an improved equation for   considering the vorticity fluctuation and provides 
better performance for flows involving separation, rotation, and recirculation. Tian et al. 
(2009) developed an idealized 3D model based on the realizable k model to 
investigate the flow dispersion around arrays of buildings. Their model captured well the 
secondary oval vorticity around the buildings and the air exchange between the inside and 
outside streets. Gromke and Blocken (2015) adopted the realizable k model to 
simulate the flow and dispersion in and above 3D street canyons with avenue-trees. Their 
study demonstrated the capability of the realizable k model to simulate the flow and 
turbulence involving trees. The RSM explicitly calculates the individual Reynolds stresses 
(poorly represented by the k models). Thus in theory the RSM can perform better for 
complex flows (e.g. street canyon flow) than the k models. However, the RSM is 
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more complex involving more terms with more uncertainties to be modelled and greater 
computational cost. Nazridoust and Ahmadi (2006) applied the RSM, standard and RNG 
k  models to study the airflow and pollutant dispersion in 2D street canyons. The 
RSM generally agreed better with wind tunnel experimental data among the turbulence 
models used in their study. The standard k  model and the RNG k  model 
predicted similar results, which was in alignment with the findings of Chang and Meroney 
(2001). Koutsourakis et al. (2012) evaluated the performance of the RSM, standard k
model and RNG k  model in simulating the street canyon flows using six 
experimental datasets (i.e. Baik et al. (2000), Hoydysh and Dabberdt (1988), Depaul and 
Sheih (1986), Kovar-Panskus et al. (2002b), Sahm et al. (2002) and Li et al. (2008a). The 
model with the best performance could be any of the three turbulence models, depending 
on the experimental dataset. Their study demonstrated that due to the high uncertainties of 
both models and experiments, it was insufficient to compare only one experimental dataset 
when assessing the performance of a particular turbulent model.     
 (2) Large-Eddy Simulation 
Although RANS is computationally fast and extensively adopted, there are some 
limitations such as handling complex geometries involving separation (e.g. building 
blocks), near-wall treatment and empirical model parameters. The Large Eddy Simulation 
(LES) approach performs better than RANS in terms of modelling accuracy for flow 
turbulence but has greater computational cost. With recent advances in computer 
technology, LES is increasingly affordable by parallel computing with high performance 
computers equipped with more processors and memory. LES tends to be a promising tool 
to investigate turbulent mixing processes for research purposes. Salim et al. (2011a) 
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claimed that LES could potentially serve as an alternative to experiments for prediction of 
street-canyon flow characteristics in urban planning.    
Cui et al. (2004) developed an LES model, based on the Regional Atmospheric Modelling 
System (RAMS) meteorological code, to investigate turbulent flow in and above a street 
canyon (AR=1). Their study provided a detailed analysis of the turbulent canyon flow 
structure as well as the contributions of ejection or sweep events near the roof level to the 
momentum flux between the canyon and the boundary layer aloft. In comparison with 
wind-tunnel experimental data, their results showed that the LES model underestimated 
the momentum flux, indicated by a weaker mean primary vortex inside the canyon than 
that measured. They attributed this to (i) the limited domain size (which may 
underestimate the turbulent intensity above the canyon) and (ii) the relatively coarse mesh 
size near roof level where a strong wind shear and associated instability were present. Cai 
et al. (2008) adopted the same RAMS model to simulate the transfer characteristics of 
passive scalars corresponding to the area sources over the road surface, the upstream wall 
and the downstream wall, respectively, in a 2D street canyon. By comparing with wind-
tunnel experimental data (i.e. Meroney et al. (1996) and Kastner-Klein and Plate (1999)), 
they demonstrated that their LES model captured the main characteristics of canyon flow 
and scalar dispersion. Cheng and Liu (2011) developed an LES model to investigate the 
turbulent flow and pollutant removal in and above 2D street canyons (AR=1). The 
maximum values of standard deviations for wind flow were found close to the windward 
corners at the roof level. In comparison with the model configuration of Cui et al. (2004) , 
their grid resolution was slightly coarser (by 30 %) in the streamwise direction, but their 
domain sizes were larger by a factor of 3, 1.5 and 2.7 in the streamwise, spanwise and 
vertical directions, respectively. However, the simulated intensity of the mean primary 
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vortex in the canyon was weaker than that of Cui et al. (2004). Therefore they claimed that 
increasing an LES domain size cannot fully rectify the underpredicted intensity of mean 
primary vortex. This comparison indicated that well-resolved shear layers at the canyon 
roof level with high gradients of velocities may be required and worth a thorough 
investigation. Liu et al. (2005) employed an LES model to investigate air exchange rate 
(ACH) and pollutant exchange rate (PCH) in street canyons with different aspect ratios of 
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 based on the detailed LES database by Liu and Barth (2002) and Liu et al. 
(2004). The ACH (PCH) was the integration of the product of instantaneous fluctuating 
vertical velocity (and the instantaneous pollutant concentration) over the air exchange area 
at the canyon roof level. It was found that more pollutants were trapped inside the street 
canyon near the ground with an increase of the canyon aspect ratio. The transient 
turbulence properties at the roof level were well represented by the ACH and PCH. 
Michioka et al. (2011) adopted an LES model to examine the flow and pollutant dispersion 
mechanism in a 2D street canyon (AR=1). Compared with wind-tunnel experiments, the 
LES model provided qualitatively-correct predictions of the velocity statistics but with 
small discrepancies when the computational domain size was smaller. They also found that 
the accuracy of the LES model would be improved with the increase of the streamwise 
domain size, i.e. to more than 10 times than the canyon height as suggested by Kanda et al. 
(2004). Michioka and Sato (2012) further investigated the effect of incoming turbulent 
structure on the pollutant removal from 2D idealised street canyons using the same LES as 
Michioka et al. (2011). Their study showed that the turbulence structure of external flow 
influenced significantly on the turbulent kinetic energy within the canyon and the 
momentum exchange at the canyon roof level, but less on the mean velocity within the 
canyon.  
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(3) Comparison of RANS and LES 
Walton et al. (2002) and Walton and Cheng (2002) compared LES and RANS with field 
measurements and found that the LES model provided the better agreement with the 
measurements, possibly due to the more accurate prediction in the turbulent intensities of 
the flow. Cheng et al. (2003) showed that both LES and RANS could predict the main 
features of the mean air flow over an array of urban buildings with reasonable accuracy 
although LES performed better than RANS in terms of capturing the details of the flow 
within the urban canopy. They reported that the computational cost of LES was about 100 
times that of RANS. Xie and Castro (2006) also found that although LES better captured 
turbulent flow around buildings, its computational cost was at least an order of magnitude 
greater than that of RANS. Santiago et al. (2010) and Dejoan et al. (2010) reported that the 
local mean flow quantities predicted by LES were closer to the Mock Urban Setting Test 
(MUST) data than that predicted by RANS. Salim et al. (2011a) and Salim et al. (2011b) 
evaluated the performance of LES and RANS on the prediction of flow dispersion in a 
street canyon (AR=1) with and without avenue-like trees. They found a similar tendency in 
performance of LES and RANS. Trees reduced the street-canyon circulation and air 
exchange between the street canyon and overlying background. Tominaga and 
Stathopoulos (2011) applied both LES and RANS to simulation of flow dispersion in a 
street canyon (AR=1). LES was found to give better results than RANS compared with a 
wind tunnel experiment. The turbulence diffusion was well reproduced by LES, but 
underestimated by RANS. The performance in modelling turbulence diffusion by LES or 
RANS played an important role in the accuracy of pollutant dispersion predictions 
(Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2010).  
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2.1.2 Simplified parameterisation 
Although numerical modelling is able to capture temporally and spatially detailed 
information about dynamics in street canyons, it is still very complex and computationally 
expensive for many practical applications. Parametric modelling based on simple 
operational parameterisations about the street-canyon flow and dispersion conditions is an 
alternative tool, which is relatively simple and demands much less computational cost 
(Murena et al., 2009). Numerical modelling, in turn, can serve to better understand and 
provide such algorithms for implementation within parametric modelling. Detailed 
applications of the parametric modelling are reviewed by Vardoulakis et al. (2007) and 
Kakosimos et al. (2010). Here, focus will be on simplified parameterisations of dynamics 
in street canyons.  
Turbulent exchange (transfer) between the street canyon and the overlying atmospheric 
boundary layer controls the pollutant abundance in the street canyon (Barlow et al., 2004) 
and plays an important role in parametric modelling (Murena, 2012). This phenomenon 
can be represented by a simplified parameter called the ‘transfer velocity’ (Salizzoni et al., 
2009) or ‘air ventilation rate’ (Liu and Leung, 2008), herein referred to as ‘exchange 
velocity’ (Bright et al., 2013), denoted by wt, which may be defined as the spatially 
averaged velocity responsible for exchanging mass between the street canyon and the 
overlying atmospheric boundary layer. A simple parameterisation of the exchange velocity 
can be derived from the numerical modelling of a specific street-canyon flow (if 
considering the street canyon as a box), e.g. Liu et al. (2005) and Bright et al. (2013). More 
practically in the STREET (Johnson et al., 1973) and the Operational Street Pollution 
Model (OSPM) (Buckland, 1998), it is assumed that the exchange velocity is proportional 
to the characteristic velocity in the overlying boundary layer. However, the dependence of 
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the exchange velocity on the street-canyon flow can be very complex and influenced by 
many parameters. Murena et al. (2011) investigated the effects of the external wind speed 
on the exchange velocity and a nearly linear relationship between them was found. 
Salizzoni et al. (2011) found that the turbulent exchange was dependent on the coupling 
between the turbulence in the shear layer and turbulent eddies in the external atmospheric 
flow. Caton et al. (2003) showed that under lower external turbulence, the shear layer 
turbulence governed the exchange processes and the linear assumption between the 
exchange velocity and the external wind speed can be derived, but under higher external 
turbulence, the exchange processes depended upon both the turbulent structure of 
incoming flow and that of the shear layer. Liu et al. (2011) and Solazzo and Britter (2007) 
investigated the effect of aspect ratio on the exchange velocity and also found a linear 
relationship but with a varying relationship between the exchange velocity and the external 
wind speed depending on the flow regimes involved. 
This simplified parameterisation of turbulent exchange between the street canyon and the 
overlying atmospheric boundary layer represents the overall performance of the dynamics 
in street canyons, but necessarily fails to reproduce the flow field within street canyons. 
The introduction of ‘exchange velocity’ enables the application of parametric models (such 
as the box model approach) into street canyon modelling. A street canyon is considered as 
a single well-mixed (homogeneous) box, assuming that emissions into the box are mixed 
instantaneously and uniformly distributed. This simplified dynamical framework permits 
relatively complex chemistry to be afforded within street canyon modelling.  
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2.1.3 Field measurements of street canyon flows 
Longley et al. (2004) carried out flow field measurements in two street canyons in 
Manchester, UK. In those studied street canyons (bordered by buildings with varying 
heights and shapes), mean canyon flow was mainly characterised by a lateral channel flow, 
with limited evidence of a vortex flow. Their findings indicated that simple assumptions 
(e.g. a vortex flow) implicit adopted by most modelling studies may not reflect the 
complexity of airflow and turbulence in real street canyons. There was also evidence of 
traffic-produced turbulence. This effect was much significant, especially for a lower 
vertical layer (about 3 m) close to the street ground. Their study suggested that the effect 
of traffic should be incorporated into street canyon modelling in order to capture realistic 
conditions. Smalley et al. (2008) measured turbulent flow field in a complex street canyon 
in York, UK, under different background wind direction conditions. There was evidence of 
flow channelling (for winds blowing along the street), flow recirculation (for winds 
blowing across the street) and helical-type flow (for oblique winds). Those findings were 
similar to those associated with classical 2D canyons. The TKE in the canyon was found to 
increase with the increase in the background TKE above the canyon. Eliasson et al. (2006) 
carried out a field measurement campaign to investigate wind fields and turbulence 
characteristics in an urban street in Göteborg, Sweden. The penetration of the roof-top 
shear layer was found to significantly disturb established vortex development and 
circulation within the street canyon, even under low wind conditions. This may be 
attributed to considerable turbulence caused by the complex building geometry and local 
topography. Mean flow in the canyon was dependent upon ambient wind directions. A 
helical vortex was observed in the canyon under some ambient wind directions. Dobre et al. 
(2005) conducted field measurements of airflow in street canyons with realistic geometries 
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and at an urban intersection in London, UK, during the 2003 campaign for the DAPPLE 
(Dispersion of Air Pollution and its Penetration into the Local Environment) project 
(Arnold et al., 2004). Their study demonstrated that street canyon flow could be a helical 
flow, which was a combination of the parallel and perpendicular contributions (i.e. a 
channelling vortex along the street and a recirculating vortex across the street). Each of 
those two vortices can be linearly dependent upon the relative component of the reference 
wind at the roof top. At the interaction, they found a switching of wind direction between 
difference streets, indicating highly complex flow. Barlow et al. (2009) presented results of 
both street-level and outer flow from the DAPPLE 2004 campaign. They developed a 
methodology for an evaluation of reference measurements. Their findings indicate that the 
reference measurement at the upper level (at the height of 9 H, free of local obstruction) 
was better than the roof-top reference measurement (at the height of H, influenced by local 
obstruction) to scale street canyon flow. Christen et al. (2007) analysed the dataset from 
the BUBBLE (Basel urban boundary layer experiment) campaign (Rotach et al., 2005) to 
investigate the effect of coherent structure on turbulent exchange. Their study indicated 
that both in-street and outer mean flow may be influenced by ambient wind directions and 
stability. This effect on turbulent structure was more significant above the canyon than 
within the canyon. They identified two types of events (i.e. sweeps and ejections), 
dominating turbulent exchange at the canyon roof level. Schatzmann et al. (2006) carried 
out the VALIUM (Validation of instruments for environmental policies) campaign in 
Hannover, Germany. They found wind fields were heterogeneous in real urban streets, 
thereby influencing long-range and regional flow and pollutant dispersion. The velocity 
data was affected by ambient wind directions and the building structure.   
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In a real urban environment, there are a variety of geometrical arrangements of 
surrounding building blocks around urban streets. Those buildings normally vary in roof 
shapes, heights and structure. Complex, non-uniform geometries are very different from 
simple assumptions of idealised geometries, which are usually used in a number of 
modelling studies. The associated flow field in such a real urban environment could be 
very complex and uncontrollable (Smalley et al., 2008), influenced by many factors (e.g. 
complex building geometries, real-time ambient wind directions, atmosphere stability and 
inflow turbulence). Despite complex flow structures, along-street flow channelling and 
across-street flow recirculation could still be the dominant flow characteristics under most 
ambient wind directions conditions (Boddy et al., 2005). 
2.2 Chemistry for air pollution modelling 
Modelling dynamics in street canyons, which determines the evolution and physical 
removal of atmospheric pollutants, is only one component of the coupling approach of 
dynamics and chemistry. The representation of atmospheric chemistry for air pollution 
modelling also plays an important role for reactive species. A chemical mechanism 
describes mathematically the chemical processes in the atmosphere by describing a set of 
chemical reactions for the removal and formation of primary and secondary chemical 
species (Jimenez et al., 2003) and will be discussed below. 
2.2.1 Simple NOx-O3 chemistry 
Simple NOx-O3 chemistry (Carpenter et al., 1998) describes the photochemical reactions 
between NO, NO2 and O3, the interaction of which is discussed in Section 1.2.3. NOx 
emitted from vehicles into street canyons is predominantly in form of NO with a small (but 
in many environments increasing) fraction of NO2. Within urban environments, the NOx-
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O3 titration interaction with freshly emitted NO can result in a significant local sink for O3 
in street canyons, providing a reduction of O3 level compared with surrounding rural areas. 
This effect is called the “urban decrement” (Munir et al., 2013). Due to its simplicity, the 
simple daytime NOx-O3 system has been adopted in parametric modelling, e.g. OSPM 
(Berkowicz, 2000) and ADMS (McHugh et al., 1997). The incorporation of such simple 
NOx-O3 chemistry into street canyon dynamics model can also be affordable especially for 
expensive LES approaches (e.g. Baker et al. (2004)).  
2.2.2 Complex chemistry 
Simple NOx-O3 chemistry only accounts for daytime NOx-O3 interactions, without 
consideration of other NOy species, nighttime processing, and the oxidation of VOCs. 
Therefore, more realistic chemistry involving detailed inorganic and VOCs reactions 
should be also considered for a comprehensive description of the urban atmosphere. Such 
representations may include the reactions of radical species (HO2, RO2) which may result 
in additional (non-O3) conversion of NO to NO2, and hence to net ozone / oxidant 
production, that cannot be captured by the simple NOx-O3 chemistry. There are a wide 
range of mechanisms (from near-explicit to reduced mechanisms) with varying complexity 
considering both the NOx and VOCs chemistry which have been applied in street canyon 
studies, and which are briefly discussed below.     
 (1) MCM 
The Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM) is a near-explicit chemical mechanism,  
representing in detail the gas-phase tropospheric degradation of primary VOCs and 
formation of (gaseous) secondary pollutants (Jenkin et al., 1997). The MCM v1.0 consists 
of over 2,400 species and 7,100 reactions describing the degradation of 120 VOCs 
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(Derwent et al., 1998). The MCM v2.0 updates the chemistry of aromatic hydrocarbons 
and includes 3,487 species and 10,763 reactions (Whitehouse et al., 2004). To improve the 
chemical degradation of aromatics (Jenkin et al., 2003), the MCM v3.0 was developed, 
containing 12,691 organic reactions for 4,351 organic species, and 46 inorganic reactions 
(Saunders et al., 2003). To promote the understanding of aromatic photo-oxidation (Bloss 
et al., 2005), MCM v3.0 was updated to MCM v3.1, which comprises about 13,500 
chemical reactions and 5,900 species (Pinho et al., 2007). The MCM has been evaluated 
against an extensive experimental database from photochemical reaction chambers and 
field campaigns. Due to its near-explicit nature, the MCM is principally employed within 
box models, and is usually considered too expensive for 3D grid-based air pollution 
models. For such applications, it is necessary to develop reduced chemical mechanisms 
which are of an appropriate size, and yet which retain a quantitative description of the 
atmospheric chemistry. The MCM may also be considered as a reference or benchmark 
mechanism for developing and evaluating such reduced chemical mechanisms. Reduced 
techniques include lumping, sensitivity analysis and timescale analysis approaches 
(Neophytou et al., 2004). The lumping technique condenses several unique species into 
single ones (Makar and Polavarapu, 1997) and has been the most frequently employed 
approach to the reduction of chemical mechanisms. Three approaches are commonly used 
(Zaveri and Peters, 1999), i.e. surrogate species, lumped molecule (lumping VOCs into a 
series of categories according to similarity of oxidation reactivity) and lumped structure 
(lumping VOCs according to their chemical nature as reflected in their molecular 
structures). The sensitivity analysis technique, also called ‘‘iterative screening and 
structure analysis’’, uses chemical reaction and sensitivity analysis to indentify sensitive or 
key species by calculating concentrations of some species as a function of others 
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(Mauersberger, 2005). Timescale analysis removes fast-reacting “steady-state” species, 
replacing these with calculated values, by distinguishing between “fast” and “slow” 
chemical time scales using the quasi-steady-state approximation (Lovas et al., 2006). 
(2) CRI Mechanism 
The Common Representative Intermediates (CRI) Mechanism is a reduced chemical 
mechanism with intermediate complexity. The CRI is derived from the reference 
benchmark mechanism (MCM v3.1) using a lumped structure technique (Jenkin et al., 
2008) based on the assumption that the number of reactive bonds (i.e. C-C and C-H ) 
represent the index of the photochemical ozone production potential of each VOC (Jenkin 
et al., 2002). Based on this simple index, a set of generic intermediates (each of which is a 
“common representative”) can be derived. Significantly reduced from MCM v3.1, the 
resultant mechanism CRI v2 consists of 1,183 chemical reactions and 434 species, but it is 
still too detailed to incorporate into most chemistry-dispersion models. To further simplify 
CRI v2, a set of reduced mechanisms (CRI v2-R1, CRI v2-R2,CRI v2-R3,CRI v2-R4 and 
CRI v2-R5) have been developed (Watson et al., 2008). The final reduced mechanism 
(CRI v2-R5) contains 555 chemical reactions of 196 species (including 22 VOCs) and is a 
useful reference mechanism for air quality modelling, focusing upon ozone production. 
Bright et al. (2013) further reduced the CRI v2-R5 and developed a Reduced Chemical 
Scheme (RCS), which includes 136 reactions of 51 species, for the application into an LES 
model at the street canyon scale.   
(3) CBM 
The Carbon Bond Mechanism (CBM-IV) was developed based on the lumped-structure 
condensation approach for chemical reactions with similar carbon bonds (C-CHO,C-C, 
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C=C, etc.) (Gery et al., 1989). The CBM-IV contains 81 reactions of 33 species. These 
species are classified into four groups: explicit organic species, organic species (carbon 
surrogates), organic species (molecular surrogates), and inorganic species (no lumping). 
Several other versions were also developed. Heard et al. (1998) compared the CBM-IV 
with CBM-EX (including 204 reactions and 90 species) and the reduced CBM-LEEDS 
(including 59 reactions of 29 species). Based on CBM-IV, Zaveri and Peters (1999) 
developed an extended mechanism called CBM-Z (including 132 reactions and 52 species). 
CBM-IV is a popular lumped-structure mechanism but does not contain some of the long-
lived species and peroxy radical interactions, and has a relatively crude isoprene 
mechanism. Due to its compactness, CBM-IV is an attractive chemical mechanism for air 
quality modelling at the street canyon scale (e.g. Garmory et al. (2009); Kwak and Baik 
(2012); Kwak et al. (2013); Kwak and Baik (2014) ).  
(4) GEOS-CHEM 
GEOS-CHEM (Eller et al., 2009) is a chemistry-transport model for simulating 
atmospheric composition in the troposphere at the global scale, using the Goddard Earth 
Observing System (GEOS) meteorological information (Abad et al., 2011). The chemical 
mechanism in the GEOS-CHEM model contains over 300 reactions of 80 species with 
explicit chemical schemes for main anthropogenic hydrocarbons and isoprene (Bey et al., 
2001). Ito et al. (2007) developed a GEOS-CHEM Mechanism extension (GEOSito), 
which includes a 490 reaction scheme of 179 species accounting for a detailed 
representation of hydroxyl alkyl nitrates. Kim et al. (2012) has successfully applied the 
GEOS-CHEM photochemical scheme to a street canyon application. 
(5) Generalized VOCs and NOx Mechanism  
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The Generalized VOCs and NOx Mechanism (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998) contains 20 
chemical reactions of 23 species. Although this mechanism is far from comprehensive, it 
maintains the key features of the VOC-NOx chemistry thereby providing the capablity to 
qualitatively analyze the formation of O3 through the conversion of VOCs and NOx. The 
simple nature of this VOC-NOx mechanism allows it to be incorporated into most air 
pollution models. An early attempt to implement the VOCs and NOx Mechanism into 
street canyon modelling was reported by Liu and Leung (2008).  
(6) Other chemical mechanisms   
There are a number of other chemical mechanisms which have been applied to air 
pollution modelling; although not widely used in the street canyon simulations, they may 
have the potential for future development, and they are briefly discussed below.   
The MIM (Mainz Isoprene Mechanism) developed by (Pöschl et al., 2000) is a reduced 
isoprene degradation scheme, using a lumped molecule technique based on the Master 
Chemical Mechanism. It includes 44 chemical reactions of 16 species, originally 
constructed for atmospheric modelling at the global scale. As MIM only includes lumped 
species for many compounds, it has limited capability to represent the nonlinear chemical 
behaviours of the tropospheric atmosphere across the parameters space, especially in the 
context of polluted (high NOx) canyon conditions. Taraborrelli et al. (2009) updated the 
MIM into MIM2 to represent more intermediates. MIM2 includes 199 chemical reactions 
of 68 species and is suitable for air quality modelling at both regional and global scales. 
The SAPRC Mechanism (SAPRC-90) was developed by a research group at the Statewide 
Air Pollution Research Center (Carter, 1990). SAPRC-90 (158 chemical reactions of 54 
species) is a lumped molecule mechanism, in which lumped species and reactions are used 
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to describe the representation of organic compounds. An updated version (SAPRC-99), 
which includes 198 reactions and 72 species, was developed by Carter (2000b). The latest 
version of SAPRC Mechanism (SAPRC-07) has a total of 339 reactions of 119 species 
(Carter, 2010), giving separate representation for 748 types of VOCs. The SAPRC 
mechanism can be used to calculate ozone reactivity scales for VOCs and predict impacts 
of emissions on formation of secondary pollutants. The CACM (Caltech Atmospheric 
Chemistry Mechanism) is a lumped-structure mechanism including a total of 361 reactions 
of 191 species (Griffin et al., 2002). The inorganic chemical scheme in the CACM is based 
on the SAPRC99, while the primary VOCs are reduced by a lumped-structure technique. 
CACM contains a detailed chemical scheme to characterize ozone formation and 
formation of semi-volatile products. The RACM (Regional Atmospheric Chemistry 
Mechanism) (Stockwell et al., 1997) consists of 237 reactions of 77 species revised from 
the Regional Acid Deposition Model (RADM2) Mechanism (Stockwell et al., 1990). 
RACM is a lumped-molecule chemistry mechanism to describe atmospheric chemistry on 
a regional scale. RACM has been coupled online with the RAMS model (Arteta et al., 
2006). RACM is capable of simulating both the lower and upper troposphere from rural to 
urban areas. The EMEP (European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme) mechanism is 
related to policy studies in Europe including 148 reactions of 79 species  (Gross and 
Stockwell, 2003). The EMEP mechanism applies a lumped molecule technique to give 
representations of organic compounds with a series of species of similar structure and 
reactivity. The EMEP mechanism is highly aggregated, and is usually only applied within 
the atmospheric boundary layer. 
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2.2.3 Comparison of chemical mechanisms 
Table 2.1 shows a comparison of chemical mechanisms varying in complexity from near-
explicit to highly simplified. Each of the complex mechanisms contains an “inorganic 
mechanism” considering Ox-HOx-NOx-CO-CH4 chemistry (Emmerson and Evans, 2009), 
and an “organic mechanism” mainly considering the degradation of VOCs. In terms of the 
“inorganic mechanisms”, there is not too much variability as these processes are 
(comparatively) well understood. The very simple NOx-O3 chemistry is simply extracted 
from the “inorganic mechanism”. For more complex chemical mechanisms, the main 
difference depends upon the condensation scheme that reduces the number of VOC species 
and reactions involved. In principle, any chemical mechanisms originally developed at 
different scales, from global to urban, could be applied to the study of atmospheric 
chemistry / air pollution in street canyons (such as RCS, GEOS-CHEM, CBM-IV). 
However, the chemical processes represented by such mechanisms are inherently non-
linear since the chemical timescales of some species are very short and others are rather 
long. The chemical processing varies rapidly for these species with different timescales. 
This chemical non-linearity leads to a number of difficulties for efficient coupling of 
chemistry with dynamic models, which is the focus of the next section of this review. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of chemical mechanisms for air quality modelling. 
Full name  Reduction 
type 
Reference Versions Reaction 
NO. 
Species 
NO. 
Applied scale 
Master Chemical 
Mechanisms 
Near-explicit Derwent et al. (1998) MCM v1.0 7,100 2,400 Troposphere 
  Whitehouse et al. (2004) MCM v2.0 10,763 3,487   
  Saunders et al. (2003) MCM v3.0 12,737 >4351   
  Pinho et al. (2007) MCM v3.1 13,500 5,900   
Common  LM Jenkin et al. (2008) CRI v2 1183 434  Troposphere 
Representative  Watson et al. (2008) CRI v2-R1 1012 373   
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Intermediates    CRI v2-R2 988 352   
Mechanism   CRI v2-R3 882 296  
   CRI v2-R4 643 219   
   CRI v2-R5 555 196  
  Bright et al. (2013) RCS 136 51 Urban 
Carbon Bond 
Mechanism 
LS Gery et al. (1989) CBM-IV 81 33 Urban/Regional 
  Heard et al. (1998) CBM-EX 204 90  
  Heard et al. (1998) CBM-
LEEDS 
59 29  
  Zaveri and Peters (1999) CBM-Z 132 52  
Goddard Earth 
Observing  
/ Eller et al. (2009) GEOS-
CHEM 
300 80 Global 
System-
Chemistry 
 Ito et al. (2007) GEOSito 490 179  
Generalized 
VOCs and NOx 
Mechanism 
/ Seinfeld and Pandis 
(1998) 
/ 20 23 Urban 
Mainz Isoprene  LM Pöschl et al. (2000) MIM 44 16 Regional/Global 
Mechanism  Taraborrelli et al. (2009) MIM2 199 68  
Statewide Air  LM Carter (1990) SAPRC-90 158 54 Urban 
Pollution  Carter (2000b) SAPRC-99 198 72  
Research Center  Carter (2010) SAPRC-07 339 119  
Caltech 
Atmospheric 
Chemistry 
Mechanism 
LS Griffin et al. (2002) CACM 361 191 Urban 
Regional 
Atmospheric  
LM Stockwell et al. (1997) RACM 237 77 Regional 
Chemistry 
Mechanism 
LM Stockwell et al. (1990) RADM2 158 63  
European 
Monitoring and 
Evaluation 
Programme 
LM Gross and Stockwell 
(2003) 
EMEP 148 79 Regional 
NOx-O3 
chemistry 
/ Carpenter et al. (1998) / 3 5 Urban 
Note: LS denotes the lumped structure reduction technique. LM denotes the lumped molecule reduction technique.  
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2.3 Coupling dynamics and chemistry  
The coupling between dynamics and chemistry plays a major role in air pollution 
modelling within street canyons. Several attempts have been made to deal with the 
dynamic and chemical complexity. Most long lived traffic-related pollutants (e.g. CO and 
VOCs) are dependent almost exclusively on canyon dynamical processing, rather than 
chemical processing, due to the much longer chemical oxidation time scale compared with 
the canyon dynamical time scale. Those pollutants are normally considered as passive 
scalar quantities. Therefore, many past studies (e.g. Cai et al. (2008); Solazzo et al. (2011); 
Madalozzo et al. (2014)) have only taken the transport and dispersion of passive scalars 
into consideration, a well-established approach avoiding complex chemical processing. 
More recently, studies have considered increasing chemical reactivity and complexity; 
those associated with the simple NOx-O3 chemistry and then complex chemistry involving 
the VOCs (shown as Table 2.2) are discussed below. 
Table 2.2 Comparison of selected studies: coupling dynamics and chemistry in street canyons. 
Reference  Research 
model 
AR  
(H/W)  
Vortex 
No. 
Chemical 
mechanism 
Remarks 
Baker et al. 
(2004) 
LES  1 1 NOx-O3 chemistry *Significant spatial variations of NOx 
and O3 
*Introduction of the photostationary 
state defect 
Grawe et al. 
(2007) 
LES  1 1 NOx-O3 chemistry *Shading effect 
*A near-linear relationship between 
concentration differences and  the 
reduction of the NO2 photolysis 
frequency 
Baik et al. (2007) RANS 1 1 NOx-O3 chemistry *Street bottom heating scenario 
*Budget analysis of the advection, 
diffusion and chemical reaction term 
Kang et al. (2008) RANS 1 1 NOx-O3 chemistry *Varying the intensities of street 
bottom heating 
*Significant change in pattern of the 
flow and pollutant dispersion 
Tong and Leung 
(2012) 
RANS 0.5-8 Varying NOx-O3 chemistry * Different diurnal heating scenarios 
* Varying canyon aspect ratios 
Kikumoto and 
Ooka (2012) 
LES 1 1 NOx-O3 chemistry *Contrasted transport mechanism for 
NOx and O3 
*Correlation of concentration 
fluctuations 
Liu and Leung Box model 0.5,1,2  Box Generalized VOCs- *O3 sensitivity to the NOx and VOCs 
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(2008) NOx mechanism emissions 
* One-box chemsitry model  
* Parameteriaed air ventilation  rate 
Garmory et al. 
(2009) 
RANS 1.2 1 NOx-O3 chemistry 
and    
CBM-IV  
*Field Monte Carlo method for 
turbulent reacting flow simulation 
*Segregation effect and micro-
mixing 
Kim et al. (2012) RANS 1 1 NOx-O3 chemistry 
and GEOS-Chem 
*An online photolysis frequency 
calculation module 
*Consideration of dry deposition and 
PM. 
Kwak and Baik 
(2012) 
RANS 1 1 CBM-IV  * Dispersion type of reactive species 
*O3 sensitivity to the NOx and VOCs 
emissions 
Kwak et al. 
(2013) 
RANS 1 - 2 1 - 2 CBM-IV  * Photochemical evolution 
* O3 and OH oxidation processes 
Bright et al. 
(2013) 
LES, Box 
model 
1 1 NOx-O3 chemistry 
and RCS  
* Segregation effect 
* Comparion with box model 
* Atmospheric “pre-processing” 
Kwak and Baik 
(2014) 
RANS 1 1 or 2 CBM-IV  * Surface heating 
*Diurnal variation of NOx and O3 
exchange 
 
2.3.1 Coupling with simple NOx-O3 chemistry 
For relatively short-lived traffic-related pollutants (e.g. NO2 and O3), the assumption of 
passive scalars is inappropriate because their chemical time scales are comparable to the 
canyon dynamical time scale. The chemical processing of NOx and O3 can play a key role 
in determining the spatial and temporal variation of these species in street canyons. 
Therefore, simple NOx-O3 chemistry was incorporated into the canyon dynamical model.  
The first attempt of this approach can be found in Baker et al. (2004). They introduced 
simple NOx-O3 chemistry into an LES model based on the RAMS numerical code under  
neutral meteorological conditions and examined the dispersion and transport of reactive 
pollutants (NO, NO2 and O3) inside a regular street canyon (AR=1). The distributions of 
pollutants exhibited significant spatial variations dominated by a primary vortex in the 
street canyon, which agreed well with a previous field observation (Xie et al., 2003). The 
concept of the photostationary state (PSS) defect (See Section 4.2.4 for its definition) was 
introduced. The results of PSS defect showed that the chemistry was close to equilibrium 
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within the primary canyon vortex, but far from equilibrium at the canyon roof level and 
near traffic emissions where two air parcels with distinctively different chemical 
compositions meet. The PSS defect was shown to be a useful measure of reactive mixing 
in and above a street canyon. Their study highlighted the impact of chemical processing in 
the street canyon context, providing the basis of coupling reactive species. However, only 
a very limited chemistry was considered.   
Grawe et al. (2007) extended the overall framework of Baker et al. (2004) to the 
investigation of the local shading effects of windward and leeward walls on the NO2 and 
O3 concentrations. This study found that kerbside NO2 and O3 concentrations had more 
than 6 ppb difference due to the presence of local shading and that the magnitude of 
concentration differences exhibited a near-linear relationship with the reduction of the 
photolysis frequency of NO2 for shaded regions. The shading geometry was found to 
influence the spatial pollutant distribution within the canyon, rather than the overall 
abundance. Their study indicated that such shading effects can be extremely significant in 
deep street canyons. Only the effect of solar radiation on the chemical reaction rate (i.e. the 
NO2 photolysis frequency) was investigated in this study. 
Baik et al. (2007) carried out a RANS model (the RNG k  model) coupled with 
simple NOx-O3 chemistry to examine the dispersion of reactive pollutants within a street 
canyon (AR=1) with bottom heating. The reaction rate constants and photolysis rates were 
temperature-dependent in this study, while constant values were used in Baker et al. (2004). 
An oscillation of the primary vortex was found in the street canyon when bottom heating 
was introduced and this caused significant variations of chemical species. This study found 
that the averaged temperature, NO and NO2 concentrations had the same trend of 
oscillation, but opposite in sign to that of the O3 concentration. The main features of the 
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PSS defect was found to be consistent with Baker et al. (2004). A budget analysis showed 
that the advection or diffusion term was much higher than the chemical reaction term for 
NO and NO2, but comparable to each for O3. This budget analysis provided useful insight 
into the impact of chemical processing vs. dynamical processing of each species on the 
overall distributions and the findings indicated that the distribution of O3 was more 
affected by the inhomogeneous temperature in street canyons through chemistry. Although 
this study considered the effect of heating on both the dynamical process (changing the 
flow pattern) and chemical process (temperature-dependent chemical reaction rates), it was 
restricted to one typical street bottom heating scenario. 
Kang et al. (2008) further investigated the effect of street bottom heating (varying the 
intensities of street bottom heating) on the flow and reactive pollutant dispersion using the 
same framework as Baik et al. (2007). They found that the centre of the primary vortex 
varied with the street-bottom heating intensity and thereby lead to a significant variation of 
chemical species abundance. The evolution of the canyon-averaged NO concentration 
under different heating intensities was found to have three types of patterns (i.e. quasi-
steady, oscillatory and fluctuating). Canyon-averaged pollutant concentrations tend to 
decrease with the increase in the street bottom heating intensity. The effect of street bottom 
heating on the concentration of O3 through temperature-dependent chemical reaction rates 
increases with the increase of the street bottom heating intensity, but this influence through 
chemical processing was small. These findings demonstrated that these canyon-averaged 
patterns were mainly due to the dynamics influenced by street-bottom heating rather than 
the chemical processing. However, experimental data were not available for the evaluation 
of pollutant concentrations in the street-bottom heating canyon.   
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Tong and Leung (2012) developed a RANS model (the RNG k turbulence model) 
coupled with simple NOx-O3 photochemistry to examine spatial characteristics of reactive 
pollutants and level of chemical equilibrium in idealized street canyons with aspect ratios 
varying from 0.5 to 8 under different ambient wind speeds and diurnal heating scenarios. 
The performance of this street canyon model under bottom heating on flow and 
temperature fields was evaluated both experimentally (Uehara et al., 2000) and 
numerically (i.e. Kim and Baik (2001); Xie et al. (2006) and Memon et al. (2010)), and a 
satisfactory agreement was found. The entrainment of O3 from the overlying background 
into the canyon was found to be highly dependent upon the wind speed and canyon aspect 
ratios. The PSS defects approached to zero (reaching chemical equilibrium) more easily 
for the deeper street canyons. They also found that the diurnal heating scenario 
significantly affected the pollutant exchange between the canyon and overlying 
background through the vortex circulation and chemical reaction rates influenced by 
thermal effect. The information about the general principle of the effects of canyon aspect 
ratios, wind speed and diurnal heating provided by their study could be very useful in 
guiding future lab / field measurements of air pollutants within street canyons.  
Kikumoto and Ooka (2012) investigated the characteristics of reactive pollutants 
dispersion within a regular street canyon (AR=1) by performing an LES model coupled 
with a sole bimolecular chemical reaction (O3 + NOproduct) (i.e. basically simple NOx-
O3 photochemistry). Their study indicated that the chemical reaction rate was dependent 
on both the product of the reactants’ mean concentrations and the correlation of their 
concentration fluctuations, which can be derived from the LES model. RANS usually 
considers only the mean term and omits the correlation term. In this aspect, LES can 
perform better than RANS by providing additional turbulent fluctuations. NOx and O3 had 
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contrasting mechanisms of transport and the correlation between each reactant’s 
concentration fluctuations strongly influenced the rates of chemical reaction between them, 
especially at the canyon roof level. Their study provided a detailed analysis of turbulent 
fluctuations of pollutants and the impact on the reaction rate. 
2.3.2 Coupling with complex chemistry 
For very fast chemical species (e.g. OH, HO2), although these species are not emitted 
directly from vehicles, they play an important role in driving the chemical cycle of VOCs 
degradation (O3 precursors) leading to the additional conversion of NO to NO2 (which is 
not represented by simple NOx-O3 chemistry). These species with chemical lifetimes of 
seconds are highly dependent on the chemical processing and react vary fast within street 
canyons. The complex chemical mechanisms considering both NOx and VOCs chemistry 
were also introduced and incorporated into the canyon dynamic model. 
Liu and Leung (2008) attempted to adopt a one-box chemistry model coupled with the 
generalized VOCs and NOx mechanism (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998) for the consideration 
of coupling the dynamics and chemistry in street canyons (AR=0.5, 1, 2). The values of air 
ventilation rates were derived from LES models for different ARs (Liu et al., 2005). They 
found that the O3 concentration within the street canyon was dependent upon both the 
VOCs and NOx emission rates. While the ratio of VOCs to NOx emission rate was higher 
than 10, the O3 concentration could be up to the order of 100 ppb. The emission ratio of 
VOCs and NOx could be a useful indicator for controlling O3 levels in street canyons. 
Because their study treated the whole canyon as one well-mixed box for all ARs, the 
model was unable to reproduce significant contrasts of pollutant concentration between the 
lower and upper canyon, especially for the deep street canyon. 
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Garmory et al. (2009) employed the Stochastic Field method to characterise the turbulent 
reacting flow for the investigation of the transport and dispersion of reactive scalars within 
a street canyon (AR=1.2) adopting both simple NOx-O3 chemistry and CBM-IV 
mechanism. The flow field was based on the standard k model. The Stochastic Field 
method can be easily incorporated into the RANS model and capture both the means and 
variances together with the consideration of segregation effect on reaction rates. This 
statistical information was not able to be obtained from the traditional RANS models. The 
variance of reactive pollutants was found to be very high in the order of mean values at the 
canyon roof level with strong mixing. They found that for both mechanisms, there were 
similar predictions and no significant segregation effect (the fluctuation from the mean in 
their study) for most major species (e.g. NO, NO2 and O3). However, for some fast 
chemical species (e.g. OH, HO2 etc.), there were significant differences.  
Kim et al. (2012) adopted the RNG k  turbulence (RANS) model coupled with both 
simple NOx-O3 chemistry and the GEOS-CHEM photochemical scheme to investigate 
transport and dispersion of reactive pollutants within a street canyon (AR=1). An online 
photolysis frequency calculation module was applied to account for the surface heating 
effect of diurnal solar radiation on the photolysis frequency. The NO concentrations 
predicted from simple NOx-O3 chemistry had a difference up to 100 ppb (i.e. the relative 
error was about 20%~30% ) compared to those of Baker et al. (2004). They attributed this 
discrepancy to the different turbulence models, RANS in this study vs. LES in Baker et al. 
(2004). Compared with field measurements, the model over-predicted the NO 
concentration by a factor of 3. This big error in NO concentration was expected to 
decrease as the NOx emissions became lower. There was an evidence of a significant 
difference in O3 concentration between complex photochemistry and simple NOx-O3 
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chemistry, indicating the importance of additional formation of O3 through the VOCs 
oxidation process. This study highlighted the important effect of photochemistry on the 
concentration of oxidation products (e.g. NO2 and O3). 
Kwak and Baik (2012) employed the RNG k  turbulence (RANS) model coupled 
with the CBM-IV mechanism to explore reactive pollutant dispersion within idealized 
street canyons (AR=1) and to investigate the O3 sensitivity to the NOx and VOCs 
emissions. According to the dispersion characteristics of NO, NO2 and O3 in simple NOx-
O3 chemistry, the dispersion of species in this simulation were identified and classified 
into three types, i.e. NO-type, NO2-type and O3-type with maximum concentrations near 
the bottom of the street canyon, close to the centre of the street canyon, and above the 
street canyon. The dispersion type transition of chemical species except the NO-type was 
found to be highly dependent upon the ratio of VOCs to NOx emission rates and the 
reactive species in the O3-type dispersion was expected to shift into NO2-type dispersion 
with the increase of the emission ratio of VOCs to NOx. Their study showed that the OH 
concentration increased with an increase in VOCs to NOx emission ratio, indicating an 
important role of OH via the chemical reaction cycle. The O3 concentration was found to 
be negatively correlated with NOx, reflecting a negatively NOx-sensitivity regime for the 
street canyon. However, this differed from the general finding that a VOC-sensitive regime 
was identical for broad-scale urban areas (e.g. Lei et al. (2007); Deguillaume et al. (2008) 
and Song et al. (2010)). This was possibly due to the high NO-to-NO2 ratio in the street 
canyon, where the NO titration of O3 was more pronounced compared to NO2 photolysis. 
Their study provided a good understanding of the dispersion type of reactive species and 
the O3 sensitivity to a range of NOx and VOCs emission scenarios for the street canyon. 
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Kwak et al. (2013) implemented the same RANS model and chemical mechanism as those 
adopted by Kwak and Baik (2012), but focusing on the photochemical evolution of 
reactive species within the canyons (AR=1,2). The photochemical ages of NOx and VOCs 
(defined as the time-integrated exposures of an air parcel to O3 and OH respectively) were 
introduced to represent the O3 and OH oxidation processes and normalized by their 
background ages respectively. The normalized photochemical ages ranging from 0 
(emission characteristics) to 1 (background characteristics) had the advantage of avoiding 
the uncertainty of calculating the averaged O3 and OH concentrations individually. They 
found that both O3 and OH oxidation processes were of vital importance for the 
photochemistry at the canyon-scale. O3 was chemically reduced for the lower part, but 
chemically produced for the upper part of the deep street canyon (AR=2). This finding was 
very interesting and indicated that O3 was not always chemically reduced in a street 
canyon. From a sensitivity analysis, the concentration of O3 was found to be weakly 
sensitive to the wind speed. An increase of O3 concentration was found with the increase 
in the ratio of VOCs to NOx emission rates, which was consistent with Liu and Leung 
(2008). This finding implied that the O3 concentration was more sensitive to the change of 
emissions rather than the change of dynamics. In terms of characterizing the O3 and OH 
chemical processing, the idea of photochemical ages by this study was very useful for the 
photochemistry at the street-canyon scale and could potentially be extended to the 
photochemistry at the neighbourhood scale. 
Bright et al. (2013) employed an LES coupled with a Reduced Chemcial Scheme (RCS) 
and simple NOx-O3 photochemistry to investigate the effects of mixing and chemical 
processing on the atmospheric composition in a urban street canyon (AR=1). A one-box 
chemistry model was also adopted for the comparison with the LES coupled chemistry 
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model to assess the effect of dynamical and chemcial processing. The LES coupled 
chemistry model was found to underestimate the concentrations of NOx, OH and HO2, but 
overestimate the concentration of O3 averaged over the whole canyon compared to the 
one-box chemistry model. The segregation effect caused by the incomplete mixing was 
found to reduce the overall canyon-averaged rate and be responsible for the spatial 
inhomogeneity of reactive species. It was shown that the RCS scheme predicted higher 
levels of NO2 and O3, but a lower level of NO compared with simple NOx-O3 
photochemistry. This can be explained by the additional NO to NO2 conversion through 
VOCs oxidation chemistry. Their study provided a better understanding of the atmospheric 
“pre-processing” of emissions from the street canyon to the wider overlying background. 
Kwak and Baik (2014) adopted the RNG k  turbulence (RANS) model coupled with 
the CBM-IV mechanism to examine the removal and entrainment of reactive pollutants at 
the canyon roof level via the diurnal variation of NOx and O3 exchange between the 2D 
street canyon (AR=1) and overlying background. In the morning, there were two conter-
rotating vortices found in the street canyon because the heating of downwind wall was 
relatively stronger than that of upwind wall. Therefore, the NOx and O3 exchange was 
found to be dominant by turbulent flow. However, in the afternoon, only one intensified 
primary vortex was found because the heating of downwind wall was relatively lower than 
that of upwind wall. The turbulent flow became comparable to the mean flow in terms of 
the NOx and O3 exchange. Their findings indicated that the exchange velocities were 
strongly dependent on both the flow pattern induced by surface heating and the 
photochemistry in the street canyons. This study considered idealised scenerios with 
constant model parameters and simple representations of shadow, rather than realistic 
scenerios.  
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Simple NOx-O3 chemistry plays an important role in the street canyon chemistry. The 
NOx-O3 photostationary state defect is a useful measure of reacting mixing in the street 
canyon environment. Due to its simple nature, Simple NOx-O3 chemistry can easily be 
coupled with either LES or RANS models. Complex chemical mechanisms involve 
detailed VOCs oxidation reactions driven by fast radicals (e.g. OH and HO2), leading to 
additional NO to NO2 conversion (non-O3). In this sense, complex chemical mechanisms 
are more realistic than simple NOx-O3 chemistry. However, due to large amounts of 
chemical reactions and species, more efforts need to be spent when incorporating a 
complex chemical mechanism into numerical models. LES models perform better in terms 
of the turbulent mixing of pollutants within street canyons, but require much more 
computational cost than RANS. LES can be used to investigate the detailed mechanism of 
pollutant dispersion and transport (e.g. Baker et al. (2004); Bright et al. (2013)), with 
higher (e.g. for NOx) or lower (e.g. for O3, OH and HO2) concentrations in the canyon than 
those at the overlying background. RANS provides the capability to run quickly for a few 
scenarios, such as varying intensities of street heating ambient wind speeds, canyon aspect 
ratios and emissions (e.g. Kang et al. (2008); Tong and Leung (2012); Kwak and Baik 
(2012); Kwak et al. (2013)),. With simplified parameterisation of street canyon air 
ventilation, box models can be run very quickly for a series of wind conditions and 
emission scenarios (e.g. Liu and Leung (2008)) so that complex chemical mechanisms are 
affordable for street canyon chemistry modelling. 
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2.4 Modelling concerns 
2.4.1 Street canyon geometry 
Street canyon geometry plays an important role in determining flow patterns and pollutant 
dispersion within street canyons. The AR (aspect ratio) influences the number of primary 
re-circulations formed inside a street canyon and the higher the AR is, the larger the 
number of primary re-circulations will be. A single primary vortex is formed within 
regular street canyons (e.g. Baker et al. (2004)) and multiple primary vortices are formed 
within deep street canyons (e.g. Li et al. (2009); Murena (2012)). The vortices formed in 
street canyons influenced pollutant dispersion behaviour and the air ventilation. There was 
evidence that higher concentrations of pollutants were favourable to the street canyon with 
higher aspect ratios. Liu et al. (2004) showed that the percentages of pollutants residing 
inside street canyons (compared to the total pollutants in the computational domain) with 
aspect ratios of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 were about 95%, 97% and 99%, respectively. This implied 
the effect of canyon aspect ratio on the pollutant removal from the street canyon.  Li et al. 
(2009) found that there was a higher pollutant accumulation at the ground level in the 
street canyon with AR=5 compared with that with AR=3. This could be reflected by the 
very small wind speed at the ground level, which slowed down the dispersion of ground-
level pollutant. This finding was consistent with field measurements in a deep street 
canyon with AR=5.7 (Murena and Favale (2007); Murena et al. (2008)), which showed 
that the concentration at pedestrian level in the deep street canyon could be up to three 
times compared to that in a regular street canyon with AR=1.        
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2.4.2 Meteorological conditions 
Meteorological conditions including the information about ambient wind, and solar 
radiation significantly affect the turbulent flow and dispersion of reactive pollutants within 
street canyons. The ambient wind speed plays an important role in the formation and 
intensity of primary vortices thereby determining the pollutant retention time (defined as 
H/wt0, H is the building height and wt0 is the exchange velocity defined in Section 2.1.2) 
for a given street canyon, while its direction influence the number and shape of primary 
vortices (Baik et al., 2003). Nazridoust and Ahmadi (2006) revealed that the turbulence 
intensity within the street canyon increased with the increase in the ambient wind speed. 
As the pollutant dispersion was controlled by the turbulence intensity, higher wind speed 
would make it effective for pollutants to be removed from the street canyon. This 
behaviour was also found by Huang et al. (2000). Small secondary vortices were formed at 
the corner of the street canyon under lower wind speed conditions, but would disappear 
under higher wind speed conditions. Michioka and Sato (2012) examined the effect of 
incoming turbulent structure on the flow and pollutant dispersion. The pollutant 
concentration in the street canyon decreased with the increase in the incoming turbulent 
intensities. The change of ambient wind direction would affect significantly the 
recirculation pattern of flow in street canyons (Soulhac et al. (2008); Soulhac and 
Salizzoni (2010); Blackman et al. (2015)) and thereby influencing the pollutant dispersion. 
The pollutant dispersion was more effective in the oblique flow than that in the 
perpendicular flow, as found in a field measurement by Kumar et al. (2008). In the 
presence of solar radiation, the surfaces of the street ground and buildings are heated, 
which will influence the atmospheric stability and chemical rate constant (e.g. Baik et al. 
(2007)). The flow field and pollutant dispersion in street canyons can be significantly 
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affected by the additional thermally induced vortices. The combination of the 
mechanically induced vortices by wind and the thermally induced vortices by heating 
could be more complicated (Xie et al., 2005). Cai (2012a) and Cai (2012b) identified two 
characteristic heating scenarios in a street canyon: the assisting case (both roof and upwind 
wall heating) and the opposing case (both roof and downwind wall heating) depending on 
the direction of the thermal-driven flow in relation to the wind-driven circulation. Li et al. 
(2012) investigated the effect of ground heating on the flow and pollutant dispersion of in 
street canyons with AR=0.5,1,2 and found the flow and pollutant patterns had significant 
changes for AR=0.5 and 2, but no significant change for AR=1. In general, the ground 
heating enhanced the mixing of pollutants in street canyons and the performance was 
similar to the assisting case. 
2.4.3 Emissions 
Traffic is considered to be the major source of emissions in urban street canyons. Vehicle 
emissions can be derived based on the traffic information and emission factors of each 
vehicle during a period of time. The major traffic information contains vehicle fleet 
composition, average speeds and traffic volumes. For the roads equipped with automatic 
traffic counts, this traffic information can be easily obtained. Emission rates for each 
emitted pollutants can be served as the input of the air pollution modelling (Boddy et al., 
2005). Xie et al. (2009) compared a series of measured data for the CO concentration and 
traffic volumes under the same wind direction and a linear relationship between them was 
found. This was because CO emitted from vehicles was a relatively inert chemical species 
in such an environment. The NO2/NOx emission ratio by volume from vehicles was 
normally applied as 1/11 (e.g. Baker et al. (2004)) or 1/10 (e.g. Bright et al. (2013)), which 
reflected that the fraction of NO2 was much lower than that of NO in the street canyon, 
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making the production of NO2 through the NO titration reaction more important. However, 
there is evidence of an increase in NO2/NOx emission ratio up to 17 % (Carslaw, 2005). 
The O3 concentration within street canyons is dependent upon both the VOCs and NOx 
emission rates. O3 was found to be more sensitive to the change of emissions rather than 
the change of dynamics.  
2.4.4 Chemical transformation of pollutants 
Emissions from vehicles at the ground level in the street are normally reactive, changing 
dramatically the chemical composition of the atmosphere in such an environment. These 
emissions normally undergo the chemical transformation together with the recirculation 
driven by the canyon flow before their escaping into the overlying atmosphere. The 
chemical transformation of pollutants can vary in a wide range of timescale, posing the 
difficulty for computationally efficiently handling chemistry coupled with dynamics at the 
canyon scale. The choice of chemical mechanism should be considered depending on the 
complexity of chemistry involved. For the street canyon modelling, there are several 
numerical issues because the governing equation systems are highly nonlinear, and 
extremely stiff especially when a wide range of lifetime scales of reactive species is 
involved. If the diurnal heat effect (temperature) on the chemistry is included, this will 
introduce extra difficulties since the reaction rates and photolysis rates are influenced 
through the change of solar radiation and temperature. Particular attention should be paid 
to the handling of fast species, e.g. applying a shorter integration time interval. Also, in the 
regions close to the emisisons and shear layer (which must be well-resolved), negative 
values of concentrations may occur due to the presence of high concentration gradient, 
which would affect the stability of the stiff chemical systems.  
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2.5 Conclusions  
This chapter presented a review of air pollution modelling within street canyons focusing 
on the coupling of dynamics and chemistry. For dynamics, the CFD technique has become 
a powerful numerical tool mainly including the RANS and LES models. RANS models are, 
by nature, a steady-state methodology, while LES models can handle the unsteadiness and 
intermittency of the flow and retrieve the transient structure of turbulence flow within 
street canyons. The choice between them depends on the computational cost, the accuracy 
required and hence the application. A parameter (i.e. ‘exchange velocity’) representing the 
overall performance of dynamics in street canyons provides the capablity of handling 
relatively complex chemistry in the practical applications. The representation of chemistry 
for air pollution modelling is also an important component for this coupling approach. 
Simple NOx-O3 chemistry only accounts for the O3 chemistry changes driven by NOx, 
without consideration of VOCs processing. A wide range of chemical mechanisms with 
varying complexity considering both NOx and VOCs chemistry could be potentially 
adopted in the street canyon chemistry. A variety of factors should be concerned such as 
street canyon geometry, meteorological conditions, emissions and chemical transformation 
of pollutants. Modelling air pollution within a street canyon requires state-of-the-art 
dynamic models coupled with high-quality chemistry mechanisms to simulate the 
concentrations and spatial patterns of key atmospheric chemical species, providing the 
reference information of air quality inside street canyons for policy-makers in the decision 
of the traffic policy and urban planning.   
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3 The LES-chemistry model 
 
In this chapter, a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model coupled with chemistry (i.e. the 
LES-chemistry model) is described in greater detail. The LES is a promising numerical 
tool to reproduce turbulent flows. The flow equations, sub-grid scale parameterisation and 
wall treatment in the LES model are presented. Equations for reactive pollutants, chemical 
mechanism, emissions and code implementation are reported. Numerical method and 
model configuration and initialisation are presented. The performance of parallel running 
of the LES-chemistry model, preliminary analysis and model evaluation for the street 
canyon dynamics are discussed.     
3.1 The LES model 
The numerical model employed to simulate the turbulent flow within and above a street 
canyon is based on the LES technique, which computes the larger, grid-resolved eddies 
explicitly and parameterises the smaller, unresolved eddies. In the LES, a spatial filtering 
operation is used to decompose a variable   into a resolved-scale value   with a subgrid-
scale (SGS) component 
~
  superimposed on it, i.e.  
 
~
   (3.1)                                                                                                        
The mathematical description of the resolved-scale component   is  as follows (Versteeg 
and Malalasekera, 2007):  
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where ),,( ' ii xxG represents the filter function, ix  and 
'
ix  are the spatial coordinates, i  
means the direction ( i =1, 2, 3) representing the streamwise, spanwise and vertical 
directions respectively, and  is the filter cutoff width.  
3.1.1 Flow equations 
In this model, the incompressible turbulent flow and neutral meteorological conditions are 
assumed. The governing equations for fluid motion include the filtered momentum 
equations, i.e.  
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and the filtered continuity equations, i.e.   
 0


i
i
x
u
  (3.4) 
where the overbar (  ) represents the filtered quantity, iu  (i=1,2,3) are the filtered 
velocities, 
x
P

  is the large-scale kinematic pressure gradient along the x-direction which is 
aligned with the background wind direction above the street canyon, ij  is the Kronecker 
delta, p  is the filtered kinematic pressure,   is the kinematic molecular viscosity and 
][ jijiij uuuu   is the sub-grid scale (SGS) stresses. The SGS stresses describe the effect 
of the filtered fluctuations at the SGS scale, which cannot be resolved directly. The SGS 
stresses are normally parameterised by a SGS stress model.   
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3.1.2 Sub-grid scale turbulence model 
 According to the eddy viscosity model, the SGS stresses can be parameterised as:    
 ijkkijSGSij S 
3
1
2    (3.5)               
where 
ijS  is the resolved strain rate, i.e. 
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and 
SGS  is the SGS kinematic eddy viscosity, which is modelled using the one-equation 
SGS model as follows: 
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where 
SGSk is the SGS turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), i  is the local grid spacing in the 
thi  direction and the modelling constants 094.0kC , 048.1C  (which are OpenFOAM 
default values (OpenFOAM, 2012)). 
3.1.3 Wall treatment 
The LES model simulates a high Reynolds number (~10
6
) turbulent flow (see Section 3.3)  
in a street canyon with rough surfaces and the logarithmic law of the rough-wall 
(Schlichting and Gersten, 2000) is applied for the near-wall treatment:  
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 where ||u  is the resolved scale velocity component parallel to the wall, u  is the wall 
friction velocity,   (=0.42)  is the von Kármán constant, z  is the distance normal to the 
wall and 
0z   is the aerodynamic surface roughness length, estimated as 0.015 m (which 
represents one tenth of a characteristic physical length (Grimmond et al., 1998) of 0.15 m, 
e.g. window frames). u  is calculated by Equation 3.10 and used to derive SGS  near the 
wall using 
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where 

n  is the unit vector normal to the wall. 
3.2 Coupling with chemistry  
3.2.1 Equations for reactive pollutants 
The filtered transport equations for concentrations of reactive pollutants are: 
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Here, ic represents the resolved-scale concentration of the 
thi  chemical species, Sc (=0.72) 
is the Schmidt number (e.g. Liu et al. (2005); Cheng and Liu (2011); Liu et al. (2011)), 
iS  is the chemical source term of the 
thi  chemical species, and 
iE  is the emission of the 
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thi  chemical species. The challenge to solve the transport equations for reactive pollutants 
is to derive the chemical source terms and will be discussed below.  
3.2.2 Chemical mechanism and code implementation   
A reduced chemical scheme (RCS), developed and validated by Bright et al. (2013), is 
used as the chemical mechanism for this LES-chemistry model. The RCS includes 51 
chemical species and 136 chemical reactions. The chemistry code implementation 
(Extracts shown as Appendix B) is discussed below.  
According to Hertel et al. (1993), the ordinary differential equations of a chemical system 
can be describes as follows: 
 ncicLP
dt
dc
iii
i ,...,2,1  (3.13)                                                                                
Here, 
ic  is the concentration of the 
thi  chemical species, nc is the total number of the 
chemical species, 
iP  is the chemical production term of the 
thi  chemical species and 
iL  is 
the chemical loss rate of the 
thi  chemical species (
ii cL  therefore represents its chemical 
loss term). Both 
iP  and iL  are non-negative functions of concentrations of other chemical 
species, i.e. 
 ),...,,,( 21 ncii ccctPP   (3.14)                                                                                            
 ),...,,,( 21 ncii ccctLL   (3.15)                                                                                             
The chemical timescale of the 
thi  chemical species 
i  (Neophytou et al., 2004) is defined 
as follows: 
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It is generally known that the chemical system is stiff due to the variability (from very fast 
to rather slow) of the chemical time scale (Verwer and Simpson, 1995). The QSSA (quasi-
steady-state approximation) algorithm has been widely used to handle with the stiff 
chemical system in air pollution modelling (e.g.  Hesstvedt et al. (1978); Verwer and 
Vanloon (1994)). The QSSA algorithm is described in details below. 
It is assumed that n
ic  is the concentration of the 
thi  chemical species at 
ntt  . Then over a 
given time step t , it can be obtained that 
 ttt nn 1  (3.17)                                                                                                            
Equation 3.13 can be solved analytically by the following formula: 
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Depending on the chemical timescales and time steps, three categories of formulae are 
derived (Alexandrov et al., 1997). (i) If 
10
t
i

  , it means that the chemical reaction is 
very fast over the given time step. The steady state at the end of the time step can be 
assumed and Equation 3.18 can be expressed by the following approximation, 
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(ii) If tt i  10010/  , it means that the chemical reaction is at a medium rate over the 
given time step and Equation 3.18 is applied. (iii) If ti 100 , it means that the chemical 
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reaction is rather slow over the given time step and the forward Eulerian formula can be 
employed, 
 tcLPcc ni
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 )(1  (3.20)                                                                                       
The QSSA algorithm has simple formulae and can be easily employed in large air 
pollution models. However, there are also some drawbacks. At each cell for each species, 
there are three questions related to the formulae to be determined. It demands more 
computational time for the air pollution model with a huge number of cells. Also, the 
computational cost to solve the exponential function in Equation 3.18 is expensive. 
Therefore, the attempt has been conducted (Alexandrov et al., 1997) to improve the 
performance of the QSSA algorithm. The exponential function can be rationally 
approximated by the following expression based on the Taylor expansion in the second 
order:  
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Then Equation 3.18 can be rewritten as: 
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In this study, the chemical species in the RCS chemical mechanism can be separated into 
two groups, i.e. slower chemical species (e.g. NOx and O3) and faster chemical species 
(e.g. OH and HO2). For slow chemical species, a time step of 0.03 s is adopted and 
Equation 3.20 is used. For fast chemical species, a smaller time step of 0.003 s is used and 
Equation 3.22 is calculated.     
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3.2.3 Emissions scenarios 
Emissions sources are assumed to be two continuous line sources representing two lanes of 
traffic located at 2.5 m from both sides of the canyon centre at z=1 m with a Gaussian 
distribution (in which 3x m and 1z m are the values of standard deviation of the 
Gaussian distribution in the x- and z-direction, respectively, used to control the shape of 
the initial spread of the traffic emissions not resolved by the LES) so that the near-vehicle 
dispersion is approximated. Drawing upon the UK Road Vehicle Emission Factors 
(Boulter et al., 2009b), emission rates for NOx, VOCs and CO are determined as 620, 128 
and 1356 g km
-1
 hr
-1
, respectively. This emission scenario represents an urban continuous 
road traffic of 1500 vehicles h
-1
 with an average speed of 30 mph for a fleet composition 
representing the year of 2010  (hereafter referred to a ‘Typical Real-world Emission 
Scenario’, TRES). The total emissions for NOx, VOCs and CO applied in the LES-
chemistry model are equivalent to 1000, 791 and 3593 ppb s
-1
, respectively, which are 
released into a typical LES model grid (i.e. 0.3 m×1 m×0.3 m in the x- , y- and z-directions, 
respectively). These total emissions are then assumed to be re-distributed based on the 
Gaussian distribution mentioned above. The ratio of primary NO to NO2 emission rate is 
9:1, while the relative fractional VOCs emission rates are 44% for ethane (C2H4), 19% for 
propene (C3H6), 25% for formaldehyde (HCHO) and 12% for acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) 
(assumed as mixing ratio by volume).  
3.3 Model configuration and initialisation 
Figure 3.1 illustrates schematically the computational domain of an idealised deep street 
canyon with an aspect ratio of 2 (i.e. the building height 36H m and the street width  
18W m). The building width B is 18 m (equal halves of the buildings at both sides of the 
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street are included in the computational domain). The domain width Lx (=0.5B+W+0.5B) is 
36 m; the domain size in y-direction Ly is 40 m, and in z-direction Lz is 112 m. The grid 
resolutions in the x- and y-direction are △x = 0.3 m and △y = 1.0 m, respectively. In the z-
direction, the grid resolution is △z = 0.3 m up to the canyon roof level at z =36 m and then 
gradually increases above the canyon roof level up to a maximum value of △z =5.54 m. 
The total number of grid cells in the x- , y- and z-directions is 288,000 (i.e. 60×40×120) 
within the canyon and 192,000 (i.e. 120×40×40) above the canyon, respectively. 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the computational domain where Lx=36 m, Ly=40 m and Lz=112 m; 
H (=36 m) is the building height, W (=18 m) is the street width and B (=18 m) is the building width. 
A constant pressure gradient across the free surface layer (above the canyon) is imposed in 
the x-direction to drive the atmospheric flow isothermal conditions (See Equation 3.3), and 
this pressure force is perpendicular to the street axis, representing the worst-case scenario 
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for the dispersion of reactive pollutants within a street canyon (Li et al., 2008b). The 
prevailing wind speed fU  is about 2.2 m s
-1
 at the top domain and the Reynolds number, 
defined as /Re HU f , is the order of 10
6
. For velocity components, the wall conditions 
(See Equations 3.10 and 3.11) are adopted for all the solid boundaries (the surfaces of the 
buildings and the ground) and the symmetry boundary condition is employed at the 
domain top. Cyclic boundary conditions are specified in both the x- and y- directions. 
Therefore, the model configuration represents an infinite number of idealised street 
canyons along the x-direction and each canyon is infinitely long in the y-direction, which is 
a good approximation of real street canyons relevant to traffic management or urban 
planning.  
Initially, the LES model is run with dynamics for 5 hours in order to generate a statistically 
steady turbulent flow (Cai et al., 2008). Then the dynamical-equilibrium flow field is taken 
as the initial condition (i.e. min0t ) for the dynamical module in this model. At 
min30t , the chemistry scheme and emissions modules are turned on in the presence of 
canyon dynamics for the next 210 min min)24030( tot   with a time step of 0.03 s in 
order to reach chemical quasi-equilibrium. For chemical species, a simple photochemical 
box model (including the RCS as the chemical mechanism) is run without emissions for 
the first 30 minutes min)300( tot  in order to spin up the chemistry module to achieve 
a photochemical pseudo-equilibrium condition, which allows concentrations of 
intermediate species (Section 2.2.2) to be calculated. The initial conditions of 
photochemical box model in this study were taken from those used in Bright et al. (2013) 
which in turn were based upon atmospheric field data from the Tropospheric Organic 
CHemistry (TORCH) experiment (Lee et al., 2006). Then the concentrations of all 
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chemical species at min30t (derived from the photochemical box model) are used as 
the background conditions in the boundary layer for exchange with the inside canyon 
environment, which are uniformly distributed among the whole domain initially and also 
employed as inlet boundary conditions, i.e. signifying no emissions from upwind canyons. 
For the outlet, the advective boundary condition 
  0





x
c
u
t
c ii
 (3.23)                                                                                                     
is applied, representing no reflection of pollutants back into the computational domain. For 
the solid boundaries, zero-gradient boundaries are applied to represent an assumption of no 
pollutant deposition on them. A typical deposition velocity (Vd) for a chemical species (e.g. 
O3) on concrete material is estimated as the order of 0.1 cm s
-1
 (Grontoft and 
Raychaudhuri, 2004). The timescale for deposition in the street canyon environment can 
be defined as the ratio of the length scale of the canyon (H=36 m) to the velocity scale of 
deposition (Vd =0.1 cm s
-1
) and is calculated as 3.6×10
4
 s. The timescale for deposition is 
much larger than the turbulent mixing timescale or the chemical timescale for key 
chemical species (See Section 4.3.1). In such a situation, the neglect of deposition 
processes may be assumed. The symmetry boundary is set on the top of the computational 
domain and a cyclic boundary condition is adopted in the y-direction for the pollutants. 
3.4 Implementation of the RCS in OpenFOAM and parallel 
computation  
The LES-chemistry model employed in this research is solved by a free, open source CFD 
software package, i.e. OpenFOAM (Open Field Operation and Manipulation) v2.1.1 
(OpenFOAM, 2012). OpenFOAM is coded in C++, which can be used to generate 
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executable files (i.e. applications). The applications in OpenFOAM consist of two groups, 
i.e. solvers and utilities. The solvers are developed to solve particular problems, which are 
different from case to case and the utilities are normally associated with the data 
manipulation and visualisation in either pre-processing or post-processing. OpenFOAM 
involves pre-processing, solving and post-processing (shown as Figure 3.2), associated 
with solvers, utilities and tools. There are several advantages of OpenFOAM. Users can 
design their own solvers or utilities according to their specific scenarios based on existing 
applications in OpenFOAM. The cases in OpenFOAM can be run in parallel, which can 
make full use of users’ computer resources.   
 
Figure 3.2 OpenFOAM structure (OpenFOAM, 2012). 
 
The OpenFOAM case for the LES-chemistry model consists of three directories, i.e. the 
constant directory, a system directory and the ‘time’ directory, each of which has its 
subdirectories (See Figure 3.3 for the detailed structure of the case directories). The 
associated governing equations for flow and reactive pollutants in the LES-chemistry 
model are solved by the finite volume method (FVM) with the Pressure Implicit with 
Splitting of Operators (PISO) algorithm for the pressure-velocity correction. The time and 
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spatial integration are solved by the second-order-accurate backward and central 
differencing, respectively. The equation systems for the resolved-scale 
iu , SGSk and ic are 
solved by the preconditioned bi-conjugate gradient (PBiCG) scheme. For the resolved-
scale p , the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) scheme is used. The computational 
domain is generated using the blockMesh utility. The constant pressure gradient across the 
free surface layer is specified using the SetFields utility. The Gaussian distribution of 
emission sources are specified using the funkySetFields utility. Base on the pisoFoam 
application (i.e. a standard OpenFOAM solver for incompressible transient flow), a user 
application is developed as the solver for the LES-chemistry model, in which the RCS 
chemical mechanism (See section 3.2.2) is coupled. The domain decomposition approach 
(using the decomposePar utility) and the Message Passing Interface (MPI) technique are 
used to carry out the parallel computing. 
 
Figure 3.3 Structure of the OpenFOAM case, adopted from OpenFOAM (2012). 
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The computations of the LES-chemistry model were performed using the University of 
Birmingham's BlueBEAR (BEAR represents the Birmingham Environment for Academic 
Research), which is a Linux-based High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster (for more 
details: http://www.bear.bham.ac.uk). The performance of the parallel running of the LES-
chemistry model using OpenFOAM with different number of cores was estimated, in 
which the running time was normalized by that of 1 core (shown as Figure 3.4). A 
nonlinear relationship between the normalized running time and the number of cores is 
evident. While the number of cores increases, the normalized running time is not expected 
to reduce efficiently. In this research, the total number of cores used was given as 32, i.e. 
the LES-chemistry model was run in parallel on 2 nodes in the BlueBEAR, each of which 
consists of 16 cores with 64-bit 2.2 GHz processors and 32 GB of memory. The total wall 
time for the computation of the LES-chemistry (Section 3.3) was about 10 days.  
 
Figure 3.4 Performance of the parallel running using OpenFOAM: Change of number of cores in 
normalized running time. 
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3.5 Post-processing of LES output 
For the general analysis, the simulation 3-D outputs over the last 60 min period 
min)240180( tot   at a time interval of 3 s are stored and post-processed to derive the 
resolved-scale turbulent statistics based on the averages over the period and along the y-
direction (over which there is clear evidence of homogeneous turbulent statistics (Bright et 
al., 2013)). This temporal average over ],[ 21 ttt  and spatial average over ],0[ yLy  of 
any resolved-scale quantity   gives  , which is a 2D function of (x,z), i.e. 
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and ),(),,,(),,,(
' zxtzyxtzyx    denotes the resolved-scale fluctuation component 
of  about  . Then the second moment of   (denoted by its auto-variance 
'' , 
which captures the turbulent fluctuation intensity) is defined as follows: 
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In particular, the resolved-scale turbulent kinetic energy (RS-TKE) (
rsE ) is defined, i.e. 
 )],(),(),([
2
1
),( '''''' zxwwzxvvzxuuzxErs  .  (3.26) 
The resolved-scale fluctuation of  is characterised by its standard deviation  , i.e.  
 ),(),(
'' zxzx   .  (3.27) 
  measures the amount of variation for a distribution and a higher value of   represents 
a wider distribution of  .  
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Similarly, the co-variance of two resolved-scale quantities   and   (denoted by 
'' ) 
is calculated as follows: 
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A positive value of 
''  means that these two resolved-scale quantities exhibit a similar 
behaviour, while a negative value of 
''  means that these two resolved-scale quantities 
have opposite behaviours.     
The third moment of   is calculated by 
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Then the skewness ( s ) is defined as follows: 
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Skewness measures the degree of asymmetry of the distribution. If skewness is zero, the 
distribution is symmetric. If skewness is negative, the distribution is left-skewed (i.e. 
skewed to the left with longer left tail). If skewness is positive, the distribution is right-
skewed (i.e. skewed to the right with longer right tail).  
Similarly, the fourth moment of   is calculated by 
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Then the kurtosis ( k ) is defined as follows: 
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Kurtosis measures the peakedness (or flatness in the opposite sense) of the distribution. 
Kurtosis of a normal distribution is 3 and a value of kurtosis higher or lower than 3 (i.e. 
positive or excess) represents a ‘peaked’ or ‘flat’ distribution with regard to the normal 
distribution. 
3.6 Model dynamics evaluation 
A water-channel experiment (Li et al., 2008a) is employed to evaluate the performance of 
the current LES simulation with respect to the flow field. This water-channel experiment 
was conducted in a laboratory flume, which was 10 m in length, 0.3 m in width and 0.5 m 
in height. Several identical building blocks (0.1 m×0.3 m×0.1 m in the x-, y- and z- 
directions) were placed perpendicular to the flow with the street width of 0.05 m (i.e. 
AR=2). The Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) technique was applied for the data 
acquisition of the velocities and turbulent statistics.  
Figure 3.5 shows the comparison of vertical profiles of the normalized averaged 
streamwise and vertical resolved-scale velocities and their standard deviations at the 
upstream, centre and downstream locations for the deep street canon (AR=2) between the 
current LES simulation and the water-channel experiment carried out by Li et al. (2008a). 
The comparisons demonstrate a generally good agreement between the LES output and the 
experimental data. All of the quantities in Figure 3.5 are normalized by normu (the 
averaged value of u  at the height 2.0≤ z/W ≤2.2). Figure 3.5a presents the mean 
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streamwise velocity and there is clear evidence of a shear layer across the canyon roof 
level, at which strong wind shear strength is observed. It is observed that the streamwise 
velocity above the street canyon increases gradually with height. But there is a significant 
decrease of streamwise velocity inside the street canyon, with positive values at the top 
and bottom canyon, and negative values around the middle canyon. Figure 3.5b shows the 
vertical mean velocities and there is clear evidence of the complicated flow pattern: the 
clockwise vortex in the upper part of the canyon (i.e. positive values at the upstream 
position and negative values at the downstream position) and the weak anti-clockwise 
vortex in the lower part of the canyon (i.e. negative values at the upstream position and 
positive values at the downstream position but with a relatively smaller magnitude). The 
upper recirculation is created by the strong wind shear at the roof level and the lower 
recirculation is generated by a relatively weaker wind shear induced by the upper 
recirculation. Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.5d illustrate the standard deviations of the two 
resolved-scale velocities, which display local maxima at the canyon roof level. These 
maxima may be caused by the instability of the wind shear-layer at the canyon roof level. 
This indicates that the normal distribution cannot be applied for the turbulence at the 
canyon roof level, suggesting that particular caution should be paid when the k
turbulence models are adopted in street canyon flow simulation. As shown in Figure 3.5, 
there are some small discrepancies between the current LES simulation and the water-
channel experiment. In general, the current LES simulation slightly underestimates all the 
quantities compared with the experiment. There are several possible reasons for this. 
Firstly, due to the computational cost, a limited computational domain is employed in the 
current LES simulation, which can only represent eddies with sizes smaller than half of the 
domain width, which is about W. However, eddies in the experiment are created by the 
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vortex generators and there may be larger eddies which are not modelled in the LES 
simulation. Secondly, the grid mesh might not be fine enough across the shear-layer, and 
therefore some small eddies within the shear-layer and the momentum exchange caused by 
these small eddies might not be resolved. Finally, these discrepancies may be attributed to 
different averaging approaches. In the LES simulation, the temporal and spatial averaging 
approach is adopted to derive the flow quantities. In the experiment, these quantities were 
only measured on a middle vertical plane in the y- direction (Li et al., 2008a).       
 
Figure 3.5 Comparison of the vertical profiles of the normalized averaged streamwise and vertical 
velocities and their fluctuations at the upstream (x/W=-0.25), centre (x/W=0) and downstream position 
(x/W=0.25) for a deep street canon with an aspect ratio of 2: (a) normuu / , (b) normuw / , (c) 
normu u/  and (d) normw u/ . Solid lines represent the current LES simulation; Dark squares denote 
the water-channel experiment carried out by Li et al. (2008a).  
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Figure 3.6 illustrates the vortex structure in the current LES simulation compared with a 
wind tunnel experiment carried out by Kovar-Panskus et al. (2002a). Both the model and 
experiment shows that there are two counter-rotating vortices formed within the deep 
street canyon (AR=2) and that the upper one is larger than the lower one in the vertical 
size. This is a major difference from the single-vortex flow for a street canyon with AR=1 
(e.g. Bright et al., 2013). The two-vortex mean flow was also found by other studies for 
AR=2 using RANS, e.g. Kwak et al. (2013), but their RANS model generated a larger 
lower vortex than the one found in the water tank experiment and in the LES result here. It 
is also noted that the upper vortex is centred lower within the canyon compared with the 
experiment. It is also noted that the centre of the lower vortex is shifted downstream closer 
to the windward wall compared with that of the upper vortex both in the model and 
experiment.  
 
Figure 3.6 Vortex structure in the (a) current LES simulation (b) wind tunnel experiment carried out 
by Kovar-Panskus et al. (2002a). 
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Overall, the current LES simulation agrees well with the experiments in terms of the 
averaged resolved-scale velocities and their standard deviations, and vortex structure, 
which provides confidence that the simulated dynamics within the canyon is reasonable. 
However, there are currently no suitable water-channel or wind-tunnel experiments to 
evaluate the dispersion of reactive species, especially in deep street canyons. Further 
analysis of other turbulence characteristics in the deep street canyon derived from the 
current LES simulation is presented in Section 3.7. The dispersion and transport of reactive 
pollutants within the street canyon using the LES-chemistry model are discussed in details 
in Chapter 4.  
3.7 Further analysis of turbulence in the street canyon 
Figure 3.7a illustrates the spatial pattern of the resolved-scale turbulent kinetic energy (RS-
TKE), i.e 
rsE . It is observed that RS-TKE values above the canyon are generally much 
higher than those inside the canyon. This finding is consistent with Cui et al. (2004) in 
which AR=1. The maxima of RS-TKE values (around 0.024 m
2
 s
-2
) are found close to the 
vicinity of the downstream building. It is found that there are secondary local maxima of 
RS-TKE values (around 0.006 m
2
 s
-2
) slightly below the middle canyon towards the 
downstream building. These higher values of RS-TKE indicate the unsteady characteristics 
of the vortices, between which stronger air exchange occurs. There is also evidence of the 
existence of two primary vortices formed inside the canyon, and the upper one is stronger 
than the lower one (indicated by Figure 3.7a). Figure 3.7b depicts the spatial pattern of 
streamwise turbulence intensity ''uu . It is observed that there are broad maxima of 
''uu  (around 0.027 m
2
 s
-2
) just above the canyon roof-level towards the downstream 
building. Secondary local maxima of ''uu  (around 0.003 m
2
 s
-2
) are also found at the 
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region slightly below the middle canyon along the upstream building. These two local 
maxima are attributed to the existence of the two unsteady vortices formed inside the 
canyon (Figure 3.6). Figure 3.7c depicts the spatial pattern of vertical turbulence intensity 
''ww . There is clear evidence of two local maxima of ''ww . The first one is around 
0.012 m
2
 s
-2 
at the roof-level corner towards the downstream building and the second one 
is around 0.006 m
2
 s
-2 
slightly below the middle canyon towards the downstream building, 
about half of the roof-level maximum value. These observations of turbulence intensity are 
strongly correlated to the mechanism of the TKE generation and dissipation. At the canyon 
roof level, the mechanical wind shear at the interface between the atmospheric flow above 
the canyon and the vortices inside the canyon plays an important role in converting the 
bulk kinetic energy into the TKE, which is responsible for local maxima of TKE near the 
roof level. The induced TKE at the canyon roof level then dissipates along the primary 
vortex near the top of the canyon. The secondary local maximum is caused by relatively 
smaller mechanical wind shear between the upper and lower vortices within the canyon. 
Figure 3.7d depicts the spatial pattern of momentum turbulent flux ''wu . It is found that 
''wu  exhibits broad peaks of negative values near the canyon roof level towards the 
downstream building, which is in line with the stronger turbulence in the shear layer 
bringing momentum downwards into the canyon. Those negative values of ''wu  suggest 
that the momentum transfer is dominated by either ejection events (i.e. 0,0 ''  wu ) or 
sweep events (i.e. 0,0 ''  wu ), which is also found near the canyon roof level by Cui et al. 
(2004) in which AR=1. Within the canyon, there are two peaks of positive values 
(indicated by red colour scales in Figure 3.7d). The first one is along the downstream 
building at the top canyon and the other is slightly below the middle canyon. Those 
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 (a) 
rsE
  (b) ''uu    
 
 (c) ''ww   (d) ''wu    
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Figure 3.7 Spatial variation of (a) 
rsE (resolved-scale turbulent kinetic energy), (b) 
''uu  (streamwise 
turbulence intensity), (c) ''ww  (vertical turbulence intensity) and (d) ''wu  (momentum turbulent 
flux). 
 
positive values of ''wu  are dominated by either 0,0 ''  wu  or 0,0 ''  wu , suggesting a 
similar behaviour between them. This indicates that the momentum transport inside the 
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canyon is mainly attributed to inward interaction (i.e 0
' u , 0' w ) and outward 
interaction (i.e 0
' u , 0' w ). Positive (or negative) sign of the momentum turbulent flux 
means u-momentum upwards (or downwards). The momentum transfer is also affected by 
the two unsteady vortices inside the canyon, which is induced by the turbulence generated 
at the shear layer. Since the momentum transfer is spatially and temporally averaged, 
Figure 3.7d represents the overall effect of these four possible occurrences of ejection 
events (i.e. 0,0 ''  wu ), sweep events (i.e. 0,0 ''  wu ), inward interaction (i.e 0
' u ,
0' w ) and outward interaction (i.e 0' u , 0' w ).           
Figure 3.8 illustrates vertical profiles of the (a) u-skewness (
us ), (b) w-skewness ( ws ), (c) 
u-kurtosis (
uk ) and (d) w-kurtosis ( wk ) at the upstream (x/W=-0.25), centre (x/W=0) and 
downstream position (x/W=0.25). Figure 3.8a shows that there is a peak of positive 
us  at 
the canyon roof level, moving from a sharp one at the upstream position to a broad one at 
the downstream position. This indicates the asymmetric distribution of u due to the strong 
turbulence at the shear layer. These positive values of 
us  demonstrate that the distribution 
of u is right-skewed, i.e. with its mean value higher than its median value and its mode 
value as well. It means that there are more events for uu   (i.e. 0
' u ) than those for 
uu   (i.e. 0
' u ). In contrast, Figure 3.8b demonstrates the a peak of negative 
ws  at the 
canyon roof level, which means that the distribution of w is left-skewed, i.e. with its mean 
value lower than its median value and its mode value as well. Therefore, there are more 
events for ww   (i.e. 0
' w ) than those for ww   (i.e. 0' w ). The characteristics of 
us  
and 
ws  are very interesting in terms of relating to quadrant analysis of events. Figure 3.8a 
and Figure 3.8b indicate that there are likely more ejection events (i.e 0
' u , 0
' w ) than 
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sweep events (i.e 0
' u , 0' w ) happened at the canyon roof level where strong shear is 
present. These events are responsible for the TKE generation at the shear layer. There are 
also relatively fewer events of inward interaction (i.e 0
' u , 0' w ) and outward 
interaction (i.e 0
' u , 0' w ), which are responsible for the turbulence consumption at 
the canyon roof level. Figure 3.8c and Figure 3.8d show that there are peaks of positive 
excess (greater than 3) of 
uk  and wk  at the canyon roof level, similar to these of us  and ws . 
It means that there are ‘peaked’ distributions of u and w, at which uu   (i.e. 0
' u ) and 
ww   (i.e. 0
' w ). This also indicates that the turbulence of the atmospheric flow at the  
 
 
Figure 3.8 Vertical profiles of (a) 
us , (b) ws , (c) uk  and (d) wk  at the upstream (x/W=-0.25), centre 
(x/W=0) and downstream position (x/W=0.25). 
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canyon roof level is likely dominated by the ejection events (i.e 0
' u , 0' w ), which is 
in line with the findings by Cui et al. (2004) and Cheng and Liu (2011) for the AR=1 cases. 
Figure 3.8 also shows that at the upper canyon, 
us  and ws  change slightly around 0, and uk  
and 
wk  changes around 3. It is also observed that there are relatively larger perturbations at 
the bottom canyon than the upper canyon. It is also interesting to note that there are very 
sharp gradient of these quantities close to the street ground. These similar features are also 
found by Cui et al. (2004) and Cheng and Liu (2011) for the AR=1 cases, but with 
relatively flat gradient than the present LES model. This may be attributed to the relatively 
smaller size of the lower vortex (which is dragged by the street ground) than that of the 
upper vortex (Figure 3.6). 
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4 Dispersion and transport of reactive pollutants 
within a street canyon: Using the LES-
chemistry model 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter will present and discuss the results of the dispersion and transport of reactive 
pollutants within a street canyon derived from the LES-chemistry model, which was 
introduced and described in Chapter 3. In this chapter, the spatial patterns of several key 
reactive pollutants and their chemistry-induced concentrations within the street canyon 
will be presented. The coupling effect of dynamical and chemical pre-processing of 
emissions within the street canyon will be investigated in detail. Effects of HOx chemistry 
will be examined by comparing the results with and without VOCs chemistry. Segregation 
effects due to incomplete mixing of atmospheric pollutants within the street canyon will be 
discussed. A two-box model is developed for the comparison of the results from the LES-
chemistry model. The potential exposure to air pollution is assessed by investigating short-
term time series air pollution data and air pollution statistics within the simulated street 
canyon.  
4.2 Analysis  
4.2.1 Decomposition of contributions from emission and chemistry 
For a passive scalar (i.e. a non-reactive scalar), its abundance within a street canyon is 
affected by the emission rate of the passive scalar once the street canyon turbulent flow is 
determined. For a reactive scalar, the contribution from chemistry also plays an important 
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role in determining its level within the street canyon. If the mean concentration for any 
chemical species inside an idealised 2D street canyon derived from LES is denoted by 
),,( zxC it is assumed that ),( zxC can be decomposed by two contributions from emission 
and chemistry, i.e.  
 ),(),(),( zxCzxCzxC chemps   (4.1)  
The assumption implies a linear decomposition. ‘ps’ denotes ‘passive’ and ‘chem’ is 
chemical contribution. Further, 
 ),(),(),( zxCzxCzxC emnbps   (4.2)  
Here, ‘b’ is for ‘background’ and ‘emn’ is for ‘emission’. ),( zxCemn  is the field of the 
passive scalar induced by the given emission and corresponding to ‘zero background’.
),( zxCb  is the spatial distribution induced by an upwind background concentration of C0. 
It is assumed that  
 constCzxCb  0),(  (4.3)  
This assumption is true if the system is allowed to achieve a steady state; air inside the 
canyon will be in balance with above roof concentration and it should be constant. Thus, 
 ),(),( 0 zxCCzxC emnps   (4.4)  
It is assumed that ),( zxCemn  is linearly scaled with the emission rate. In other words, with 
doubled emission rate, ),( zxCemn  will be simply doubled. It is further defined that 
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),(1, zxCemn  is the concentration for a unit emission rate and ),(1, zxCemn can be derived 
from the LES simulation for a passive scalar (with zero background). Therefore, 
 ),(*),( 1, zxCEzxC emnemn   (4.5)  
where E  is the emission rate for this species. In such a way, a spatial pattern of a passive 
scalar can be used to reconstruct the pattern for any other passive scalars, or the emission-
induced component of a non-passive scalar.  
Therefore, the contribution from chemistry to any non-passive scalar can be diagnosed by 
following equation: 
 01, ),(*),(),( CzxCEzxCzxC emnchem   (4.6)  
in which both ),( zxC  and ),(1, zxCemn  are derived from LES with prescribed E and C0. 
This formula can be applied for all emitted species (e.g. NO, NO2, NOx and Ox). In 
particular, for any non-emitted species (e.g. O3, OH and HO2), the contribution from 
emission is effectively ignored and therefore the contribution from chemistry is simply 
obtained: 
 0),(),( CzxCzxCchem   (4.7)  
A negative value of chemC  means the chemical consumption and a positive value of chemC  
means the chemical production. A zero value of chemC  means no chemical consumption or 
production. In other words, the chemistry is in the quasi-equilibrium state. The assumption 
of a linear decomposition has some limitations for higher-order reactions, in which the 
chemical contribution may be dependent upon the passive-scalar type abundance. 
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4.2.2 Vertical advective and turbulent fluxes of pollutants 
Following Equation 3.24 and 3.28, the vertical advective flux of any species at the 
resolved-scale is defined: 
 ),(),(),( zxzxwzxFadv   (4.8)  
and the vertical turbulent flux is defined: 
 ),(),(
'' zxwzxFturb   (4.9)  
Thus the vertical total flux is obtained as follows: 
 ),(),(),( zxFzxFzxF advturbtotal   (4.10)  
These quantities of fluxes represent the 2D spatial variation. For the purpose of discussion, 
these quantities are further averaged horizontally and vertical profiles are derived:  
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)(  (4.11)  
4.2.3 Ozone production rate  
The local ozone production rate (PO3) associated with the VOCs chemistry under the 
perfect mixing condition can be defined as follows. According to Volz-Thomas et al. 
(2003), the local ozone production rate (PO3) can be approximated to the rate, at which 
hydro- and organic-peroxy radicals (RO2 and HO2) react with NO to generate NO2 through 
Reactions 1.14 and 1.16 (i.e. the effect of minor reactions is assumed to be negligible). 
Considering a chemical equilibrium system with perfect mixing comprising Reactions 1.1-
1.3, 1.14 and 1.16, we can derive 
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  
i
ii2ONONO RONOkOHNOkNOOkNOj ]][[]][[]][[][ 2,4332 32  (4.12)                
where the value of 
2NO
j in Reaction 1.1 is 0.0092 s-1 and the value of 
3ONO
k   in Reaction 
1.3 is 0.0004 ppb
-1
 s
-1
 under the simulation conditions (Bright et al., 2013); 
3k and ik ,4  are 
the rate constants for Reactions 1.14 and 1.16, respectively; i is the i
th
 organic-peroxy 
radical. The terms 
i
ii2 RONOkOHNOk ]][[]][[ 2,43  represent the rate of conversion 
of NO to NO2 (through VOCs chemistry-derived peroxy radicals); NO2 is subsequently 
photolysed leading to O3 production. Thus the local ozone production rate (PO3) is defined 
(Volz-Thomas et al., 2003), i.e. 
 
i
ii2 RONOkOHNOkPO ]][[]][[ 2,433  (4.13)                                                              
Due to the difficulties of evaluating HO2 and RO2 from simultaneous measurements, 
Equation 4.12 may be used as an indirect approach to infer PO3 (defined as Equation 4.13) 
from the NOx and O3 measurements: 
 ]][[][ 32][3 32 NOOkNOjPO ONONOpss   (4.14)                                                              
This is referred to as the NOx-O3-steady-state-defect approach. In this approach, it is 
implicitly assumed that deviations from the photostationary state (PSS) of NOx and O3 
arising from imperfect mixing are negligible (Volz-Thomas et al., 2003). However, this 
assumption of perfect mixing is often not achieved in the real atmosphere (Belcher, 2005), 
especially for the canopy layer where reactive pollutants exhibit the spatial and temporal 
variability due to incomplete mixing. The accuracy of this assumption within the street 
canyon environment is evaluated in Section 4.3.3. 
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4.2.4 Photostationary state defect 
For a further analysis of the combined effect on chemical equilibrium, the photostationary 
state (PSS) defect ][ pssde  (in percentage) of NOx and O3 (Baker et al., 2004) is defined as 
follows: 
 100)1
][
]][[
(
2
3
][
2
3 

NOj
NOOk
de
NO
ONO
pss  (4.15)                                                                     
The term ][ pssde  is a widely-used measure to describe the deviation from the state of 
chemical equilibrium. The larger is the magnitude of ][ pssde , the higher is the deviation 
from the chemical equilibrium. 0][ pssde  means that the chemistry is at the equilibrium 
state.                     
For a chemical system involving VOCs chemistry (based on Equation 4.12), Equation 4.15 
may be modified as follows:   
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 (4.16)                   
4.2.5 Intensity of segregation 
In order to characterise the segregation effect due to incomplete mixing of chemical 
species, a widely used dimensionless number, the intensity of segregation (Krol et al., 
2000) between two chemical species A and B,
)( BASI  , is introduced and defined as: 
 
BA
BA
I BAS
''
)(   (4.17)                                                                                                        
where the angle brackets represent the volume average, the prime denotes the local 
deviation from the volume-averaged concentration, and 
''BA  stands for the spatial 
covariance between A and B.  
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The intensity of segregation is a proper measure of the effect of segregation on nonlinear 
chemical processes (Hilst, 1998) and represents the deviation from a well-mixed 
environment due to the coupling between dynamics and chemistry. For a second-order 
reaction A+B  C in a heterogeneous system, the rate of formation of C (Vinuesa and de 
Arellano, 2005) can be described as follows, 
   BAk
dt
Cd
BAeff )(  (4.18) 
where   )( BAeffk  is the effective second-order rate constant for formation of C in the 
heterogeneous system due to incomplete mixing which can be represented by  
 )1( )()()( BASBABAeff Ikk    (4.19) 
where 
)( BAk  is the original rate constant of the reaction in a well-mixed system (spatially 
homogenous). Such a constant is normally obtained from laboratory experiments in a well-
mixed chamber. If 0)( BASI , it means that species A and B can be regarded as well-
mixed (i.e. spatially homogeneous); If 0)( BASI  or 0)( BASI , it implies that   )( BAeffk  
in the heterogeneous system is larger or smaller than 
)( BAk   in the well-mixed system due 
to the effect of segregation. In this study, 
)( BAk   is adopted homogeneous among the 
canyon. 
)( BASI   is calculated based on the 2D data for the canyon (Equation 3.24). Thus 
positive or negative values of 
)( BASI   represent segregation effect for the street canyon 
environment.       
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4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Spatial variation of reactive pollutants 
Figure 4.1 depicts the spatial variation of (a) NO , (b) 2NO , (c) 3O , (d) xNO , (e) 
xO , (f) 2NONO , (g) OH  and (h) 2HO (See Equation 3.24). The plots 
apparently show the influence of two primary vortices, which span the deep street canyon, 
i.e. the upper clockwise vortex, and the lower anti-clockwise vortex. For the upper (or 
lower) vortex, the vicinity of the leeward building is higher (or lower) in the mixing ratios 
of NO and NO2, but lower (or higher) in the mixing ratio of O3 compared with in the 
vicinity of the windward building. This influence was also found by Kwak et al. (2013) for 
the street canyon with AR=2 using a RANS model. In general, the spatial patterns of the 
quantities for the upper vortex resemble those for the single vortex in a street canyon with 
AR=1 (e.g. Baker et al. (2004), Baik et al. (2007), Bright et al., 2013, Garmory et al. 
(2009), Tong and Leung (2012), and Kwak and Baik (2012)). There also exist two shear 
layers. A shear layer can be defined as a region of high shear with approximately linear 
segment of the mean velocity profile (Huq et al., 2007), which separates the layers with 
different mean flow and turbulent characteristics (e.g. the external boundary layer above 
the canyon and the cavity in the canyon). The shear layer plays an important role in the 
transfer of mass and momentum (Salizzoni et al., 2011). The shear layer dynamics are 
significantly affected by the characteristics of its separation points of building and the 
structure / intensity of the external flow (Perret and Savory, 2013). Pitched roofs are 
expected to have a deeper and stronger shear layer and more turbulent exchange at the 
shear layer than flat roofs (Louka et al., 2000). The increase of the external flow intensity 
poses a direct influence on the shear layer dynamics and hence on the overall turbulent 
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exchange of pollutants at the shear layer. Due to the high computational cost, limited sizes 
of the computational domain are used in the current LES simulation. Therefore some 
unsteady larger scale structures of the external flow are inevitably not captured (Coceal et 
al., 2006), which may reduce the turbulent exchange of pollutants. The first is at the 
canyon roof level with increasing turbulence and amplitude from the leeward building to 
the windward building, which traps emitted pollutants (e.g. NO and NO2) near the leeward 
building, allows more exchange near the windward building and entrains ambient 
atmosphere (e.g O3) into the canyon toward the windward building. The other is near the 
interface between the two vortices, which allows emissions released from the ground level 
inside the lower vortex to transfer into the upper vortex and the ambient atmosphere inside 
the upper vortex to be entrained into the lower vortex. The atmospheric chemical species 
mix and react with each other inside the two vortices in the presence of the two shear 
layers where exchanges take place. It is noted that at the ground level towards the 
windward building, there are accumulations of traffic emissions (with maximum values of 
about 800 ppb for NO and 200 for NO2) and low levels of O3, OH and HO2 (with 
minimum values of about 6 ppb, 0.09 ppt and 0.22 ppt, respectively). This is attributed to a 
high level of NOx emitted into the very weak lower vortex reacting with the limited O3 
entrained along the windward wall from above (a direct result of reduced mixing and 
chemical processing). This result for the O3 mixing ratio is very different from (i.e. much 
lower than) that by Kwak et al. (2013) shown in their Figure 2(d), which gives a local 
maximum of about 30 ppb near the centre of the lower vortex. One explanation is that their 
emission rate of NOx is much lower than that in this work (20 vs. 90 ppb s
-1 
released into 1 
m
3
 of air), giving a less significant titration effect to convert NO to NO2 with the 
consumption of O3. It is known that NOx plays a key role in the street-canyon atmospheric 
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chemistry, which determines NO2 levels through the chemical processing of NO with other 
species (e.g. O3). Therefore, both )( 2NONONOx   and the total oxidant 
)( 23 NOOOx   are useful measures of the street-canyon atmospheric chemistry. It is 
noted that both NOx and Ox (shown as Figure 4.1d and Figure 4.1e) exhibit a similar 
spatial distribution to each other driven by the two primary vortices and much higher 
mixing ratios within the street canyon are observed compared with the overlying 
background. For simple NOx-O3 chemistry, NOx and Ox are conserved with respect to 
addition (emission) of NO and can be considered as effectively passive scalars. But for the 
complex chemistry, there are additional sinks of NOx and sources of Ox due to the VOC 
oxidation chemistry (discussed in Section 4.3.3). The ratio of NO/NO2 (Figure 4.1f) is 
another useful indicator of chemical interactions within the street canyon. The NO/NO2 
ratio also shows a similar pattern across the two vortices ranging from about 3.6 at the 
right corner towards the windward building to about 1.4 at the canyon roof level, which 
clearly indicates the conversion of NO to NO2 by the within-canyon pre-processing. The 
NO/NO2 ratio within the street canyon is much lower compared to the raw emission ratio 
of NO/NO2 (assumed as a value of 9). This also reflects that both the directly emitted NO2 
and the chemical oxidation of emitted NO contribute to increased levels of NO2. The fast 
reacting chemical species (OH and HO2) also play an important role in the conversion of 
NO to NO2 through the chemical interaction. The spatial distributions of OH and HO2 
(Figure 4.1g) have similar patterns to that of O3, in which their background mixing ratios 
are much higher than those inside the canyon (by a factor of about 2 for OH, 5 for HO2 and 
3 for O3 compared with their canyon-averaged abundances).  
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(a) NO  (b)  NO2 
 
(b) O3  (d) NOx   
 
 (e) Ox  (f) NO/ NO2 
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 (g) OH  (h) HO2   
 
 Figure 4.1 Spatial variation of (a) NO  (ppb), (b) 2NO
(ppb), (c) 
3O
(ppb), (d) 
xNO (ppb), (e) 
xO
(ppb), and (f) 
2NONO
, (g) OH  (ppt) and (h) 2HO
(ppt). Logarithmic colour scales are 
applied for OH  and 2HO
. 
Figure 4.2 illustrates vertical profiles of (a) NO , (b) 2NO , (c) xNO , (d) xO , (e) 
2NONO , (f) bCC (for O3, OH and HO2 normalised by their background levels) 
along the leeward and windward walls, respectively. These quantities are averaged within 
the nearest three cells adjacent to the leeward and windward walls, respectively. It is noted 
that NO, NO2, NOx, Ox and NO/NO2 on the leeward wall are generally higher than those 
on the windward wall within the upper part of the canyon, but lower within the lower part. 
This indicates that traffic emissions are mainly trapped within the anti-clockwise lower 
vortex. But for O3, the situation is reversed with much lower values on the leeward wall 
compared to those on the windward wall within the upper part of the canyon, but with 
slightly higher values within the lower part. This is attributed to ambient O3 being brought 
from the background atmosphere into the upper part of canyon along the windward wall. It 
is also noted that the concentration reduces with height along both leeward and windward 
walls for NO, NO2, NOx, Ox and NO/NO2, but increases with height for O3. For the  
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Figure 4.2 Vertical profiles of (a) NO , (b) 2NO
, (c) 
xNO , (d) xO
,  (e) 
2NONO
, and (f) 
bCC
(for O3, OH and HO2 normalised by their background levels) along the leeward and windward walls, 
represented by the dash and solid lines respectively. 
 
leeward wall, there is a sharp transition at the canyon roof level where each species rapidly 
approaches its background level, and a small gradient in concentration within the canyon. 
For the windward wall, there are two gradual transitions near the roof level and close to the 
middle level of the canyon, respectively. These results for the upper part of the canyon 
match those of the field measurements by Xie et al. (2003), in which there was only one 
primary vortex inside the street canyon. For the AR=1 case, there are higher 
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concentrations of pollutants towards the leeward building at the pedestrian level. However, 
for the AR=2 case, higher concentrations of pollutants are observed towards the windward 
building at the pedestrian level (due to the opposite direction between the upper vortex and 
lower vortex). This indicates that these findings for the AR=1 case may be unreliable for 
the assessment of pollutant exposure towards the leeward or windward building at the 
pedestrian level in a deep street canyon with AR=2. It is also interesting to note that just 
above the canyon roof level (z/W=2), there are much higher levels of pollutants (e.g. NOx) 
at the windward side (i.e. the canyon outlet) than those at the leeward side (i.e. the canyon 
inlet). This reflects increased levels of pollutants transferred from the canyon to the wider 
ambient environment, which indicates the importance of the coupling effect of emissions, 
mixing and chemical pre-processing within the street canyon. The windward side is the 
main location of this street canyon ventilation system, potentially taking ambient air into 
buildings. This pre-processing of air pollution within the street canyon will be further 
investigated in Section 4.3.2. The vertical profiles of OH and HO2 have similar patterns to 
that of O3, in which their levels along both the leeward and windward walls increase with 
the increase of the vertical height and approach to their corresponding background 
concentrations at approximately z/W=2.4. In the upper (or lower) part of the canyon, the 
mixing ratios of OH and HO2 along the windward wall are slightly higher (or lower) than 
those along the leeward wall. For comparison, levels of O3, OH and HO2 are normalised 
by their background concentrations. It is observed that HO2 has the sharpest drop near the 
canyon roof level while O3 has flattest drop. This indicates that either HO2 or OH is more 
rapidly consumed than O3 at the canyon roof level. Within the canyon, there is a similar 
consumption rate for OH and HO2 (reflected by the similar slopes for the curves), but 
much slower than that for O3. The rapid O3 consumption inside the canyon can be 
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explained by NOx (NO) emissions from the street level, which has a significant titration 
effect thereby leading to the rapid consumption of O3 within the canyon. 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the spatial variation of (a) 
1,emnC  and chemC  of (b) NO, (c) NO2, (d) 
NOx, (e) Ox, (f) O3, (g) OH and (h) HO2 (See Equations 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7). The spatial 
pattern of a passive scalar with a unit emission rate (equivalent to 1 ppb s
-1
 released into a 
typical LES model grid, i.e. 0.3 m×1 m×0.3 m in the x- , y- and z-directions, respectively) 
is depicted in Figure 4.3a. It is observed that the distribution of the passive scalar is 
characterised by the two unsteady vortices formed inside the street canyon. The emission 
of the passive scalar is mainly trapped inside the lower vortex closer to the windward wall. 
This unit emission rate scenario is used to reconstruct the spatial pattern based on Equation 
4.6 for the chemistry-induced component of a non-passive scalar in Figure 4.3 b-e. It is 
found that NO, NOx, O3, OH and HO2 are chemically consumed, indicated by negative 
values of chemC . For NO2 and Ox, however, chemical production occurs inside the street 
canyon, indicated by positive values of chemC . The chemical consumption of NO and O3 is 
largely caused by the titration effect, thereby leading to the chemical production of NO2. 
The concentration contributed from the chemical consumption for NOx is about 3% of that 
for NO. The slight chemical consumption NOx indicates that there is a sink of NOx in the 
chemical processing (Section 1.2.3), but this rate is rather slow on the canyon timescale. 
The concentration contributed from the chemical production for Ox is about 67% of that for 
NO2. This is partially attributed to the chemical consumption of O3 in the canyon. The 
chemical production of Ox is due to the VOCs oxidation processes through the chemistry 
associated with fast radicals (e.g. HOx) which convert NO to NO2. During these processes, 
these fast radicals are chemically consumed. Therefore, it is observed that chemC  for OH 
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and HO2 are negative. The spatial patterns for these chemC  are dependent upon the vortex 
structure inside the street canyon. There are also sharp gradient at the canyon roof level 
and a clear separation at the interface between the lower and upper vortices. It is also 
interesting to note that the magnitudes of either positive or negative values are greatest 
close to the windward wall in the lower vortex. These may be explained by the trapped 
emissions due to the anti-clockwise vortex in the lower canyon and the relatively longer 
retention time than that in a canyon with AR=1. These magnitudes for the upper canyon 
are slightly lower than those for the lower canyon. It is also noted that in the background 
atmosphere above the canyon, there is neither chemical production nor consumption 
(indicated by the values close to zero). This is due to that the background atmosphere (a 
simple photochemical box model was used to spin up the chemistry in Section 3.3) is 
already in the quasi-equilibrium state. It indicates that the chemical production or 
consumption inside the street canyon is caused by the emissions perturbing the chemical 
equilibrium, under the incomplete mixing environment. The turbulent mixing timescale 
(Tmix) can be defined as the length scale of the canyon divided by its velocity scale. The 
length scale of the canyon is H (=36 m) and the velocity scale of turbulent mixing is 
estimated as 0.058 m s
-1
, i.e. the square root of the mean resolved-scale turbulent kinetic 
energy (Salizzoni et al., 2009). So the turbulent mixing timescale is estimated as 621 s. 
The chemical timescales (Tchem) within the canyon (calculated based on Equation 3.16 
using the canyon averaged quantities over the last 60 min period) are estimated as 185 s 
for NO, 108 s for NO2, 9 s for O3, 0.0043 s for OH and 0.014 s for HO2. The Damköhler 
number (Da), defined as the ratio of the turbulent mixing timescale (Tmix) to the chemical 
timescale (Tchem), can be used to investigate the combined effect between dynamics and 
chemistry (Auger and Legras, 2007). When Da << 1, chemical processes are relatively 
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slow compared to dynamical processes and chemical species may be regarded as well-
mixed scalars with minimal segregation effects. When Da >> 1, chemistry is very fast and 
can achieve a chemical equilibrium before the flow mixes together chemical species. In 
such situations, the interaction between dynamics and chemistry is very important with 
significant segregation effects. The Damköhler number (Da) is calculated as 3.4 for NO, 
5.8 for NO2, 69 for O3, 1.44×10
5
 for OH, and 4.44×10
4
 for HO2. This indicates that the 
chemical production or consumption for these species is significantly limited by dynamical 
processes in the street canyon environment (Figure 4.3 b-h).    
(a) Cemn,1  (b)  Cchem for NO 
 
(c) Cchem for NO2  (d)  Cchem for NOx 
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(e) Cchem for Ox  (f)  Cchem for O3 
 
(g) Cchem for OH  (h)  Cchem for HO2 
 
Figure 4.3 Spatial variation of (a) 
1,emnC
 (ppb) and 
chemC
 of (b) NO (ppb), (c) NO2 (ppb), (d) NOx (ppb), 
(e) Ox (ppb), (f) O3 (ppb), (g) OH (ppt) and (h) HO2 (ppt). Logarithmic colour scales are applied for 
OH and HO2. 
 
4.3.2 Pre-processing of emitted pollutants 
Figure 4.4 illustrates vertical profiles of the horizontally averaged total, turbulent and 
advective fluxes (See Equation 4.8-11), for (a) NO, (b) NO2, (c) O3, (d) NOx, (e) Ox and (f) 
NO/NO2. The total, turbulent and advective fluxes for each quantity are represented by the 
black solid, dash and dotted lines, respectively. The relative total fluxes for non-passive 
scalars reconstructed based on a passive scalar with a unit emission rate (Figure 4.3a) are 
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denoted by the red solid lines. The departure of the total fluxes (black solid lines) away 
from the red solid lines represents chemically induced fluxes. Negative (or positive) values 
of fluxes mean that pollutants are entrained downward (or upward) to the street canyon. It 
is interesting to note that advective fluxes are dominant for both the upper vortex and the 
lower vortex while turbulent fluxes are dominant for shear layer, which indicates that 
advective fluxes act as a dominant role for the transport of pollutant within a vortex while 
turbulent fluxes play an important role for the exchange of pollutant within the zone  
 
Figure 4.4 Vertical profiles of the horizontally averaged total, turbulent and advective fluxes for (a) 
NO, (b) NO2, (c) O3, (d) NOx, (e) Ox and (f) NO/NO2. The total, turbulent and advective fluxes for each 
quantity are represented by the black solid, dash and dotted lines, respectively. The relative total 
fluxes for non-passive scalars reconstructed based on a passive scalar with a unit emission rate are 
denoted by red solid lines.  
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between the vortices. There is also clear evidence that both advective fluxes (becoming 
negative values) and turbulent fluxes (even higher than the total fluxes) changes rapidly 
close to the canyon roof level and the level where two vortices formed in the deep street 
canyon interact. This sensitivity to the vertical height at the canyon roof level was also 
found by Cheng and Liu (2011), in which LES simulations of a passive scalar in the street 
canyon with AR=1 were conducted. It is also noted that advective fluxes in the lower 
vortex are generally lower than those in the upper vortex while turbulent fluxes in the 
lower vortex are generally higher than those in the upper vortex. It is observed that there is 
a positive (upward) total flux for NO and NO2 from the canyon roof level into the 
background atmosphere aloft, and a negative (downward) total flux for O3 indicating that 
O3 is brought into the canyon from the overlying background atmosphere. A rapid increase 
in the total flux of NO and NO2 is observed from the ground to the level at z/W=0.1. This 
is due to the elevation of traffic emissions from the ground level. The total flux generally 
decreases with height for NO, but increases for NO2 indicating the conversion of NO to 
NO2 within the canyon chemical processing before they escape to the wider background 
environment. This conversion is also indicated as the ratios of total fluxes of NO to NO2 
decrease with height. The NO/NO2 ratio of total fluxes is about 1.7 at the canyon roof level, 
which is significantly lower than the raw emission ratio of NO/NO2 (assumed as a value of 
9). Therefore, the within-canyon processing results in increased levels of NO2 through the 
chemical conversion of NO to NO2 and changes the partition of total NOx emissions at the 
canyon roof level. This indicates that apart from the emitted NO2, the chemical processing 
within the canyon has a significant contribution to the high level of NO2 (even in breach of 
its air quality limit). The fluxes at the canyon roof level represent the interface between the 
canyon and wider background atmosphere. For NOx, the total flux remains almost constant 
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with height (about 5 ppb m s
-1
) except a rapid increase near the ground level, which is 
attributed that the near-vehicle dispersion is assumed to exhibit a Gaussian distribution. 
But for Ox, the total flux increases significantly with an increase in the vertical height up to 
about 1.4 ppb m s
-1
 at the canyon roof level, which is about 2.8 times its raw emission flux 
(about 0.5 ppb m s
-1
). This ratio is significantly higher (about 1.3 times) than that found by 
Bright et al. (2013) for the AR=1 case. This is attributed to the HOx chemistry, which 
converts NO to NO2 resulting in an increase of total Ox flux. Without the HOx chemistry, 
Ox flux would be nearly a constant in the canyon environment because titration will not 
contribute anything to Ox.  It is the longer retention time of pollutants in the deep street 
canyon (AR=2) that allows the accumulation of Ox generated from the HOx chemistry. 
This is very different for the AR=1 case (Bright et al., 2013) with the short retention time 
of pollutants. The fluxes increase further with an increase in the vertical height for the 
deep street canyon (AR=2) in this study. These findings indicate that the within-canyon 
pre-processing results in an increase in the oxidant flux and this effect is more significant 
for the deeper street canyon.  
4.3.3 Effect of the HOx chemistry  
Figure 4.5 shows spatial variations of (a) 
][3 pss
PO , (b) 
3PO , (c) ][ pssde  and (d) de  (See 
Equations 4.13-16). The magnitudes of those quantities are smaller in the lower vortex 
than that in the upper vortex indicating that there is greater mixing for the chemistry 
system to approach chemical equilibrium in the lower vortex compared to that in the upper 
vortex. This can be explained by the weaker vortex in the lower part of the canyon, where 
time scale is adequate to approach chemical equilibrium. Local maxima of those quantities 
are observed across the canyon roof level in the presence of the strong turbulence. It is also 
observed that there are significantly larger values of those quantities along the upper part  
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 (a) 
][3 pss
PO   (b) 
3PO  (c) ][ pssde  (d)  de  
 
Figure 4.5 Spatial variations of (a) 
][3 pss
PO  (ppb s-1), (b) 
3PO  (ppb s
-1
), (c) 
][ pssde  (%) and (d) de  (%). 
 
of the windward building, indicating larger deviation from photochemical equilibrium in 
the region where two air parcels with very different chemical compositions interact. If no 
peroxy radical reactions are considered in the model scheme, net chemical ozone 
production cannot occur. Non-zero values for the PSS defect, 
][ pssde  and de  (in the same 
order indicated by Figure 4.5c and Figure 4.5d), therefore reflect the impact of imperfect 
mixing (heterogeneity) within the canyon, rather than ozone production chemistry. The 
values of 
][3 pss
PO  obtained here may therefore be regarded as measures of a systematic 
error in the NOx-O3-steady-state-defect approach to assess ozone production rates (via 
NOx/O3 measurements in the real atmosphere), i.e. indicating the magnitude of the 
imperfect-mixing-generated deviation from steady-state. The canyon averaged 
][3 pss
PO = -
0.102 ppb s
-1
 (i.e. -367 ppb h
-1
) inferred base on the PSS (Figure 4.5a) indicates a negative 
bias in results nearly at all locations, which is large compared with measured free 
boundary layer / free troposphere ozone production rates [typically a few ppb h
-1
, up to 50 
ppb h
-1
 in the most polluted regions, e.g. Mexico City (Wood et al., 2009)]. This reflects 
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the fact that the 
][3 pss
PO  term effectively represents a small difference between two large 
quantities, such that the impact of mixing may be very substantial. In fact, this effect 
(imperfect mixing in the vicinity of NOx emission sources) is entirely general, and so a 
systematic negative contribution to NOx-O3-steady-state derived ozone production rates 
will recur throughout the urban atmosphere, to an extent dependent upon the local 
heterogeneity. However, the canyon averaged PO3 = 0.031 ppb s
-1
 (i.e. 110 ppb h
-1
) 
(Figure 4.5b) calculated directly from the NO and peroxy radicals (assumed to be obtained 
by measurements), is relatively large compared with measured free boundary layer / free 
troposphere ozone production rates. These findings demonstrate that the indirect approach 
to estimate ozone production rate based on the PSS gives the wrong results in street 
canyon environment, as a consequence of the segregation effect due to incomplete mixing.    
Figure 4.6 illustrates spatial variations of the overestimation of the spatially and temporally 
averaged concentrations (%) by simple NOx-O3 chemistry compared with the RCS 
chemical mechanism for (a) NO , (b) 2NO , (c) 3O , (d) xNO , (e) xO  and (f) 2NONO . 
Generally, simple NOx-O3 chemistry would overestimate (indicated by positive values) 
levels of NO, NOx and NO/NO2, but underestimate (indicated by negative values) levels of 
NO2, O3 and Ox. Such findings suggest that using simple NOx-O3 chemistry may provide 
optimistic prediction of air pollution in street canyon (for NO2 - i.e. predicted levels are 
biased low) while in reality the NO2 level (i.e. a current air pollution issue of the UK) has 
exceeded the air quality standards, which may mislead the policy-maker to make an 
inappropriate decision with respect to air quality management. There are some common 
features for these overestimations (biases) in Figure 4.6. At the canyon roof level, a sharp 
decrease of the magnitudes of those biases is observed and those values approach to zero 
for the wider background (both simple NOx-O3 and RCS chemistry adopted same  
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Figure 4.6 Spatial variations of the overestimation of the spatially and temporally averaged 
concentrations (%) by simple NOx-O3 chemistry compared with the RCS chemical mechanism for (a) 
NO , (b) 2NO
, (c) 
3O
, (d) 
xNO , (e) xO
 and (f) 
2NONO
. 
 
background concentrations for NOx and O3). The largest value of the magnitudes of those 
overestimations (about 30 % for NO, about -38% for NO2, about -52% for O3, about 4% 
for NOx, about -40% for Ox and about 115% for NO/NO2) is found close to the centre of 
the upper vortex. For the current UK air pollution problem related to higher levels of NO2 
in urban areas an underestimate of NO2 by 40% could be a substantial issue. In the lower 
part of the canyon, the magnitudes of those overestimations are comparatively low and 
generally decrease down to the street ground. It is noted that there is a slight 
overestimation for NOx by the simple chemistry and this is due to the extra sink of NOx to 
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other N-contained species (such as HNO3 and HONO). It is interesting that there is a large 
underestimation for the oxidants (NO2, O3 and Ox) by the simple chemistry. This is 
attributed to the additional conversion of NO to NO2 by the VOC chemistry in the RCS 
chemical mechanism. 
 
Figure 4.7 Vertical profiles of the overestimation of the spatially and temporally averaged 
concentrations (%) by the simple chemistry compared with the RCS chemical mechanism for (a) 
NO , (b) 2NO
, (c) 
3O
, (d) 
xNO , (e) xO
 and (f) 
2NONO
 along the leeward wall represented 
by the dash lines, and along the windward wall represented by the solid lines. 
 
Figure 4.7 shows the vertical profiles of the overestimation of the spatially and temporally 
averaged concentrations (%) by the simple chemistry compared with the RCS chemical 
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mechanism for (a) NO , (b) 2NO , (c) 3O , (d) xNO , (e) xO  and (f) 2NONO  along the 
leeward and windward wall. For the leeward wall, there are no significant changes of the 
overestimations within the canyon except for O3 (with a rapid change in the upper part of 
the canyon), i.e. around 25% for NO, around -40% for NO2, around 3% for NOx, around -
40% for Ox, and around 100% for NO/NO2. For the windward wall, there are significant 
contrasts for the lower and upper part of the canyon except for O3 (nearly constant values 
of around 50% inside the canyon). The magnitudes of overestimation of NO and NOx 
along the windward wall in the lower part of the canyon are lower (by a factor of about 0.5) 
than those in the upper part of the canyon. The magnitudes of overestimation of NO2 and 
Ox along the windward wall in the lower part of the canyon are higher (by a factor of about 
1.5) than those in the upper part of the canyon. 
Figure 4.8 illustrates vertical profiles of the overestimation of the spatially and temporally 
averaged total, turbulent and advective fluxes (%) by the simple chemistry compared with 
the RCS chemical mechanism for (a) NO, (b) NO2, (c) O3, (d) NOx, (e) Ox and (f) NO/NO2 
averaged across the canyon. The overestimations of the total, turbulent and advective 
fluxes follow similar patterns. It is also noted that there are some peaks for the advective 
fluxes at the mixing region between the lower and upper parts of the canyon for all the 
quantities and that the magnitude of the overestimation of the total flux for Ox is much 
lower than those of the turbulent and advective fluxes. The magnitudes of those 
overestimation generally increase with the increase of the vertical height except that the 
overestimation of O3 gradually crosses the zero line from negative values to positive 
values. This also indicates the importance of VOCs chemistry in the street canyon context.   
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Figure 4.8 Vertical profiles of the overestimation of the spatially and temporally averaged total, 
turbulent and advective fluxes (%) by the simple chemistry compared with the RCS chemical 
mechanism for (a) NO, (b) NO2 , (c) O3,  (d) NOx, (e) Ox and (f) NO/NO2 averaged across the canyon. 
The total, turbulent and advective fluxes for each quantity are represented by the solid, dash and 
dotted lines, respectively. 
 
4.3.4 Segregation effects 
Table 4.1 lists intensities of segregation (in percentage) between selected pairs of chemical 
species averaged across the canyon and over the period of 180 to 240 min. It is interesting 
to note that intensities of segregation between A and B (where A=B) (as shown along the 
diagonal line in Table 4.1) are positive, with the largest value of 28.49 % between NO and 
NO, and the smallest value of 0.36 % between OH and OH. This is attributed to the fact 
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that the auto-covariance of any chemical species is always positive if the chemical species 
is not homogenously distributed within the canyon. Intensities of segregation between A 
and B (where A=B) may reflect the spatial variability of the chemical species within the 
canyon relative to its mean concentration.  
It is found that there are positive values for intensities of segregation between NO, NO2 
and VOCs, indicating that ‘emitted chemical species’ have similar correlations and are 
driven by the dynamical processes acting upon emissions. The highest value is found to be 
22.32 %, which is the intensity of segregation between NO and VOCs. These emitted 
chemical species are carried by the canyon vortices and removed from the canyon roof 
level to the background atmosphere. Positive values of intensities of segregation between 
O3, OH and HO2 are also clearly observed, but the magnitudes are lower around 3% (e.g. 
2.87 % for the intensity of segregation between O3 and HO2). This can be explained by 
considering that O3, OH and HO2 are ‘entrained chemical species’ with higher levels in the 
background environment than those inside the street canyon and thereby exhibiting similar 
behaviour. This indicates that segregation effect would enhance the rate of a reaction 
between pairs of species with similar origins (either ‘emitted chemical species’ or 
‘entrained chemical species’). 
It is also noted that negative values are found for intensities of segregation between 
emitted chemical species (i.e. NO, NO2 and VOCs) and entrained chemical species (O3, 
OH and HO2). This is attributed to the opposite origin of those chemical species, i.e. one is 
emitted from the street canyon while the other is entrained from the background 
environment. Negative correlations between those species are therefore expected, giving 
the negative values for intensities of segregation between them. As shown in Table 4.1, 
these pairs of both emitted and entrained chemical species generally undergo the chemical 
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reactions within the canyon. The average chemical reaction rates across the canyon domain 
are expected to be reduced due to the incomplete mixing in such an environment, which 
plays a key role in determining the net chemical processing in the street canyon. 
Segregation effects are relatively larger between O3 and emitted species (i.e. -11.09 % for 
NO, -5.10 % for NO2, -8.91 % for VOCs) than those between OH (or HO2) and emitted 
species. It is expected that the NO and O3 titration to generate NO2 within the street 
canyon is reduced by 11.09 % due to the segregation effect compared with a well-mixed 
system. It is also noted that intensity of segregation between VOCs and OH is -2.37 %, 
indicating that the canyon-averaged reaction rate between VOCs and OH will be retarded 
by -2.37 % due to incomplete mixing, thereby leading to a reduction in the additional 
conversion rate of NO to NO2 by the VOCs oxidation chemistry. This negative intensity of 
segregation between VOCs and OH (about -3.4 %, slightly higher than -2.37% in this 
study) was also found by (Krol et al., 2000) in which a LES model in a convective 
atmospheric boundary layer was conducted. Auger and Legras (2007) suggested that due 
to the nonlinear nature of chemical processes, even a small value for intensity of 
segregation (e.g. 1 %) may lead to significant effects on the mean concentrations, 
especially while the pollutant residence time is short. This further indicates that 
segregation effects are very important and should be highlighted for any incomplete 
mixing environment (e.g. the street canyon), in which the interactions between the 
dynamics and nonlinear chemistry take place.    
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Table 4.1 Intensities of segregation (in percentage) between pairs of chemical species averaged among 
the canyon and over the period of 180 to 240 min. Values shown in parentheses and bold denote those 
pairs of chemical species that react directly with each other. 
 O3 NO NO2 VOCs HO2 OH 
O3 6.34      
NO (-11.09) (28.49)     
NO2 (-5.10) 11.18 4.73    
VOCs (-8.91) 22.32 8.86 17.51   
HO2 (2.87) (-5.67) (-2.44) (-4.51) (1.39)  
OH (1.25) (-3.03) (-1.17) (-2.37) (0.66) 0.36 
 
Figure 4.9 depicts spatial variations of intensities of segregation (in percentage) between (a) 
O3 and NO, and (b) OH and VOCs within the street canyon (z/W≤2). It is found that there 
are very large negative segregation effects close to the emission source towards the 
windward wall at the street level. The highest negative values of intensities of segregation 
could be about -90 % between O3 and NO and about -20 % between OH and VOCs. This 
can be explained by the large spatial variability in these regions which are directly 
determined by emitted species. These large negative values indicate that the associated 
chemical reactions near emissions are significantly reduced due to the non-uniform 
emissions. Large negative segregation effects were also observed at the canyon roof level 
towards the windward wall, i.e. about -60 % between O3 and NO and about -8 % between 
OH and VOCs. This is attributed to that these regions are places where the background 
atmosphere (e.g. O3 and OH) is entrained into the street canyon and then interact with the 
emitted species from the street canyon. The large spatial variability in these species is also 
expected. Towards the leeward wall near the canyon roof level, there is a rapid decrease in 
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the intensities of segregation for both pair of chemical species, indicating that there are 
much greater mixing for emitted species in these regions. It is also noted that intensities of 
segregation are separated by the two vortices formed in the street canyon and then increase 
both upwards to the canyon roof level and downwards to the street ground. 
(a) Is (O3+NO) (b) Is (OH+VOCs) 
                       
Figure 4.9 Spatial variations of intensities of segregation (in percentage) between (a) O3 and NO; (b) 
OH and VOCs.        
 
4.3.5 Development of a two-box model 
The preliminary results from the LES model show the formation of two primary counter-
rotating vortices (Figure 3.6) and the associated spatial variation of air pollution (Figure 
4.1) in the deep street canyon (AR=2), providing the motivation to develop an alternative 
simplified two-box model. The averaged pollutant concentration in the lower box could be 
up to about 2 times than that in the upper box, which reflects the potential segregation 
effect by the counter-rotating vortices. In order to capture this significant concentration 
contrast, the deep street canyon is divided into two boxes with the corresponding vortex 
inside each box (Figure 3.6 and Figure 4.10) by using a plane at the level of Hz /  
(where   is the box height ratio determined by the flow structure with the street canyon; 
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here 25.0 ).  It is assumed that each vortex has sufficient intensity for the chemical 
species to be well-mixed within the corresponding box (Murena et al., 2011). The mass 
transfer between two adjacent boxes is expressed by the introduction of an ‘exchange 
velocity’. A one-box chemistry model has been previously adopted by Liu and Leung 
(2008) to study reactive pollutant dispersion in street canyons (AR=0.5, 1, 2), using the 
values of exchange velocities derived from LESs for different ARs. Because they treated 
the whole canyon as one well-mixed box for all ARs, their model was unable to reproduce 
the substantial contrasts of pollutant concentration between the lower and upper canyon as 
shown in Figure 4.1. In this study, a more complex box model (i.e. a two-box model) is 
adopted. The mathematical description of the two-box model (Figure 4.10) is as follows:  
 
Figure 4.10 Sketch of the two-box model framework. 
LiC ,  and UiC ,  are the concentrations of i
th
 species 
in the lower and upper boxes, respectively; LH and UH  are the height of the lower and upper boxes, 
respectively; 
Ltw ,  is the exchange velocity between the lower and upper boxes, and Utw ,  is the 
exchange velocity between the upper box and the overlying background atmosphere; and 
LiE ,  is the 
emission rates of i
th
 species. 
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where 
LiC ,  (ppb) and UiC ,  (ppb) are concentrations of i
th
 species in the lower and upper 
boxes, respectively; t (s) is the time; LH (m) and UH  (m) are heights of the lower and 
upper boxes, respectively; 
Ltw , (m s
-1
) is the exchange velocity between the lower and 
upper boxes, and 
Utw ,  (m s
-1
) is the exchange velocity between the upper box and the 
overlying background atmosphere; 
LiS ,  (ppb s
-1
) and 
UiS , (ppb s
-1
)  are chemical 
sources of i
th
 species in the lower and upper boxes, respectively; and 
LiE , (ppb s
-1
)  is 
emission rates of i
th
 species.  
Exchange velocities implemented into the two-box model are determined from the current 
LES model by calculating the ventilation of a passive scalar, i.e. 
UpsLps
Lps
Lt
CC
F
w
,,
,
,

  and 
bpsUps
Ups
Ut
CC
F
w
,,
,
,

 , where LpsF ,  is the flux between the lower and upper boxes, UpsF ,  is 
the flux between the upper box and the overlying background atmosphere and ‘ps’ denotes 
the passive scalar. The resulting values applied into the two-box model are 0.018 m s
-1
 for 
Ltw ,  and 0.014 m s
-1
 for 
Utw , .  
Figure 4.11 shows the time evolution of the volume averaged mixing ratios of NO, NO2, 
O3, NOx, Ox , OH and HO2 calculated by the LES-chemistry model and the two-box model, 
respectively. Volume- and time-averaged (over the period of 180-240 min) mixing ratios 
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in the lower and upper boxes derived from the LES-chemistry model and the two-box 
model are also listed in Table 4.2. In Figure 4.11, it is interesting that there are apparent 
fluctuations in the mixing ratios of chemical species (especially for NO and NO2) inherent 
in the LES approach due to dynamically-driven variability of large scale eddies and 
unsteady ventilation caused by the two primary vortices in the canyon. It is observed that 
there are rapid changes in mixing ratios when the emissions are released into the street 
canyon at 30 min. Compared with the LES-chemistry model over the period of 180-240 
min, the two-box model underestimates NO levels by about 5.25 % and 5.8 % for the 
lower and upper boxes respectively, but overestimates NO2 levels by about 8.47 % and 
5.94 % for the lower and upper boxes respectively. Levels of O3 derived from the two-box 
model are about 1.97 % and 1.83 % lower for the lower and upper boxes respectively than 
those derived from the LES-chemistry model. These differences are small, suggesting that 
the two-box approach performs pretty well compared with the “ture” LES-chemistry 
model. These results also indicate that segregation effects caused by incomplete mixing (i.e. 
spatial inhomogeneity represented by the LES-chemistry model) reduce the conversion 
rate of NO to NO2 through chemistry (dominated by NO and O3 titration with an additional 
pathway through VOCs chemistry), which is consistent with negative values of intensities 
of segregation between NO and O3, and between OH and VOCs (shown in Table 4.1). It is 
also observed that NO2/NO ratios in the two-box model are generally higher than those in 
the LES-chemistry model, i.e. about 14.47 % for the lower box and about 12.50 % for the 
upper box. Therefore, there are higher levels of O3 and NO, but lower levels of NO2 in the 
LES-chemistry model than those in the two-box model for both lower and upper boxes. 
The LES-chemistry model has slightly higher levels of NOx (about 1.59 % for the lower 
box and 1.69 % for the upper box) compared with the two-box model, which suggests that 
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segregation effects slightly reduce the NOx loss rate to other species (e.g. HNO3 and 
HONO). This is also consistent with negative values of intensities of segregation between 
OH and NO2, and between OH and NO (shown in Table 4.1). Lower levels of Ox are 
observed in the LES-chemistry model compared with the two-box model, i.e. about 7.89 % 
for the lower box and 5.15 % for the upper box. This indicates that segregation effects 
generally reduce the rate of oxidation chemistry for both the lower and upper boxes. It is 
observed that the two-box model slightly underestimates levels of both OH and HO2 
(generally around 1%) compared with the LES-chemistry model. This may be explained as 
levels of OH and HO2 are rather lower within street canyons and their reactions with other 
chemical species are very fast. Segregation effects can reduce the rate for some of these 
chemical reactions, but increase the rate for others of these chemical reactions (indicated in 
Table 4.1). The total segregation effect may be slightly balanced by each other. In terms of 
general performance, the two-box model generally matches the LES approach in the 
mixing ratios for both the lower and upper boxes.  
Table 4.2 Volume- and time-averaged (over the period of 180-240 min) mixing ratios in the lower and 
upper boxes derived from the LES-chemistry model (LES-RCS) and the two-box model (BOX-RCS), 
respectively.    
  Mixing ratio (ppb) for Lower Box Mixing ratio (ppb) for Upper Box 
180-237m (A) LES-
RCS 
(B) Box-
RCS 
(B)-(A) [(B)-(A)]/(A)  
% 
(C) LES-
RCS 
(D) Box-
RCS 
(D)-(C) [(D)-(C)]/(C)  
% 
O3 9.7858 9.59 -0.1930 -1.9722 14.25 13.9900 -0.2618 -1.8367 
NO 462.4665 438.18 -24.2825 -5.2507 231.31 217.8370 -13.4744 -5.8252 
NO2 168.1708 182.41 14.2362 8.4653 125.36 132.8130 7.4497 5.9425 
OH(ppt) 0.103619 0.1023 -0.0013 -1.2482 0.1115 0.1111 -0.0005 -0.4080 
HO2(ppt) 0.265364 0.2640 -0.0013 -0.4991 0.3210 0.3186 -0.0024 -0.7387 
NOx 630.6373 620.5910 -10.0463 -1.5930 356.6747 350.6500 -6.0247 -1.6891 
Ox 177.9566 191.9999 14.0432 7.8914 139.6151 146.8030 7.1879 5.1484 
HOx 0.3690 0.3664 -0.0026 -0.7095 0.4325 0.4297 -0.0028 -0.6534 
NO2/NO 0.3636 0.4163 0.0526 14.4761 0.5420 0.6097 0.0677 12.4956 
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Figure 4.11 Time evolution of the volume averaged mixing ratios of (a) NO, (b) NO2, (c) O3, (d) NOx 
and Ox, (e) OH and (f) HO2 derived from the LES-chemistry model (LES-RCS) and the two-box model 
(BOX-RCS), respectively. ‘L’ represents the lower box while ‘U’ represents the upper box. 
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4.3.6 Temporal variation of air pollution: exposure assessment 
Figures 4.12 a-c show time series of concentrations for (a) NO, (b) NO2 and (c) O3 
(indicated by solid lines) and their averaged concentration (indicated by dashed lines) over 
the period of 180 to 240 min with an interval of 3 second at the left (L) and right (R) of the 
lower (L) and upper (U) parts of the canyon in the middle vertical plane (i.e. y=0). ‘LL’ 
and ‘LR’ represent the left and right of the lower part of the canyon, i.e. (x/W=-0.4, 
z/W=0.1) and (x/W=0.4, z/W=0.1) respectively. ‘UL’ and ‘UR’ represent the left and right 
of the upper part of the canyon, i.e. (x/W=-0.4, z/W=1.1) and (x/W=0.4, z/W=1.1) 
respectively. The LES outputs are stored in every 3 second over that period. It is noted that 
there are significant short-term concentration fluctuations for NO, NO2 and O3 and those 
concentration fluctuations in the lower part of the canyon are less pronounced than those in 
the upper part of the canyon, which is related to the air pollution measurement procedures 
and sampling frequency. This is attributed to that those concentration fluctuations are 
strongly dependent upon the fluctuations of the flow turbulence inside the street canyon, 
the location of emissions (from ground level) and the nonlinear photochemistry. The upper 
part of the canyon is mainly influenced by the background above the canyon, while the 
lower part of the canyon is mainly influenced by the emissions at the ground level. The 
turbulence in the upper canyon is stronger than that in the lower canyon (indicated by the 
velocities in Figure 3.5), which is consistent with the highly frequent concentration 
fluctuations for the upper part of the canyon. The globally defined Reynolds number (See 
Section 3.3) can serve as a good indicator of flow characteristics (such as laminar vs 
turbulent flows) as a whole and is estimated as the order of 10
6
 in the current simulation 
(See Section 3.3), which is much higher than the critical Reynolds number of 10
4
 for the 
whole region in a large variety of flows (Cui et al., 2014). The Reynolds number locally 
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for the upper canyon ( /Re WUUU  , where UU  is the velocity scale in the upper canyon) 
is estimated as the order of 10
5
 and the Reynolds number locally for the lower canyon 
( /Re WULL  , where LU  is the velocity scale in the lower canyon) is estimated as the 
order of 10
4
. This indicates that the turbulent intensity of flow in the lower canyon is 
relatively smaller than that in the upper canyon. For the lower part of the canyon, the 
atmospheric composition is changed mainly through the effect of the nonlinear 
photochemistry with emissions rather than the effect of the weak flow turbulence. Also, 
since emissions in the LES-chemistry model are assumed as constant values, the temporal 
concentration fluctuations are expected to be underestimated compared with those in the 
real world. Concentrations of NO and NO2 in the lower canyon are significantly higher 
than those in the upper canyon, which reflects that the emissions of NO and NO2 are more 
trapped by the lower vortex. Concentrations of NO and NO2 on the left side are 
considerably lower than those on the right side for the lower canyon, but considerably 
higher for the upper canyon. Therefore, for NO and NO2, the highest concentrations are at 
the right side of the lower canyon and lowest concentrations are at the left side of the upper 
canyon. This can be explained by the two aligned vortices with opposite circulation 
direction (i.e. the clockwise vortex in the upper canyon and the anti-clockwise vortex in 
the lower canyon). But for O3, the situation is reversed since O3 is not emitted from the 
street canyon, but titrated by the emitted NO at the lower canyon. Also, O3 is entrained 
from the background above the canyon into the street canyon. For O3, the lowest 
concentrations are at the right side of the lower canyon and highest concentrations are at 
the left side of the upper canyon. For the left and right side in the lower and upper canyon 
(i.e. the order is LL, LR, UL and UR), mean concentrations (indicated by dashed lines) and 
standard deviations (the variability of mixing ratios) are 278.58±55.13, 844.28±254.53, 
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233.38±48.49 and 142.25±52.84 ppb for NO, 139.21±12.46, 228.31±41.76, 127.99±13.14 
and 96.82±21.09 ppb for NO2 and 11.74±1.37, 6.48±1.05, 12.87±1.39, 16.96±2.99 ppb for 
O3 respectively (shown as Table 4.3). The ratio of standard deviations to mean 
concentrations (expressed as percentages in Table 4.3) for NO, NO2 and O3 at the right 
side are up to about 2 times higher than those at the left side for both the lower and upper 
canyon. The ranges of percentages are (19.80 %, 37.15%) for NO, (8.95%, 21.78%) for 
NO2, (10.81%, 17.63%) for O3, indicating that those percentages are generally slightly 
higher for the species with higher mean concentrations (such as NO). Figure 4.12d 
illustrates spectral turbulent kinetic energy distributions (frequency spectrum) in the log-
linear coordinates. Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) was applied for all three 
components of velocity fluctuations in order to obtain the spectra for the turbulent kinetic 
energy (i.e. E(f), where f is the frequency) (Dobre et al., 2005). The spectra are normalised 
by Enorm/f, where Enorm is the turbulent kinetic energy at the canyon roof level. The 
frequency (f) is normalised by Ts
-1
, where Ts (=3 s) is the time interval of data output. It is 
interesting to note that there are broad maxima in spectral energy and the magnitude of 
these maxima in the upper canyon is generally higher (about 2~3 times) than those in the 
lower canyon. Corresponding time scales for these spectral maxima are around 60-150 s 
(i.e. values of f*Ts from 0.02 to 0.05) for the upper canyon and around 300-1000 s (i.e. 
values of f*Ts from 0.003 to 0.01) in the lower canyon. These findings indicate that the 
turbulent flow in the upper canyon is generally more energetic with shorter timescales than 
that in the lower canyon.     
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 (a) Time series of NO concentrations  (b) Time series of NO2 concentrations    
  
 (c) Time series of O3 concentrations (d) Spectral turbulent kinetic energy distributions 
  
Figure 4.12 Time series of concentrations for (a) NO, (b) NO2, and (c) O3  over the period of 180 to 240 
min with an interval of 3 second (averaged concentrations indicated by dashed lines) and (d) Spectral 
turbulent kinetic energy distributions at the left (L) and right (R) of the lower (L) and upper (U) parts 
of the canyon.  
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Table 4.3 Overview of statistics for time series data-sets of NO, NO2 and O3 over the period of 180 to 
240 min at the left (L) and right of the lower (L) and upper (U) parts of the canyon.  
 NO    
 LL LR UL UR 
Mean (ppb) 278.58 844.28 233.38 142.25 
Median (ppb) 279.32 816.67 228.43 138.11 
SD (ppb) 55.13 254.53 48.49 52.84 
SD/Mean (%) 19.80 30.15 20.78 37.15 
Skewness 0.408 0.283 0.579 1.81 
        Right-skewed Right-skewed Right-skewed Right-skewed 
kurtosis 4.210 2.763 3.536 13.352 
 Peaked Flat Peaked Peaked 
 NO2    
 LL LR UL UR 
Mean (ppb) 139.21 228.31 127.99 96.82 
Median (ppb) 140.64 225.39 127.5 96.72 
SD (ppb) 12.46 41.76 13.14 21.09 
SD/Mean (%) 8.95 18.29 10.27 21.78 
Skewness -0.332 0.183 0.134 0.122 
 Left-skewed Right-skewed Right-skewed Right-skewed 
kurtosis 3.576 2.685 3.226 4.83 
 Peaked Flat Peaked Peaked 
 O3    
 LL LR UL UR 
Mean (ppb) 11.74 6.48 12.87 16.96 
Median (ppb) 11.53 6.31 12.84 16.46 
SD (ppb) 1.37 1.05 1.39 2.99 
SD/Mean (%) 11.69 16.15 10.81 17.63 
Skewness 0.613 1.79 0.298 1.54 
 Right-skewed Right-skewed Right-skewed Right-skewed 
kurtosis 3.826 7.707 3.387 8.902 
 Peaked Peaked Peaked Peaked 
 
Figure 4.13 illustrates percentiles for NO, NO2 and O3 over the period of 180 to 240 min at 
the left (L) and right (R) of the lower (L) and upper (U) parts of the canyon. The 5
th
, 25
th
, 
50
th
, 75
th
 and 95
th
 percentiles of NO, NO2 and O3 are highlighted by round points. There is 
a clear shift for different locations within the canyon. As expected, concentrations for a 
given percentile generally increase with the increase in percentiles. A nearly linear 
relationship between them is observed while the percentile ranges from 25
th
 to 75
th
. It is 
also noted that there is a sharp gradient below 5
th
 and above 95
th
 percentiles. The greatest 
spread between 5
th
 and 95
th
 percentiles of NO and NO2 are on the right side in the lower 
part, i.e. (439, 1303) ppb for NO, (160, 303) ppb for NO2. But for O3, it is on the right side 
in the upper part, i.e. (13, 22) ppb. The concentrations for a given percentile at the left side 
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of both lower and upper canyon are relatively close to each other, but higher than those at 
the right side of the upper canyon and lower than those at the right side of the lower 
canyon for NO and NO2. The situation is reversed for O3. The concentrations at the 50
th
 
percentile, also called the median, are generally close to the mean concentrations (shown 
as Table 4.3).    
 (a) (b) (c)  
  
Figure 4.13 Percentiles for NO, NO2 and O3 over the period of 180 to 240 min at the left (L) and right 
(R) of the lower (L) and upper (U) parts of the canyon. The points indicated represent the 5
th
, 25
th
, 50
th
, 
75
th
 and 95
th
 percentiles of NO, NO2 and O3. 
 
Figure 4.14 illustrates frequency histograms of NO, NO2 and O3 over the period of 180 to 
240 min at the left (L) and right (R) of the lower (L) and upper (U) parts of the canyon.  
The dash and dotted red lines denote the canyon-averaged values from the LES and box 
models, respectively (Section 4.3.5). It is noted that these statistics in Figure 4.14 are not 
reflected by the box model output. There is clear evidence that multiple peaks are observed 
in the frequency histogram of NO and NO2 for the right side in the lower part. The lower 
part is the place where emissions take place. These peaks can be expressed by the 
combined effect of primary emissions, chemical processing and mixing. The peak with 
highest frequency is about 720 ppb for NO and about 200 ppb for NO2. The peaks at a  
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 (a) NO  (b) NO2  
         
 (c) O3   
 
Figure 4.14 Frequency histograms of (a) NO, (b) NO2 and (c) O3 over the period of 180 to 240 min at 
the left (L) and right (R) of the lower (L) and upper (U) parts of the canyon. The dash and dotted red 
lines denote the canyon-averaged values from the LES and box models, respectively.  
 
higher concentration (but with lower frequency) are attributed to the direct effect of 
primary emissions of NO (around 1200 ppb) and NO2 (about 300 ppb) from the (simulated) 
ground-level traffic. These emissions are carried towards the right side at the lower part 
and periodically contribute to higher concentrations at the corresponding receptor location. 
It is also observed that there are peaks at lower concentration with very low frequency for 
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NO2. This may be explained by that the chemical processing (i.e. the titration effect) 
periodically converts the primary emitted NO to NO2. For the left side in the lower part, 
there are relatively longer tails of higher concentrations for NO and NO2, which may be 
due to the re-circulation of the emissions of NO and NO2 in the lower vortex, occasionally 
giving extremely high concentrations (about 500 for NO and about 190 for NO2). This 
phenomenon is also found at the right in the upper part of the canyon. This may be 
attributed to the mixing zone between the unsteady lower vortex and upper vortex, which 
can occasionally carry an air parcel with high concentrations from the lower part to upper 
part at the right side. The highest concentrations could be about 550 ppb for NO and about 
200 ppb for NO2, which are slightly higher than those at the left side in the lower part. This 
indicates that the air parcels with higher concentrations at the right side in the lower part 
are dispersed relatively quickly to the right side in the upper part (short vertical distance) 
through the mixing processes than to the left side in the lower part through the re-
circulation of the lower vortex. Generally, there is no clear evidence of multiple peaks for 
the upper part of the canyon, indicating that the upper canyon is more influenced by the 
mixing and chemical processing.  
There are also multiple peaks (to some extent) observed in the frequency histogram of O3 
for the right side and lower part of the canyon. As O3 is not emitted directly, but titrated by 
the primary NO emitted from the street ground. The distribution of O3 can be solely 
influenced by the combined effect of the mixing and chemical processing. The right side of 
the lower part is expected to be more affected by the emissions thereby leading to 
significant titration effect. The first peak with higher frequency is relatively low (about 6.5 
ppb) and most of the observations fall into the region around the peak. There are also small 
peaks at higher concentrations. This may correspond to occasional lower levels of NO or 
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high levels of NO2 which reduce the titration effect. The concentration on the left side of 
lower canyon is generally higher than that at the right of the street canyon, which indicated 
the anti-clockwise re-circulation of emissions. For the upper canyon, the distribution is 
more affected by the higher background abundance of O3 from the canyon above. As the 
vortex is clockwise, levels on the right side are more strongly dependent upon the 
background. Therefore, there is a longer tail of high concentrations of O3 for the right of 
the upper canyon due to the mixing of background air.   
4.4 Conclusions 
The dispersion and transport of air pollution in a deep urban street canyon (AR=2) has 
been examined using the LES-chemistry model, which is capable of simulating the 
coupling effect of emissions, mixing and chemical pre-processing within the street canyon. 
It is observed that two vertically aligned unsteady vortices determine the dispersion and 
transport of reactive pollutants within the street canyon. Reactive pollutants exhibit 
significant spatial and temporal variations caused by the two vortices. Due to the simple 
assumption of the idealised street canyon geometry under perpendicular ambient wind, 
flow field within the canyon is dominated by flow recirculation (i.e. two vortices). 
However, the current LES model of idealised scenarios does not capture lateral 
channelling flow (e.g. Longley et al., 2004) or even helical flow (e.g. Dobre et al. (2005); 
Barlow et al. (2009)) present in real, complex urban street canyons (Smalley et al. (2008)). 
Pollutant levels (e.g. NOx) on the leeward wall are generally higher (around 1.5 to 2 times) 
than those on the windward wall in the upper part of the canyon, but lower (around 50% to 
70%) than the windward levels in the lower part of the canyon. Ground-level sourced 
pollutants (e.g. NOx) are found to be largely trapped within the anti-clockwise lower 
vortex. Such findings are very useful in the assessment of air pollution in deep street 
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canyons. At the pedestrian level, higher concentrations of pollutants are found towards the 
windward than leeward buildings in the deep street canyon (AR=2), which is opposite to 
the results for the case of AR=1 as investigated by previous studies. This suggests that the 
findings for the AR=1 case may not be appropriate for the assessment of pollutant 
exposure at the pedestrian level in a deep street canyon. 
The pre-processing of air pollution within the street canyon is also influenced by the two 
unsteady vortices. It is found that advective fluxes are dominant for both the upper vortex 
and the lower vortex while turbulent fluxes are dominant for the shear layer at the roof 
level. This finding indicates that advective fluxes play a dominant role for the transport of 
pollutant within a vortex while turbulent fluxes play an important role for the exchange of 
pollutant within the zone between the vortices. Pre-processing within the canyon results in 
significant conversion of NO to NO2, indicated by the NO/NO2 ratio of total fluxes at the 
canyon roof level being much lower than the raw emission ratio of NO/NO2 (i.e. 1.7 vs 9). 
Such findings can be of importance in guiding the development of atmospheric pollutant 
flux parameterisation schemes for larger scale (e.g. city or regional scale) models.  
The effect of HOx oxidation chemistry is evident. Imperfect mixing (reflected in non-zero 
values of the PSS defect) results in negative apparent chemical ozone production, 
representing a systematic error if such a NOx-O3-steady-state-defect approach is applied to 
obtain ozone production rates within a poorly-mixed environment close to NOx emissions 
sources. The substantial magnitude of the apparent ozone loss rate, relative to those 
encountered in the wider boundary layer / free troposphere, further suggests that even at 
some distance from fresh emissions, mixing-derived PSS defects may limit this approach 
to inferring chemical ozone production. The indirect approach to estimate ozone 
production rate based on the PSS gives the wrong results in a street canyon environment, 
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and instead reflects the effect of incomplete mixing. Compared with the RCS chemical 
mechanism, simple NOx-O3 chemistry would overestimate the NO level (by about 30 %), 
but underestimate levels of NO2 and O3 (by about -38% and -52% respectively), indicating 
the additional conversion of NO to NO2 through VOCs oxidation chemistry, which was 
previously thought to be unimportant for small (temporal and spatial) scale processes. 
Such findings suggest that using simple NOx-O3 chemistry may provide an overly 
optimistic prediction of air pollution in street canyon from the perspective of NO2 levels, 
which already exceed the air quality standards in many places in a city, with consequences 
for air quality management if such predictions are adopted. 
Segregation effects due to incomplete mixing within the street canyon are investigated 
using intensity of segregation between pairs of chemical species. There is clear evidence of 
two distinctive behaviours for emitted chemical species and entrained chemical species. 
Positive (or negative) values of intensities of segregation are found between the pair of 
species with a similar (or opposite) behaviour. It is expected that segregation effects within 
the street canyon reduce the NO and O3 titration rate (by 11.09 %), and the VOCs-OH 
oxidation rate (by 2.37 %). Therefore the conversion of NO to NO2 within street canyon 
will be reduced compared with that in a well-mixed system. Large segregation effects are 
observed in the regions close to the emission source and near the canyon roof level, where 
the spatial variability can be extremely significant. Segregation effects are separated by the 
two vortices formed in the street canyon. Such findings indicate that segregation effects 
are of importance in the incomplete mixing environment (e.g. the street canyon) with 
chemical processing involved. 
The formation of two primary counter-rotating vortices and the associated spatial variation 
of air pollution in the deep street canyon provide a potential to develop an alternative 
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simplified two-box model. The significant concentration contrast between the lower and 
upper box is well reproduced by the two-box model. The two-box model underestimates 
NO and O3 levels, but overestimates NO2 levels for both the lower and upper boxes 
compared with the LES-chemistry model. NO2/NO ratios in the two-box model are found 
to be much higher than those in the LES-chemistry model, i.e. about 14.47 % for the lower 
box and about 12.50 % for the upper box. It is suggested that segregation effects due to 
incomplete mixing (i.e. spatial inhomogeneity represented by the LES-chemistry model) 
reduce the conversion rate of NO to NO2 through chemistry. The two-box model could 
potentially support traffic management and urban planning strategy or personal exposure 
assessment.  
The potential exposure to air pollution is assessed by investigating the short-term time 
series data within the street canyon. More significant concentration fluctuations are 
observed in the upper part of the canyon than that in the lower part of the canyon. 
Concentration fluctuations within the street canyon are strongly dependent upon the 
fluctuations of the flow turbulence, the location of emissions and the nonlinear 
photochemistry. NO2 level at the windward side of the lower canyon is found to be about 
89 ppb higher than that at the leeward side of the lower canyon, which suggests personal 
exposure at the windward side of the lower canyon is more significant. The assumption of 
homogenous assumption in air pollution levels within a street canyon employed in most 
exposure models may not allow exposure to be accurately calculated. The spatial and 
temporal variation in pollutant abundance within the street canyon should be considered in 
exposure assessments.       
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5 Modelling photochemical pollutants in a street 
canyon: Application of a two-box model 
 
5.1 Introduction 
High levels of air pollutants were found at the pedestrian level in urban areas, especially 
for deep street canyons in the modelling study by Li et al. (2009). This is consistent with 
the field measurements in deep street canyons (Murena and Favale (2007); Murena et al. 
(2008)), which indicated that the pollutant concentration at pedestrian level in a deep street 
canyon could be up to three times that in regular street canyons. Murena (2012) attempted 
to implement a simplified two-box model with regard to the prediction of carbon 
monoxide (CO) concentration in deep street canyons. Their study provided useful 
guidance for the improving the performance of the street-canyon operational models, e.g. 
Operational Street Pollution Model (OSPM) (Buckland, 1998), which might be unreliable 
when applied to deep street canyons since they were developed for street canyons with 
unity aspect ratio. CO in their two-box model was considered as a passive scalar and 
therefore no chemical processing was taken into account.  
A two-box model coupled with a chemical scheme (i.e. the RCS) has been developed and 
evaluated against the LES-chemistry model in Chapter 4. This two-box model has 
sucessfully captured the contrast between the bulk concentration in the lower street box 
and that in the upper street box. The lower street canyon is the place of interest for the 
assessment of human health effect (i.e. where exposure occurs). This chapter will extend 
the application of the two-box model approach into deep street canyons and consider both 
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NOx and VOCs chemical processing under a variety of wind conditions for a wide range of 
emission scenarios. The performance of the one-box model considering the whole canyon 
as a well-mixed box will be evaluated compared with the two-box model. Several factors 
affecting the two-box model will be also investigated and discussed.  
5.2 Application of the two-box model 
5.2.1 Overestimation by the one-box model 
In the box model approach, a well-mixed hypothesis is adopted, i.e. the air inside the box 
is assumed to be well-mixed. The box model is a particularly simple approach to describe 
the evolution of air pollutants, which requires low computational cost. For deep street 
canyons, the presence of two primary counter-rotating vortices, which separates the street-
canyon flow layers with contrast features so that pollutants exhibit a significant reduction 
with building height, is also observed in the literature (Murena and Favale, 2007). In such 
situations, the well-mixed hypothesis for a whole deep street canyon tends to fail (Murena 
et al., 2011). Therefore, a more complex box model (i.e. a two-box model) set in series 
(vertically segregated), which can characterize the communication between vortices in the 
deep street canyon, should be developed (See 4.3.5 for the detailed mathematical 
description of the two-box model). Then the performance of the one-box model (with the 
well-mixed hypothesis for the whole deep street canyon) compared with the two-box 
model, shown as Figure 5.1, is evaluated below.     
If the whole deep street canyon is taken as one well-mixed box, the one-box model can be 
described as follows: 
 0,,0,
0
0,
0,0, )()( ibii
t
ii SCC
H
w
EtC
dt
d
  (5.1)                                                                 
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where, Ci,0  (ppb) is the concentration of  i
th
 species within the whole canyon; Ei,0  (ppb s
-1
) 
is the emission rate of  i
th
 species within the whole canyon; wt,0  (m s
-1
) is the exchange 
velocity between the whole canyon and background; H0 (m) is the height of the whole; 
ΔSi,0  (ppb s
-1
) is the net production rate of  i
th
 species due to chemical reactions within the 
whole canyon.   
         (a)                                                                              (b) 
 
Figure 5.1 Framework of the two-box model (see Section 4.3.5 for details) and the one-box model (see 
text for details). 
 
There will be an error for the “one-box” model due to the well-mixed assumption, 
compared with the concentration in the lower box (i.e. the interest area of potential 
exposure assessment) by the “two-box” model. This error can be expressed by the 
concentration difference due to segregation as follows: 
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LiiLi CCC ,0,,   (5.2)                                                                                                      
Then we can define the percentage of overestimation by the “one-box” model compared 
with the concentration in the lower box by the “two-box” model due to segregation effect: 
 %100
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Li  (5.3)                                                                                           
5.2.2 Exchange velocities in the two-box model 
Exchange velocities implemented into the two-box model can be determined from the 
numerical models by calculating the ventilation of a passive scalar. According to Fick’s 
law, the flux of a passive scalar (denoted as “ps”), 
psF  (ppb m s
-1
), for the lower and 
upper box under the steady state (the “two-box” model approach) can be written as follows,  
 )( ,,, UpsLpsLtps CCwF   (5.4)                                                                                           
 )( ,,, bpsUpsUtps CCwF    (5.5) 
If the whole street canyon is considered as one box (the quantities associated are denoted 
as “0” rather than the “U” and “L” in the two box model approach), the flux of a passive 
scalar for the whole box under the steady state (one-box model approach) is derived as:  
 )( ,0,0, bpspstps CCwF   (5.6) 
 
UpsLpsps CCC ,,0, )1(    (5.7) 
Equation 5.7 can be rewritten as: 
 )( ,,,0, UpsLpsUpsps CCCC    (5.8) 
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Here,  is the ratio of the lower box’s volume to the volume of the whole canyon. When 
an idealised street canyon is considered,  becomes the box height ratio, HL/H0.  HL can be 
determined by the flow structure within the street canyon, namely, the height of the lower 
vortex.  
 
Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of vertical concentration profile and bulk concentrations in the lower 
and upper boxes, and in the whole street canyon of passive scalar. 
  
It is assumed that 
UpsLps CC ,,   is the case for passive scalars emitted from street canyons 
near ground level (Figure 5.2). According to Equation 5.5, 5.6 and 5.8, 
Upsps CC ,0,   and 
Utt ww ,0,   can be derived. Then we may also define a non-dimensional parameter to 
represent the heterogeneity coefficient (or spatial variation) across the two boxes, i.e.   
 
Ut
t
w
w
,
0,
1  (5.9) 
where ]1,0[ . If 0 , then Utt ww ,0,   
from Equation 5.9 and it yields Upsps CC ,0,   
according to Equation 5.5 and 5.6 and  LpsUps CC ,,   based on Equation 5.8. Thus the two 
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boxes are homogenous. Higher (or lower) values of   represent that the two boxes are 
more (or less) segregated, i.e. it possesses more (or less) significant heterogeneity.  
In this study, it is assumed that 0, bpsC . According to Equations 5.4-5.7, it can be derived 
that: 
 
UtLtt www ,,0,
11


 (5.10) 
Based on Equations 5.4-5.10, exchange velocities for the two-box model are obtained as 
follows:  
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w   (5.12) 
The physical mechanisms that determine the value of the heterogeneity coefficient () are 
explained below. For a given  ,the heterogeneity coefficient may be determined by the 
spatial pattern of turbulence, which could be in turn affected by the building geometry, 
local wind conditions, local turbulence generated by moving vehicles or thermal forcing, 
and damped turbulence by tree leaves or stable atmosphere, etc.. For example, the more 
significant local vehicle generated turbulence (or other factors) transfers more pollutants 
from the lower box into the upper box, giving a higher value of UpsC , . Based on Equation 
5.5, a lower value of Utw ,  is derived. Then a lower value of   is obtained based on 
Equation 5.9, i.e. the two-box system possesses less significant heterogeneity. If only the 
wind speed above the canyon is concerned,  will remain unchanged because the 
turbulence pattern is unaffected, although the wind speed inside the canyon will be scaled 
with the wind speed above the canyon (Equation 5.9).  
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5.2.3 Street canyon shading  
The access of solar radiation into a street canyon is often highly obstructed by the 
surrounding buildings of the street and varies significantly over the typical daytime period 
(Bourbia and Awbi, 2004a). Some regions of a street canyon are shaded, while others are 
not. This shading effect can significantly reduce the solar radiation into the street canyon 
(Hwang et al., 2011) and is of vital importance in the urban environment (Bourbia and 
Awbi, 2004b). Photolysis reaction rates are expected to exhibit a high spatial variation in 
the street canyon, thereby influencing the chemical processing of reactive pollutants 
(Grawe et al., 2007). This shading effect can be reflected by the significant reduction of 
photolysis reaction rates for shaded regions in street canyons (Koepke et al., 2010) and 
may be considered in the urban air quality studies. For the practical application of the 
shading effect, parameterisations are normally adopted in the chemical models (Koepke et 
al., 2010). In this study, a parameter, i.e. shading ratio coefficient ( RJ ), is introduced as 
follows:                                              
unshaded
i
shaded
i
J
J
RJ                                       (5.13) 
where shaded
iJ  denotes the photolysis frequency within shaded areas of the street canyon; 
unshaded
iJ   is the photolysis frequency within the unshaded areas of the street canyon 
(undisturbed conditions); i  represents the 
thi  species involving the photolysis reaction. It is 
assumed that RJ  is determined by the street properties, solar angles, and atmospheric 
conditions. For the general consideration of the shading effect in a street canyon, a 
constant value between 0 and 1 can be given for RJ . In this study, it is assumed that only 
the lower box in the street canyon is shaded and parameterized with the shading ratio 
coefficient ( RJ ), shown as Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Framework of the two-box model (see Section 4.3.5 for details) considering the shading 
effect of the lower box. 
 
5.2.4 Model scenarios in the two-box model  
Initial and background conditions of chemistry used in the two-box model are set the same 
as those adopted in the LES-chemistry model (see Section 3.3 for details). In order to 
characterize a wide range of real scenarios, the representative ENOx and EVOCs are scaled by 
different factors of between 0.1 and 2 applied to those of the TRES values (i.e. the 
‘Typical Real-world Emission Scenario’ defined in 3.2.3).  
This chapter focuses on the effects of   (i.e. heterogeneity of concentration) and 
0,tw  (i.e. 
exchange velocity),   (i.e. box height ratio) and RJ  (shading ratio coefficient) on the NO2 
characteristics in the lower box. Table 5.1 gives an overview of the case settings. For the 
case BASE, these parameters are set as: 5.0 , 02.00, tw  m s
-1
, 5.0 , and 1RJ . 
The value of 5.0  represent a median level of heterogeneity, i.e. the pollutant 
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concentration in the lower (or upper) box is 50% higher (or lower) than the mean 
concentration averaged over the whole canyon for a given 5.0 . In other words, the 
concentration in the lower box is 3 times that in the upper box, which could be the case for 
deep street canyons. The value for 02.00, tw m s
-1
 is used in the same order as those 
derived from large-eddy simulations in street canyons. As discussed in Section 5.2.2, 
0,tw  
could be scaled with the wind speed above the street canyon while keeping the same 
turbulence pattern. The value of 5.0  represents the same size of vortices for both lower 
and upper boxes, which could be also the case for deep street canyons. The value of 
1RJ  denotes the case without considering the street canyon shading effect. To 
investigate the effect of  , the values of other parameters are kept the same as those used 
in the Case BASE and test a series of values of  , i.e. Case HC-LL ( 1.0 ), Case HC-L 
( 3.0 ), Case HC-H ( 7.0 ) and Case HC-HH ( 9.0 ). Likewise, a series of other 
cases together with their parameters are also indicated in Table 5.1, i.e. the effect of 0,tw  
with Case EX-LL ( 0,tw  =0.012 m s
-1
), Case EX-L ( 0,tw  =0.016 m s
-1
), Case EX-H ( 0,tw  
=0.024 m s
-1
) and Case EX-HH ( 0,tw  =0.028 m s
-1
); the effect of  with Case HB-LL (  
=0.1), Case HB-L (  =0.3), Case HB-H (  =0.7), and Case HB-HH (  =0.9); the effect 
of RJ with Case RJ-LL (RJ=0.1), Case RJ-L (RJ=0.3), d Case RJ-H (RJ=0.7), and Case 
RJ-HH (RJ=0.9). For each case, the corresponding ‘one-box’ model and the ‘two-box’ 
model were run (Figure 5.1). Figure 5.4 illustrates the exchange velocities (based on 
Equations 5.11-5.12) implemented in the ‘two-box’ model for the scenarios in Table 5.1, 
considering the effect of  , 
0,tw  and  , respectively. Figure 5.4a shows that, for a given 
5.0  and 02.00, tw  m s
-1
, as   increases, 
Ltw ,  decreases, but Utw ,  increases. Figure 
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5.4b shows that, for a given 5.0 and 5.0 , as 
0,tw  increases, both Ltw ,  and Utw ,  
increases linearly. This linear relationship is also found in the literature  (Murena et al., 
2011). Figure 5.4c shows that, for a given 5.0  and 02.00, tw (m s
-1
), as   increases, 
Ltw ,  remains the same level, but Utw ,  increases linearly. For street canyon shading cases, 
both 
Ltw ,  and Utw ,  are the same as those used in Case BASE.  
 
Table 5.1 Overview of the model scenarios 
Case Box heterogeneity 
coefficient ( ) 
Exchange velocity 
0,tw  (m s
-1
) 
Box height ratio 
( ) 
Shading ratio 
coefficient (RJ) 
BASE 0.5 0.02 0.5 1 
HC-LL 0.1 0.02 0.5 1 
HC-L 0.3 0.02 0.5 1 
HC-H 0.7 0.02 0.5 1 
HC-HH 0.9 0.02 0.5 1 
EX-LL 0.5 0.012 0.5 1 
EX-L 0.5 0.016 0.5 1 
EX-H 0.5 0.024 0.5 1 
EX-HH 0.5 0.028 0.5 1 
BH-LL 0.5 0.02 0.1 1 
BH-L 0.5 0.02 0.3 1 
BH-H 0.5 0.02 0.7 1 
BH-H 0.5 0.02 0.9 1 
RJ-LL 0.5 0.02 0.5 0.1 
RJ-L 0.5 0.02 0.5 0.3 
RJ-M 0.5 0.02 0.5 0.5 
RJ-H 0.5 0.02 0.5 0.7 
RJ-HH 0.5 0.02 0.5 0.9 
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  (a)  (b) (c) 
  
Figure 5.4 The relationship between exchange velocities for the two-box model against (a)  , (b) 0,tw  
and (c)  . See Equations 5.11-5.12. 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Effect of the heterogeneity coefficient 
Figure 5.5 illustrates the effect of the heterogeneity coefficient ( ) on 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. 
the NO2 concentration in the lower box, for (a) Case HC-LL ( =0.1), (b) Case HC-L (
=0.3), (c) Case BASE ( =0.5), (d) Case HC-H ( =0.7), (e) Case HC-HH ( =0.9) and (f) 
Selected lines for analysis. These hypothetical cases could be related to realistic conditions. 
  can vary with the AR of the canyon, i.e. a larger AR will give a higher value of   due 
to the worse ventilation conditions. Also, lower turbulence caused by a stable atmosphere 
(Ramamurthy et al., 2007) and decoupling caused by an elevated tree-leaf canopy 
(Gromke and Ruck, 2012) will give higher values of  . In Figure 5.5, EVOCs and ENOx are 
normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by 
), for the year of 2010. Trajectory 2005-2020 represents the changing emission scenarios 
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 (a) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HC-LL (b) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HC-L 
 
         (c) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case BASE  (d) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HC-H 
 
  (e) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HC-HH  (f) Selected lines for analysis 
 
Figure 5.5 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. the concentration in the lower box derived from the “two-box” model, in 
the (a) Case HC-LL ( =0.1), (b) Case HC-L ( =0.3), (c) Case BASE ( =0.5), (d) Case HC-H ( =0.7), 
(e) Case HC-HH ( =0.9) and (f) Selected lines for analysis. EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of 
the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010. Trajectory 
2005-2020 represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming constant traffic volume and 
speed. The solid red curves denote the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 (105 ppb). 
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for 2005 to 2020, which are derived from the UK fleet composition projections (NAEI, 
2003) and the UK Road Vehicle Emission Factors (Boulter et al., 2009) assuming constant 
traffic volumes and speeds equal to those in the ‘TRES’ scenario for 2010 - i.e. only the 
emission change with vehicle technology and fleet composition is considered, rather than 
traffic growth. The solid red curves denote the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 (105 
ppb). It is interesting to note that 
LNOC ,2
 generally has a similar pattern for the cases and 
increases with the heterogeneity coefficient from 0.1 (Figure 5.5a) to 0.9 (Figure 5.5e). 
This can be explained by the poor exchange between the lower and upper box (indicated 
by a lower value of 
Ltw , in Figure 5.4) so that the heterogeneity coefficient is high. The 
higher heterogeneity coefficient may also reflect the less local traffic produced turbulence 
in the lower box, which reduces the air ventilation from the lower box to the upper box. 
This is consistent with the finding by Murena et al. (2011) that there would be a lower 
exchange velocity between the lower and upper box and a higher level of pollutant 
concentration in the lower box for the case without considering the local traffic produced 
turbulence. Many previous studies (e.g. Kastner-Klein et al. (2000); Jicha et al. (2000); 
Kastner-Klein et al. (2001); Vachon et al. (2002)) were also in support of that the traffic 
produced turbulence can enhance the street-level mixing. This indicates that the 
heterogeneity in the street canyon significantly influences pollutant concentrations in the 
lower box. Therefore, it is not surprising that the solid red curve shifts from the higher 
emission region to the lower emission region as the heterogeneity coefficient increases 
(Figure 5.5a-e). It is also noted that emissions at the TRES level are expected to lead to 
exceedance of the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 while the heterogeneity 
coefficient is larger than 0.5 (Figure 5.5c-e). It is observed that trajectory 2005-2020 cuts 
across the solid red curve. This indicates the importance of future technology in the 
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reduction of NO2 levels thereby meeting the UK NO2 air quality standards over years. For 
the heterogeneity coefficient of 0.9, the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 is exceeded 
for most of the years. This indicates that it is important to improve the air ventilation 
between the boxes in the street canyon, thereby decreasing the heterogeneity coefficient 
leading to better air quality.  
Figure 5.6 shows the transects of 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HC-LL, Case HC-L, Case BASE, 
Case HC-H and Case HC-HH through the selected lines for analysis in Figure 5.5f. The 
rationale behind the choices is explained as follows. The dashed line (“Fixed ENOx”), the 
dotted line (“Fixed EVOCs”), the dot-dash line (“TRES-2010”) and the trajectory line 
(“Trajectory 2005-2020”)  all pass through the point for the TRES, as marked in Figure 
5.5f. The emission profile along this dashed line at the fixed ENOx of TRES represents a 
technology of targeting only EVOCs from vehicles, or the roads with a varying coverage of 
vegetation which may emit further VOCs into the urban canopy (Loughner et al., 2012). 
The emission profile along this dotted line at the fixed EVOCs of TRES represents a 
technology of targeting only ENOx. The emission profile along the dot-dash line represents 
a technology of both EVOCs and ENOx (“TRES-2010”) with the proportional traffic-emitting 
rate of both VOCs and NOx as specified for the TRES. This dot-dashed line may also 
represent control of the number of vehicles in streets or scenarios for different areas 
(busier or less busy roads) with the same fleet composition as the TRES. The trajectory 
line indicates emission scenarios for the years 2005 to 2020 with the same traffic volume 
and speed as the TRES. The corresponding results along selected lines are analysed below.     
Figure 5.6a shows that 
LNOC ,2
 gradually increases with the increase of EVOCs at a fixed ENOx 
(same as that of TRES). This can be explained as VOCs can play a key role in the  
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          (a) Fixed ENOx                                                 (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
          (c) TRES-2010                                               (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 5.6 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. the concentration in the lower box derived from the “two-box” model, for 
(a) “Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emissions of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emissions of 
TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” 
assuming constant traffic volume and speed varying  . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the 
Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010. The dashed line 
indicates the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 (105 ppb).  
 
conversion of NO to NO2 through chemistry. At the fixed ENOx, the increase of LNOC ,2 is 
mainly due to the chemical processing through VOCs. This indicates that there are higher 
levels of NO2 for more green (i.e. vegetated) areas producing extra EVOCs (with biogenic 
VOC emissions, assuming such emissions were not incorporated in the model scenario / 
conditions). The main biogenic VOC emissions are isoprene, monoterpenes, 
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sesquiterpenes and oxygenated VOC compounds (Oderbolz et al., 2013) , which may be 
released from a variety of vegetation types in an urban tree canopy (Owen et al., 2003). 
Biogenic VOC emissions are strongly dependent upon temperature (Kesselmeier and 
Staudt, 1999). These iogenic VOC emissions may have a considerable impact on street 
canyon chemical processing. It is noted that the concentration difference of 
LNOC ,2
 
between Case HC-HH ( =0.9) and Case HC-LL ( =0.1) gradually increases with the 
increase of EVOCs, from 23 ppb (at VOCsTRESVOCs EE ,/  =0.1) to 80 ppb (at VOCsTRESVOCs EE ,/  
=2). This finding indicates that the effect of the heterogeneity coefficient is less significant 
for lower EVOCs when keeping ENOx unchanged. Figure 5.6b also shows that LNOC ,2  
generally increases with the increase of ENOx at a fixed EVOCs (same as that of TRES), with 
a rapid increase while 
xx NOTRESNO
EE ,/ ranges from 0.1 to 0.5. This is mainly attributed to 
that emitted NOx contributes directly to the increase of LNOC ,2 . This indicates that adoption 
of technology controlling NOx will have a significant effect in reducing NO2 levels. There 
is also clear evidence of the less significant effect of the heterogeneity coefficient for 
lower ENOx. The concentration difference of LNOC ,2  between Case HC-HH and Case HC-
LL gradually increases with the increase of ENOx, from 13 ppb (at 
xx NOTRESNO
EE ,/  =0.1) to 
60 ppb (at 
xx NOTRESNO
EE ,/  =2). Figure 5.6c illustrates the change of LNOC ,2  in for TRES-
2010 with changing both EVOCs and ENOx assuming constant traffic volume and speed. The 
pattern of 
LNOC ,2
 is a combination of those in Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.6b, and a nearly 
linear relationship is observed. This indicates that controlling the number of vehicles in 
street canyons with the same fleet composition as the TRES will have an approximately 
linear effect on the NO2 levels. Figure 5.6d shows the results of  LNOC ,2  from the year 2005 
to 2020. It is observed that 
LNOC ,2
 decreases with year. This is mainly attributed to the 
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control technologies applied, which achieve lower EVOCs and ENOx. LNOC ,2  begins to attain 
the air quality standard from the year 2007 for Case HC-LL ( =0.1), 2009 for Case HC-L 
( =0.3), 2011 for Case BASE ( =0.5), 2014 for Case HC-H ( =0.7) and 2017 for Case 
HC-HH ( =0.9).  
Figure 5.7 shows the effect of the heterogeneity coefficient ( ) on 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the 
percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-box’ model. 
Negative values of 
LNO ,2
  are observed for all the cases, which means that the ‘one-box’ 
model underestimates NO2 concentrations compared with those in the lower box by the 
‘two-box’ model. It is interesting to notice that the magnitude of 
LNO ,2
  gradually increases 
with the increase in the heterogeneity coefficient ( ), i.e. the range of (-9.54 %, -4.13 %) 
among all tested emission scenarios for Case HC-LL with  =0.1 (Figure 5.7a), (-23.94 %, 
-11.36 %) for Case HC-L with  =0.3 (Figure 5.7b), (-33.49 %, -17.07 %) for Case BASE 
with  =0.5 (Figure 5.7c), (-40.74 %, -21.94 %) for Case HC-H with  =0.7 (Figure 5.7d) 
and (-46.73 %, -26.22 %) for Case HC-HH with  =0.9 (Figure 5.7e). It is also noted that 
LNO ,2
  changes nonlinearly with the change of emissions of NOx and VOCs. This is mainly 
attributed to nonlinear photochemical reactions. For a passive scalar, the percentage of 
overestimation is -9.09 %, -23.08 %, -33.33 %, -41.18 % and -47.37 % for  =0.1,  =0.3, 
 =0.5,  =0.7 and  =0.9 respectively. This indicates that for higher VOCs emission rate 
scenarios (Figure 5.7), the nonlinear photochemistry plays a key role in reducing the 
percentage of overestimation for NO2 by the ‘one-box’ model compared with that for a 
passive scalar.  
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         (a) 
LNO ,2
  for Case HC-LL (b) LNO ,2  for Case HC-L 
 
         (c) 
LNO ,2
  for Case BASE (d) LNO ,2  for Case HC-H 
 
         (e) 
LNO ,2
  for Case HC-HH                                                          
 
Figure 5.7 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-
box’ model compared with that by the “two-box” model, in the (a) Case HC-LL ( =0.1), (b) Case HC-
L ( =0.3), (c) Case BASE ( =0.5), (d) Case HC-H ( =0.7), (e) Case HC-HH ( =0.9). EVOCs and ENOx 
are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), for 
the year of 2010. Trajectory 2005-2020 represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming 
constant traffic volume and speed.  
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          (a) Fixed ENOx                                                 (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
          (c) TRES-2010                                                (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 5.8 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-
box’ model compared with that by the “two-box” model, for (a) “Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emissions 
of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emissions of TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” varying the total 
traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant traffic volume and speed 
varying  . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario 
(TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010.  
  
Figure 5.8 illustrates the transects of 
LNO ,2
  (ppb) for Case HC-LL, Case HC-L, Case 
BASE, Case HC-H and Case HC-HH through the selected lines for analysis in Figure 5.5f. 
Figure 5.8a shows that the magnitude of 
LNO ,2
  slightly increases with the increase of 
EVOCs, i.e. from -4.48 % to -4.59 % for  =0.1, from -11.88 % to -14.26 % for  =0.3, 
from -18.14 %  to -24.16 %  for  =0.5, from -23.57 %  to  -33.54 %  for  =0.7 and from 
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-28.37 % to -41.88 % for  =0.9. It is noted that the higher the value of heterogeneity 
coefficient is, the larger the magnitude of 
LNO ,2
  will be. This indicates that the one box 
model performance is better for the case with lower heterogeneity coefficients or for less 
“green” (lower VOCs emission) areas. Figure 5.8b shows that the magnitude of 
LNO ,2
  
generally decreases with the increase of ENOx, except a slight increase at 
xx NOTRESNO
EE ,/  
=0.2 for the cases with  =0.5,  =0.7 and  =0.9. Figure 5.8c also shows that there is no 
significant change in the 
LNO ,2
  when changing both EVOCs and ENOx and that the values of 
LNO ,2
  are mainly affected by the heterogeneity coefficient ( ). This finding is also 
indicated by Figure 5.8d, in which the values of 
LNO ,2
  do not change significantly over the 
year 2005 to 2020 (the maximum difference is within 5 %) and there is significant contrast 
between the cases with different heterogeneity coefficient (the contrast is around 10 % 
with the interval of  =0.2). 
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5.3.2 Effect of the exchange velocity 
Figure 5.9 illustrates the effect of the exchange velocity (
0,tw ) on LNOC ,2  (ppb), i.e. the 
concentration in the lower box for  (a) Case EX-LL (
0,tw  =0.012 m s
-1
), (b) Case EX-L 
(
0,tw  =0.016 m s
-1
), (c) Case BASE (
0,tw  =0.02 m s
-1
),  (d) Case EX-H (
0,tw  =0.024 m s
-1
) 
and (e) Case EX-HH (
0,tw  =0.028 m s
-1
). 
0,tw  can vary with the external wind turbulence 
above the street canyon, the street canyon geometry and the stability of the atmosphere. It 
is observed that 
LNOC ,2
 is significantly influenced by 
0,tw . For Case EX-LL, levels of 
LNOC ,2
 are extremely high (the maximum value could be up to 350 ppb). This is attributed 
to the lowest 
0,tw  adopted in Case EX-LL, which gives the worst (lowest) exchange 
between the lower and upper box (indicated by a lower value of 
Ltw , in Figure 5.4). 
Therefore, it is not effective for pollutants to be carried from the lower box to the 
overlying street canyon. It is interesting to notice that the solid red curve (i.e. representing 
the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2) shifts from the region with lower emissions to 
that with higher emissions as 
0,tw  increases. It means that even lower emissions under the 
worst dispersion conditions can result in very poor air quality inside street canyons. It is 
also observed that trajectory 2005-2020 falls entirely into the region exceeding the UK air 
quality standard of hourly NO2 for Case EX-LL with the lowest 0,tw . With the increase of 
the exchange velocity, the solid red curve moves from the year 2020 towards the year 
2005. This also indicates that the ventilation conditions should be improved to achieve 
better air quality for future years. It is also noted that TRES exceed the UK air quality 
standard of hourly NO2 for Case EX-LL, Case EX-L and Case BASE, but is within the air 
quality limit for Case EX-H and Case EX-HH. The detailed results along the selected lines 
for analysis, shown as Figure 5.5f, are presented below.   
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  (a) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case EX-LL (b) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case EX-L 
 
         (c) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case BASE  (d) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case EX-H  
 
         (e) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case EX-HH                                                               
 
Figure 5.9 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. the concentration in the lower box derived from the “two-box” model, in 
the (a) Case EX-LL (
0,tw  =0.012 m s
-1
), (b) Case EX-L (
0,tw  =0.016 m s
-1
), (c) Case BASE (
0,tw  
=0.02 m s
-1
),  (d) Case EX-H (
0,tw  =0.024 m s
-1
) and (e) Case EX-HH (
0,tw  =0.028 m s
-1
). EVOCs and 
ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), 
for the year of 2010. Trajectory 2005-2020 represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, 
assuming constant traffic volume and speed. The solid red curves denote the UK air quality standard 
of hourly NO2 (105 ppb). 
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  (a) Fixed ENOx (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 5.10 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. the concentration in the lower box derived from the “two-box” model, for 
(a) “Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emissions of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emissions of 
TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” 
assuming constant traffic volume and speed varying 
0,tw . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of 
the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010. The dashed 
line indicates the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 (105 ppb).  
 
Figure 5.10 shows the transects of 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case EX -LL, Case EX-L, Case BASE, 
Case EX-H and Case EX-HH through the selected lines for analysis in Figure 5.5f. It is 
also observed that 
LNOC ,2
 increases with increase of EVOCs and ENOx, shown as Figure 
5.10a-c. This indicates that the control of either EVOCs or ENOx is effective to reduce the 
NO2 levels. It is also interesting to notice that there is not significant change of LNOC ,2  
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while the EVOCs and ENOx are lower. The minimum and maximum differences of LNOC ,2  
between Case EX-LL with 
0,tw =0.012 m s
-1
 and Case EX -HH with 
0,tw =0.028 m s
-1
 are 
44 ppb and 201 ppb for Figure 5.10a, 15 ppb and 136 ppb for Figure 5.10b , and 17 ppb 
and 228 ppb for Figure 5.10c. This indicates the importance of controlling ventilation 
conditions of street canyons especially for highly polluted scenarios. Figure 5.10d shows 
that 
LNOC ,2
 decreases significantly with year due to the control technologies of both EVOCs 
and ENOx. This indicates that the air quality will be improved in future years. However, for 
the worst ventilation condition (e.g. Case EX-LL), 
LNOC ,2
 still exceeds the UK air quality 
standard over the year 2005 to 2020. This indicates that control of air ventilation together 
with control of vehicle emissions is also important in improving air quality within street 
canyons. Air ventilation is strongly influenced by the urban street design and deep street 
canyons could lead to poor ventilation.   
Figure 5.11 shows the effect of the exchange velocity (
0,tw ) on LNO ,2  (%), i.e. the 
percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-box’ model, 
compared with the two-box system. It is found that 
LNO ,2
  decreases slightly with 
increasing exchange velocity (
0,tw ), i.e. the range of (-37.49 %, -17.64 %) among all 
tested emission scenarios for Case EX-LL (-35.26 %, -17.22 %) for Case EX-L, (-33.49 %, 
-17.07 %) for Case BASE, (-31.89 %, -17.02 %) for Case EX-H and (-30.52 %, -17.01 %) 
for Case EX-HH. As  =0.5 is adopted for all cases in Figure 10, the nonlinear patterns 
reflect the characteristics of scenarios with heterogeneity coefficient (  =0.5). This 
indicates that there is an underestimation of NO2 concentrations by the ‘one-box’ model 
and this underestimation changes significantly with the heterogeneity coefficient (Figure 
5.5), to a much greater extent than the change with the exchange velocity (Figure 5.11).  
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 (a) 
LNO ,2
  (%) for Case EX-LL (b) LNO ,2  (%) for Case EX-L  
 
  (c) 
LNO ,2
  (%) for Case BASE (d) LNO ,2  (%) for Case EX-H 
 
  (e) 
LNO ,2
  (%) for Case EX-HH                                                               
 
Figure 5.11 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-
box’ model compared with that by the “two-box” model, in the (a) Case EX-LL (
0,tw  =0.012 m s
-1
), (b) 
Case EX-L (
0,tw  =0.016 m s
-1
), (c) Case BASE (
0,tw  =0.02 m s
-1
),  (d) Case EX-H (
0,tw  =0.024 m s
-1
) 
and (e) Case EX-HH (
0,tw  =0.028 m s
-1
). EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-
world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010. Trajectory 2005-2020 
represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming constant traffic volume and speed.  
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          (a) Fixed ENOx                                                 (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
 (c) TRES-2010                                               (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 5.12 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-
box’ model compared with that by the “two-box” model, for (a) “Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emissions 
of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emissions of TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” varying the total 
traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant traffic volume and speed 
varying 
0,tw . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario 
(TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010.  
  
Figure 5.12 illustrates the transects of 
LNO ,2
  (ppb) for Case EX -LL, Case EX-L, Case 
BASE, Case EX-H and Case EX-HH through the selected lines for analysis in Figure 5.5f. 
Figure 5.12a shows that 
LNO ,2
  slightly decreases with the increase of EVOCs, i.e. from  
-21.15 % to -26.86 % for Case EX-LL, from -19.26 % to -25.37 % for Case EX-L, from  
-18.14 % to -24.16 % for Case BASE, from -17.48 % to -23.16 % for Case EX-H and from 
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 -17.15 % to -22.36 % for Case EX-HH. Figure 5.12b shows that 
LNO ,2
  generally increases 
with the increase of ENOx, except a slight decrease at 
xx NOTRESNO
EE ,/  =0.2. Figure 5.12c 
shows that there is no significant difference between the cases with different exchange 
velocities (within 5 % difference) while both EVOCs and ENOx are below half of those for 
TRES. For the year 2005 to 2020 shown as Figure 5.12d, there is also not significant 
change of 
LNO ,2
  (within 5 % difference).    
5.3.3 Effect of the box height ratio 
Figure 5.13 illustrates the effect of the box height ratio ( ) on 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. the 
concentration in the lower box for Case HB-LL (  =0.1), (b) Case HB-L (  =0.3), (c) 
Case BASE (  =0.5), (d) Case HB-H (  =0.7), and (e) Case HB-HH (  =0.9).  can 
vary with the flow structure in a street canyon, which may be significantly influenced by 
the building geometry. A high-level circulation induced by pitched roof of the building 
will give a relatively smaller size of the upper vortex (Louka et al., 2000), suggesting an 
extremely higher value of  (possibly equivalent to 0.9). There is clear evidence that 
LNOC ,2
 is significantly affected by the box height ratio. There is extremely high levels of
LNOC ,2
 for smaller box height ratio, e.g. with a maximum value of about 520 ppb for Case 
HB-LL with  =0.1. This small box height ratio represents the case that pollutants are 
highly trapped in the small lower part of the street canyon under poor ventilation 
conditions. This is similar to the secondary smaller eddies near the street corner, where 
levels of pollutants can extremely high. The exchange velocity between lower and upper 
box (indicated by a lower value of 
Ltw , in Figure 5.4) is the lowest for Case HB-LL. It is 
observed that almost all the scenarios (including trajectory 2005-2020) in Case HB-LL are 
expected to exceed the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 except for scenarios with 
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extremely lower emissions, shown as Figure 5.13a. As the box height ratio increases, the 
solid red curve in Figure 5.13 shifts towards scenarios with higher emissions across 
trajectory 2005-2020. For Case HB-H and Case HB-HH, TRES is observed in the region 
below the UK air quality standard for NO2. The box height ratio is mainly determined by 
the flow structure in the street canyon. Therefore, understanding the flow characteristics in 
a street canyon is of vital importance and the numerical modelling approach can provide 
flow patterns in high spatial and temporal resolution within the street canyon.   
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 (a) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HB-LL (b) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HB-L  
  
 (c) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case BASE (d) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HB-H 
 
 (e) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HB-HH   
 
Figure 5.13 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. the concentration in the lower box derived from the “two-box” model, in 
the (a) Case HB-LL (  =0.1), (b) Case HB-L (  =0.3), (c) Case BASE (  =0.5), (d) Case HB-H (  
=0.7), and (e) Case HB-HH (  =0.9). EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-
world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010. Trajectory 2005-2020 
represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming constant traffic volume and speed. The 
solid red curves denote the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 (105 ppb). 
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  (a) Fixed ENOx  (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
  
Figure 5.14 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. the concentration in the lower box derived from the “two-box” model, for 
(a) “Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emissions of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emissions of 
TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” 
assuming constant traffic volume and speed varying  . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the 
Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010. The dashed line 
indicates the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 (105 ppb).  
 
Figure 5.14 shows the transects of 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case HB-LL, Case HB-L, Case BASE, 
Case HB-H and Case HB-HH through the selected lines for analysis in Figure 5.5f. It can 
be seen that there is an increase of 
LNOC ,2
 with the increase with increase of EVOCs and ENOx. 
This increasing tendency is extremely significant for Case HB-LL with the lowest box 
height ratio (  =0.1), i.e. 207 ppb difference for Figure 5.14a, 302 ppb difference for 
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Figure 5.14b and 461 ppb difference for Figure 5.14c. For other box height ratios in Figure 
5.14a-c, the concentration difference is around 100 ppb, much lower than that for Case 
HB-LL.  Figure 5.14d shows that there is a decrease of 
LNOC ,2
 with years.  However, the 
air quality is still worse for Case HB-LL and Case HB-L, i.e. about 4 times and 2 times of 
the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 for the year 2005. 
Figure 5.15 shows the effect of the box height ratio ( ) on 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the percentage 
of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-box’ model. There are 
significant changes of 
LNO ,2
  with the changes of the box height ratio, i.e. (-82.22 %,  
-57.37 %) for Case HB-LL with  =0.1, (-54.15 %, -30.26 %) for Case HB-L with  =0.3, 
(-33.49 %, -17.07 %) for Case BASE with  =0.5, (-17.71 %, -8.63 %) for Case HB-H 
with  =0.7 and (-5.27 %, -2.59 %) for Case HB-HH with  =0.9. This indicates that for 
higher box height ratio, the ‘one-box’ model predicts more accurate NO2 concentrations. It 
is also noted that  
LNO ,2
  is less sensitive to emissions of NOx and VOCs while the box 
height ratio is higher. For the extremely high box height ratio, the upper box plays a 
similar role as shear layer, where frequent exchange takes place. In such a situation, the 
two-box model can approximate to the one-box model.  
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  (a) 
LNO ,2
  (%) for Case HB-LL (b) LNO ,2  (%) for Case HB-L 
 
  (c) 
LNO ,2
  (%) for Case BASE (d) LNO ,2  (%) for Case HB-H 
 
  (e) 
LNO ,2
  (%) for Case HB-HH  
 
Figure 5.15 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-
box’ model compared with that by the “two-box” model, in the (a) Case HB-LL ( =0.1), (b) Case HB-
L ( =0.3), (c) Case BASE ( =0.5), (d) Case HB-H ( =0.7), and (e) Case HB-HH ( =0.9). EVOCs and 
ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), 
for the year of 2010. Trajectory 2005-2020 represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, 
assuming constant traffic volume and speed. The solid red curves denote the UK air quality standard 
of hourly NO2 (105 ppb). 
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  (a) Fixed ENOx (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 5.16 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-
box’ model compared with that by the “two-box” model, for (a) “Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emissions 
of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emissions of TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” varying the total 
traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant traffic volume and speed 
varying  . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario 
(TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010.  
 
Figure 5.16 illustrates the transects of 
LNO ,2
  (ppb) for Case HB-LL, Case HB-L, Case 
BASE, Case HB-H and Case HB-HH through the selected lines for analysis in Figure 5.5f. 
Figure 5.16a shows that the magnitude of 
LNO ,2
  slightly increases with the increase of 
EVOCs, i.e. from -64.94% to -72.29% for  =0.1, from -33.18% to -41.62% for  =0.3, 
from -18.14% to -24.16% for  =0.5, from -8.98% to -12.37% for  =0.7 and from -2.65% 
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to -3.65% for  =0.9. This indicates that the difference of 
LNO ,2
  decreases with the 
increase of the box height ratio and the one box model performs better for the case with 
higher box height ratio. This finding is also indicated by Figure 5.16b, but the magnitude 
of 
LNO ,2
  slightly decreases with the increase of ENOx, especially for 
xx NOTRESNO
EE ,/ up to 
0.5. Figure 5.16c also shows that there is not significant change in the 
LNO ,2
  when 
changing both EVOCs and ENOx and that LNO ,2  is mainly influenced by the box height ratio 
( ). Figure 5.16d also shows that 
LNO ,2
  do not change significantly over the year 2005 to 
2020, but significant contrasts are found for the cases with different box height ratio. 
5.3.4 Effect of shading 
Figure 5.17 illustrates the effect of the shading ratio coefficient (RJ) on 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. 
the concentration in the lower box for Case RJ-LL (RJ=0.1), (b) Case RJ-L (RJ=0.3), (c) 
Case RJ-M (RJ=0.5), (d) Case RJ-H (RJ=0.7), and (e) Case RJ-HH (RJ=0.9). RJ may vary 
with street properties and weather conditions. Koepke et al. (2010) suggest a general value 
of RJ=0.5 to parameterise street canyon shading effects, for a simple adoption in street 
canyon chemistry models. For typical street canyons, the value of RJ could be about 
0.4~0.7 on a sunny day and about 0.2~0.3 on an overcast day. For skyscraper streets (i.e. 
deep street canyons), this shading effect will be stronger, with the value of RJ about 
0.2~0.55 on a sunny day and about 0.15 on an overcast day. On the contrary, for wider 
street canyons, this shading effect is less significant, with the value of RJ about 0.85 in a 
sunny day and about 0.5~0.7 in an overcast day. Therefore, the tested range of RJ (0.1~0.9) 
is not unrealistic. In Figure 5.17, it is interesting to note that there is a considerable effect 
of the shading ratio coefficient (RJ) on 
LNOC ,2
. This could be indicated by the varying solid 
red curve. For higher emissions of VOCs, the solid red curve is found to shift dramatically 
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towards the region with lower emissions of NOx as the shading ratio coefficient increase. 
However, for lower emissions of VOCs, the solid red curve is found to shift slightly 
towards the region with higher emissions of NOx as the shading ratio coefficient increase. 
These can be explained as the increase of the shading ratio coefficient increases the 
conversion rate of NO to NO2 through the VOCs oxidation driven by the photolysis 
production of OH, but decreases levels of NO2 through the corresponding NO2 photolysis 
reaction. The overall effect is the combination of those two processes. Those further 
indicate that for higher emissions of VOCs, the VOCs oxidation effect is dominant, which 
results in an increase of NO2 with an increase of the shading ratio coefficient and that for 
lower emissions of VOCs, the effect of the NO2 photolysis reaction is relatively more 
important. It is also noted that the solid red curves are found to cut across the trajectory 
2005-2020 and TRES is observed in the region below the UK air quality standard for NO2 
only for Case RJ-LL, Case RJ-L and Case RJ-M. This indicates that the shading effect will 
affect the air quality in street canyons and that for TRES, NO2 may exceed its air quality 
standard with the increase of the shading ratio coefficient. 
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  (a) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case RJ-LL (b) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case RJ-L 
 
  (c) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case BASE (d) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case RJ-H 
 
  (e) 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case RJ-HH   
 
Figure 5.17 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. the concentration in the lower box derived from the “two-box” model, in 
the (a) Case RJ-LL (RJ=0.1), (b) Case RJ-L (RJ=0.3), (c) Case RJ-M (RJ=0.5), (d) Case RJ-H (RJ=0.7), 
and (e) Case RJ-HH (RJ=0.9). EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world 
Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010. Trajectory 2005-2020 represents 
the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming constant traffic volume and speed. The solid red 
curves denote the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 (105 ppb). 
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Figure 5.18 shows the transects of 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb) for Case RJ-LL, Case RJ-L, Case RJ-M, 
Case RJ-H and Case RJ-HH through the selected lines for analysis in Figure 5.5f. It is 
observed that 
LNOC ,2
 generally increases with the increase of EVOCs and ENOx. There is also 
evidence of the effect of the shading ratio coefficient on 
LNOC ,2
. Figure 5.18a shows that 
there is a significant difference between Case RJ-HH (RJ=0.9) and Case RJ-LL (RJ=0.1) 
with a maximum value of 50 ppb while the VOCs emission increase at the fixed NOx 
emission. It is also interesting to note that 
LNOC ,2
 for Case RJ-LL slightly increases with 
the increase of VOCs emission at the fixed NOx emission. This reflects that LNOC ,2  is 
determined mainly by the NOx emission rather than the photochemistry while the shading 
ratio coefficient is 0.1. Figure 5.18b shows that there is not significant changes (around 10 
ppb) in the difference between Case RJ-HH (RJ=0.9) and Case RJ-LL (RJ=0.1) with the 
increase of NOx emission at the fixed VOCs emission, except that negative values are 
found while NOx emission is below 0.3 of that for TRES. This difference reflects the 
conversion extent of NO to NO2 through VOCs oxidation at the various shading 
conditions. Figure 5.18c shows the combined effect of varying both VOCs and NOx 
emissions. It is also interesting to note that 
LNOC ,2
 is significantly influenced by the 
shading ratio coefficient (RJ) for higher emissions of VOCs and NOx with a minimum and 
maximum difference between Case RJ-HH (RJ=0.9) and Case RJ-LL (RJ=0.1) of -11 ppb 
and 42 ppb. Figure 5.18d shows that both 
LNOC ,2
 and the shading effect on 
LNOC ,2
 decrease 
with year. It indicates that less emissions due to the control technology result in lower 
levels of NO2 and less significant impacts arising from shading effects. 
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  (a) Fixed ENOx (b) Fixed EVOCs 
  
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 5.18 
LNOC ,2
 (ppb), i.e. the concentration in the lower box derived from the “two-box” model, for 
(a) “Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emissions of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emissions of 
TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” 
assuming constant traffic volume and speed varying RJ. EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the 
Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010. The dashed line 
indicates the UK air quality standard of hourly NO2 (105 ppb).  
 
Figure 5.19 shows the effect of the shading ratio coefficient (RJ) on 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the 
percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-box’ model without 
considering shading effect. It is observed that 
LNO ,2
  changes significantly with the change 
of the shading ratio coefficient (RJ), i.e. (-53.16 %, 16.04 %) for Case RJ-LL with RJ=0.1, 
(-48.19 %, 2.88 %) for Case RJ-L with RJ=0.3, (-43.27 %, -7.01 %) for Case RJ-M with  
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  (a) 
LNO ,2
  (%) for Case RJ-LL (b) LNO ,2  (%) for Case RJ-L 
 
  (c) 
LNO ,2
  (%) for Case BASE (d) LNO ,2  (%) for Case RJ-H 
 
  (e) 
LNO ,2
  (%) for Case RJ-HH   
 
Figure 5.19 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-
box’ model compared with that by the “two-box” model, in the (a) Case RJ-LL (RJ=0.1), (b) Case RJ-
L (RJ=0.3), (c) Case RJ-M (RJ=0.5), (d) Case RJ-H (RJ=0.7), and (e) Case RJ-HH (RJ=0.9). EVOCs and 
ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by), 
for the year of 2010. Trajectory 2005-2020 represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, 
assuming constant traffic volume and speed. The solid red curves denote the UK air quality standard 
of hourly NO2 (105 ppb). 
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RJ=0.5, (-38.84 %, -14.42 %) for Case RJ-H with RJ=0.7 and (-35.37 %, -17.84 %) for 
Case RJ-HH with RJ=0.9. It is interesting to note that positive values are observed near the 
region with higher VOCs emissions and NOx emissions for Case RJ-LL and Case RJ-L. It 
also indicates that the effect of shading is more significant for higher emissions scenarios. 
The smaller values of RJ reflect the less effective conversion of NO to NO2, which is 
dominant and results in less NO2. The one-box model generally underestimates NO2 levels 
for the lower canyon compared with the two-box model, except for the higher emission 
scenarios with smaller RJ (e.g. RJ=0.1 and RJ=0.3).  
Figure 5.20  illustrates the transects of 
LNO ,2
  (ppb) for Case RJ-LL, Case RJ-L, Case RJ-M, 
Case RJ-H and Case RJ-HH through the selected lines for analysis in Figure 5.5f. Figure 
5.20a shows that at the fixed NOx emission, there are more rapid increase of LNO ,2 with the 
increase of VOCs emission for smaller shading ratio coefficient (e.g. positive values could 
occur for cases with RJ=0.1 and RJ=0.3). The maximum difference between Case RJ-LL 
and RJ-HH is up to 37.97 %. This also indicates the importance of shading effect while the 
VOCs emission is higher. Figure 5.20b shows that at the fixed VOCs emission, 
LNO ,2
  
increase rapidly while the NOx emission is below 0.7 of that for TRES and then decreases 
slightly while the NOx emission is over 0.7 of that for TRES. Figure 5.20c shows that 
changes of 
LNO ,2
  with both VOCs and NOx emission exhibit similar patterns as that in 
Figure 5.20a. This indicates that the effect of changing VOCs emissions is more significant 
for the scenarios. Figure 5.20d shows that 
LNO ,2
  and the effect of the shading ratio 
coefficient decreases with year. This is due to the control of future emissions. The change 
for Case LL is the most significant. 
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  (a) Fixed ENOx (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 5.20 
LNO ,2
  (%), i.e. the percentage of overestimation for NO2 in the lower canyon by the ‘one-
box’ model compared with that by the “two-box” model, for (a) “Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emissions 
of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emissions of TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” varying the total 
traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant traffic volume and speed 
varying RJ. EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario 
(TRES, represented by), for the year of 2010.  
 
5.4 Conclusions 
The bulk levels of air pollution within a street canyon focusing on the lower vertical levels 
where pedestrian / human exposure takes place) were investigated using the two-box 
model approach, which enables a wide range of emission scenarios to be considered. 
However, the two-box model is not able to capture the complex flow structures (e.g. 
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channelling flow, recirculating vortex, and helical flow) present in a real urban 
environment (Longley et al. (2004); Dobre et al. (2005); Barlow et al. (2009); Smalley et 
al. (2008)). The effect of real time wind speed and direction and stability on turbulent 
exchange at the shear layer (e.g. Eliasson et al. (2006); Christen et al. (2007); Schatzmann 
et al (2006)) is also absent by the two-box model. The performance of the one-box model 
approach (assuming the whole street canyon as a well-mixed box) was examined 
compared with the two-box model approach in terms of bulk concentrations in the lower 
canyon. Several important factors in the two-box model approach were also investigated.    
The heterogeneity coefficient has a significant effect on NO2 levels in the lower box 
(lower canyon) in the two-box model. Higher bulk NO2 levels in the lower box were 
observed for cases with higher heterogeneity coefficient. Higher heterogeneity coefficient 
may be due to a larger AR, less local traffic induced turbulence in the lower box or the 
presence of more trees in the canyon, which results in less exchange between the lower 
and upper box. The NO2 level is more likely to exceed its UK air quality standard for 
scenarios with higher heterogeneity coefficients. The control of local air ventilation 
between the lower and upper canyon is of vital importance in the improvement of air 
quality in the street canyon, through controlling the heterogeneity coefficient. Also, NO2 
levels were found to decrease with year for all heterogeneity coefficients, due to the 
reduction in emissions. The ‘one-box’ model was found to underestimate NO2 levels (up to 
about 47% while the heterogeneity coefficient is 0.9) compared with those in the lower 
box by the ‘two-box’ model. It is also found that the performance of the one-box model 
tends to be close to the two-box model for cases with lower heterogeneity coefficients, 
which may reflect that the two boxes are less segregated or more mixed with each other. 
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The exchange velocity was found to significantly influence NO2 levels in the lower box in 
the two-box model. The lower the exchange velocity is, the higher NO2 levels in the lower 
box will be. It is not effective for pollutants to be carried from the lower box to the 
overlying street canyon for the case with lower exchange velocities. Even lower emissions 
under the worst dispersion conditions can result in very poor air quality inside street 
canyons. Emissions cases corresponding to a trajectory from 2005 - 2020 were found to 
completely fall into the region exceeding the UK air quality standard of NO2 for Case EX-
LL with the lowest exchange velocity. It is observed that 
LNOC ,2
 increases with increase of 
EVOCs and ENOx. Air ventilation was found to be of vital importance to control air quality in 
street canyons. It was found that the underestimation by the one-box model at a certain 
heterogeneity coefficient ( =0.5) was not significantly influenced by the exchange 
velocity. 
The box height ratio has a significant influence on NO2 levels in the lower box for the two-
box model. It was found that there are extremely high levels of NO2 for smaller box height 
ratio, i.e. a maximum value of about 520 ppb for Case HB-LL with  =0.1. This small box 
height ratio represents the case that pollutants are highly trapped in the small lower part of 
the street canyon under poor ventilation conditions, e.g. secondary smaller eddies near the 
street corner (where levels of pollutants are extremely high). The box height ratio is mainly 
dependent upon flow patterns in the street canyon, which can be reproduced by numerical 
modelling approach in high spatial and temporal resolution. The one-box model 
performance was found to be significantly influenced by the box height ratio. For higher 
box height ratios, the ‘one-box’ model predicts more accurate NO2 concentrations, closer 
to the two-box model. 
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The shading ratio coefficient has a considerable effect on NO2 levels in the lower box for 
the two-box model. The increase of the shading ratio coefficient increases the conversion 
rate of NO to NO2 through the VOCs chemistry driven by the photolytic production of 
OH, but decreases levels of NO2 through the corresponding NO2 photolysis reaction. The 
overall effect is the combination of those two processes. NO2 levels are determined mainly 
by the NOx emission rather than the photochemistry when the shading ratio coefficient is 
very small (e.g RJ=0.1). The one-box model generally underestimates NO2 levels for the 
lower canyon compared with the two-box model, except for the higher emission scenarios 
with smaller RJ (e.g. RJ=0.1 and RJ=0.3). The effect of shading is found to be more 
significant for higher emissions scenarios. 
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6 Modelling segregation effects of heterogeneous 
emissions in street canyons: Application of 
independent box models 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Atmospheric chemical and physical processes are tightly coupled in air quality simulations 
(Karamchandani et al., 2012). A general operating hypothesis of most urban air quality 
grid-based models is that primary air pollutants emitted are instantaneously well-mixed or 
distributed within the entire model grid-cell which contains the emissions (Auger and 
Legras, 2007). The grid-averaged emission rates of primary air pollutants are normally 
used as an input representing the mean gridded emissions (Denby et al., 2011) in 
atmospheric chemical models and the concentration in the canopy layer is modelled as one 
box representing the canopy layer for the entire grid cell. However, in reality these surface 
emissions vary, and exhibit a high temporal and spatial heterogeneous distribution at the 
sub-grid scale, referred to as surface sub-grid emission heterogeneity (Galmarini et al., 
2008). This leads to segregation effects due to incomplete mixing. A major issue in urban 
air quality grid-based models is the parameterisation of surface sub-grid emission 
heterogeneity. In the grid-averaging procedure, all sub-grid scale processes and features 
(Ching et al., 2006) are lost and secondary pollutants (especially for O3) may therefore be 
systematically under- or over-estimated. Grid-average parameterisation of heterogeneous 
emissions may result in significant uncertainty, and systematic biases in the urban air 
quality model output. 
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Several model approaches have been suggested to account for the impacts of sub-grid 
emission heterogeneity. Nested-grid or high-resolution modelling is a simple approach to 
resolve sub-grid scale variability. Examples of such approach can be seen from the 
Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) model (e.g. Sokhi et al. (2006); Shrestha et 
al. (2009)), the Weather Research and Forecasting/Chemistry (WRF/Chem) model (Grell 
et al., 2005), and the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with extensions (CAMx) (Shen et 
al., 2011). A limitation of this approach is that it is only effective locally to a fixed area 
where the finer resolution grid is located. In order to overcome the limitation, adaptive grid 
modelling (e.g. Srivastava et al. (2000); Constantinescu et al. (2008); Garcia-Menendez et 
al. (2010)) was developed to allow dynamic change of the grid system during a simulation. 
Garcia-Menendez and Odman (2011) discussed the details and reviewed the advances of 
the adaptive grid modelling. Another approach to incorporate sub-grid emission 
heterogeneity is hybrid modelling, which combines a regional grid-based model with a 
local Gaussian dispersion model, e.g. ADMS (Arciszewska and McClatchey, 2001) and 
AERMOD (Zou et al., 2010). This approach has been extensively implemented, such as 
the CMAQ-ADMS model (e.g. Chemel et al. (2011); Beevers et al. (2012); Stocker et al. 
(2012)), the CMAQ-AERMOD model (e.g. Stein et al. (2007); Isakov et al. (2009); 
Johnson et al. (2010)) and the WRF-AERMOD model (Kesarkar et al., 2007). A more 
promising approach is the plume-in-grid (PinG) modelling (Karamchandani et al., 2002), 
which imbeds a non-steady-state plume model inside the grid. Vijayaraghavan et al. (2006) 
implemented the plume-in-grid (PinG) modelling approach in the CMAQ-APT model to 
reduce sub-grid scale variability in a simulation of central California. They found that the 
sub-grid treatment can lead to up to 10 ppb less O3 under the condition of O3 formation 
and up to 6 ppb more O3 under other conditions, compared with a base simulation without 
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the PinG treatment. The approach offers a more realistic representation of the elevated 
point emission sources and their atmospheric fate. Galmarini et al. (2008) developed a 
Reynolds-averaged model to parameterize sub-grid emission heterogeneity in the meso- 
and global scale. Their study built upon the assumption that concentrations can be divided 
into a mean part, depending upon the average emissions, and a fluctuation component 
which depends on the variability of emissions, respectively. Alternatively, Cassiani et al. 
(2010) developed a stochastic fields method to address surface sub-grid emission 
heterogeneity in a mesoscale dispersion model. The advantage of this method is that the 
sub-grid scale emission variability is well-represented by the probability density functions. 
Some of the above approaches to address sub-grid scale errors are also reviewed and 
discussed in detail by Touma et al. (2006) and Karamchandani et al. (2011).  Currently, 
strategies to address sub-grid emission heterogeneity are mostly focussed upon large scale 
grid-based models. However, for the small scale, there is little research focusing on the 
effects of sub-grid emission heterogeneity.  
This chapter will extend consideration of emissions heterogeneity to the small scale, i.e. 
the canyon scale. The canopy layer is a major source for emissions into the overlying 
atmosphere / boundary layer and is normally within the lowest grid-cell of a grid-based 
model. From the canopy layer perspective, urban street canyons are typical sub-grid scale 
features separated by rows of buildings. These emissions into the canyon layer may be pre-
processed within urban street canyons before they enter to the entire grid-cell in the lowest 
part of the grid-based model (Fisher et al., 2006). Urban street canyons, where human 
exposure takes place, are the area of interest in this chapter. The additional information 
between the grid-averaging implementation and the sub-grid calculation taking the 
emission heterogeneity into consideration may be of importance in terms of accurately 
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calculating air pollutant abundance and their associated adverse health effects. This 
chapter aims to investigate segregation effects of heterogeneous emissions on O3 levels in 
idealised urban street canyons, and to identify how segregation effects are influenced by 
the balance between chemistry and dynamics. The methodology based on independent 
photochemical box models is described in detail. The results for prediction of O3 levels 
and the intensity of segregation are also discussed. 
6.2 Methodology 
There are a large number of possible arrangements of street canyons in the urban canopy 
layer. In this chapter, two typical idealised urban street canyons are selected as a 
representation. One large photochemical box model (hereafter referred to as the ‘one-box’ 
model) with averaged emissions of the two street canyons is used to represent the 
deterministic calculation based on the grid-average process; alternatively two small 
independent photochemical boxes (hereafter referred to as the ‘two-box’ model set in 
parallel) are combined to represent two segregated street canyons with their own 
respective emissions. The photochemical box models can be simply applied and 
computationally inexpensive simulated (Curtis and Sweetenham, 1987). The reduced 
chemical scheme (RCS), developed by Bright et al. (2013), is used as the chemical 
mechanism within both configurations of the photochemical box models. The detailed 
model configuration is described as follows.  
6.2.1 Model setup 
Figure 6.1 illustrates the overview of the box model configuration adopted in this chapter. 
It is assumed that in a cell of an urban air quality model, there are two street canyons with 
heterogeneous emissions represented by Box 1 and Box 2 with the same volume of air as 
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indicated in the right panel (i.e. the ‘two-box’ model, which is horizontally segregated) of 
Figure 6.1. There is no exchange between the two boxes, i.e. total segregation is assumed; 
only the exchange between the within-canyon air and the background air above the canopy 
layer is taken into account. It is also assumed that the ‘two-box’ model represents the 
reality and the mean concentration,  
 2/)( 2,1,21, iii CCC   (6.1)                                                                                              
represents the ‘true’ concentration of the ith species in the canopy layer corresponding to 
this cell, with the concentrations in the ‘one-box’ model departing from this truth due to 
segregation effects.  If a simplified approach of one single box (Box 0 indicated in the left 
panel of Figure 6.1) is adopted in which the volume of Box 0 is the sum of the volumes of 
Box 1 and Box 2 (indicated in the right panel of Figure 6.1) and Ci,0 is the modelled 
concentration from the ‘one-box’ model (Box 0 in Figure 6.1), there would be an error for 
Ci,0 (either an overestimation or an underestimation) in comparison with the ‘true’ mean 
concentration Ci,1+2 derived from the ‘two-box’ model (Box 1 and Box 2 in Figure 6.1).  
 
Figure 6.1 Overview of the model setup. Ei,m means the emission rate of i
th
 species in Box m (m=0,1,2); 
  is the heterogeneity of emissions. 
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This error can be expressed as 
 
21,0,  iii CCC  (6.2)                                                                                                      
The value of iC  may be also interpreted as the concentration difference due to 
heterogeneity of emissions, or the overestimated concentration by Box 0. For individual 
reactive species in the ‘one-box’ model (Box 0), the mass transport can be described as the 
following equation (Liu and Leung, 2008): 
 0,0,0,
0
0,
0,0, )()( ibii
t
ii SCC
H
w
EtC
dt
d
  (6.3) 
where, Ci,0  (ppb) is the concentration of  i
th
 species by volume in Box 0, t (s) is the time, 
Ei,0  (ppb s
-1
) is the emission rate of  i
th
 species by volume in Box 0, wt,0  (m s
-1
) is the 
exchange velocity between the street canyon and background for Box 0, H0 (m) is the 
height of the street canyon of Box 0, Cbi,0  (ppb) is the background concentration of  i
th
 
species of Box 0 and ΔSi,0  (ppb s
-1
) is the net production rate of  i
th
 species due to chemical 
reactions in Box 0. Similarly, the system of equations in the ‘two-box’ model (Box 1 and 
Box 2) can be expressed as follows: 
 1,1,1,
1
1,
1,1, )()( ibii
t
ii SCC
H
w
EtC
dt
d
  (6.4)                                                                  
 2,2,2,
2
2,
2,2, )()( ibii
t
ii SCC
H
w
EtC
dt
d
  (6.5)                                                                
In Equations 6.4 and 6.5, all symbols are as those in the Equation 6.3 but for Box 1 and 
Box 2, respectively. In this model framework, it is assumed that
2,1,0, ttt www  ,
2,1,0, btbtbt CCC  , )1(0,1,  ii EE  and )1(0,2,  ii EE , where  is the heterogeneity 
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of emissions for the two-box model (e.g. 0 : homogeneous emissions for the two boxes; 
1 : all emissions into Box 1 and no emissions into Box 2). When the systems reach the 
steady state (or a quasi-steady state) as stt  , then 0)(, tC
dt
d
mi  (m=0,1,2), and 
Equations 6.3-6.5 yield: 
 0,0,0,
0,
0
0, )]([)( bisii
t
si CtSE
w
H
tC   (6.6)      
 1,1,1,
1,
1
1, )]([)( bisii
t
si CtSE
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H
tC   (6.7)                                                                          
 2,2,2,
2,
2
2, )]([)( bisii
t
si CtSE
w
H
tC   (6.8)                                                                        
 2/)]()([)( 2,1,21, sisisi tCtCtC   (6.9)                                                                                
Thus the concentrations Ci,m and the chemical production rate miS , , for m=0,1,2, are 
related by above respective equations. The relationships are a function of the 
corresponding emission rates and background conditions, respectively.  It is noted that, 
from Equations 6.2,6.6-6.9, it can be derived that 
 ]
2
)()(
)([)( 2,1,0,
0,
0 sisi
si
t
si
tStS
tS
w
H
tC

  (6.10)                                                             
If the emission is a passive scalar (i.e. a species which does not undergo chemical reaction), 
then the difference )( si tC  is zero. For reactive species, the differences depend on the 
heterogeneity of emissions and the nonlinear nature of photochemical reactions, together 
with the exchange velocity caused by dynamic effects. Therefore the characteristics of 
)( si tC  can be complex and will be examined in depth in the following sections. 
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Finally, the percentage of overestimation by the ‘one-box’ model (Box 0) for the ith species 
is defined as: 
 %100
)(
)(
)(
21,
21, 




tC
tC
t
i
i
i  (6.11) 
)(21, ti   may be also interpreted as the overestimated concentration by the ‘one-box’ 
model relative to the ‘true’ concentration by the ‘two-box’ model. If %0)(21,  ti , it 
means that the ‘one-box’ model provides the true answer; if %10)(21,  ti   or -10%, it 
means that the ‘one-box’ model over- or under-estimates the concentration by 10%, 
respectively.   
6.2.3 Model scenarios  
This chapter focuses on the effects of two parameters,  (heterogeneity of emissions) and 
0,tw (exchange velocity), on 21,3 O  and other characteristics. Table 6.1 gives an overview 
of the two parameters for all cases. For each case, the corresponding one photochemical 
box model (i.e. the ‘one-box’ model, Box 0) and two segregated photochemical box 
models (i.e. the ‘two-box’ model, Box 1 and Box 2) were run. The heterogeneity of 
emissions () is set at a value of 0.5 and the exchange velocity (
0,tw ) is set as 0.02 m s
-1
 in 
the base case, ‘BASE’. The value of =0.5 implies that the emissions into Box 1 (or Box 2) 
is 50% higher (or lower) than the averaged emissions parameterized into Box 0. In reality, 
this is often the case; within an Eulerian cell of an urban air quality model, some streets are 
likely to have a much higher level of traffic than others. The value of 
0,tw =0.02 m s
-1
 is 
adopted based on the result from a large-eddy simulation for a street canyon with a 18 m×
18 m cross-section under a neutral condition if the reference wind speed is about 2 m s
-1 
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(Cai, 2012a). In order to account for the segregation effect due to variations of   and 
0,tw , 
we examine in detail the cases in which only either  or 
0,tw is changed while keeping 
other parameters unchanged. To consider the effect of , Case HE-LL, HE-L, HE-H and 
HE-HH have been configured with  =0.1,  =0.3,  =0.7,  =0.9 respectively, while 
keeping the same 
0,tw  as that of Case BASE  ( =0.5). To consider the effect of 0,tw , 
Case EX-LL, EX-L, EX-H and EX-HH have been set up with 
0,tw =0.012 m s
-1
, 
0,tw
=0.016 m s
-1
, 
0,tw =0.024 m s
-1
, 
0,tw =0.028 m s
-1 
respectively, while keeping the same  
as that of Case BASE (
0,tw =0.020 m s
-1
). The range of values of wt from 0.012 m s
-1 
to 
0.028 m s
-1
 is justified based on previous findings that 
0,tw varies when the canyon aspect 
ratio is altered from 1 to a higher or lower value (e.g. Chung and Liu (2013)) and that 
urban surface heating may enhance 
0,tw  significantly (e.g. Cai (2012a)).   
Table 6.1 Overview of model scenarios 
Case Heterogeneity of emissions (ε) Exchange velocity 
0,tw  (m.s
-1) 
BASE  0.5 0.02 
HE-LL 0.1 0.02 
HE-L 0.3 0.02 
HE-H 0.7 0.02 
HE-HH 0.9 0.02 
EX-LL 0.5 0.012 
EX-L 0.5 0.016 
EX-H 0.5 0.024 
EX-HH 0.5 0.028 
Note: ‘BASE’ is the base case. ‘HE’ denotes the heterogeneity of emissions, while ‘EX’ means the 
exchange velocity. ‘L’ or ‘H’ represents a lower or higher value than the corresponding component in 
the base Case BASE. ‘LL’ or ‘HH’ means a even lower value than that for ‘L’ or ‘H’.     
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6.3 Results and discussion 
6.3.1 Effect of the heterogeneity of emissions 
Figure 6.2 depicts the effect of the heterogeneity of emissions () on 
21,3 O
C  (ppb), i.e. the 
‘true’ concentration derived from the ‘two-box’ model for (a) Case HE-LL ( =0.1), (b) 
Case HE-L ( =0.3), (c) Case BASE ( =0.5), (d) Case HE-H ( =0.7) and (e) Case HE-HH 
( =0.9). In this model, the background O3 concentration is approximately 43.61 ppb and 
by using a Region Partition Line (RPL), the plot area can be divided into 2 regions, i.e. 
Region I for which 
21,3 O
C  is lower than the background O3 concentration and Region II 
for which 
21,3 O
C  is higher than the background O3 concentration. In Region I, the titration 
effect of O3 by NO (indicated by relatively more NOx emissions in Figure 6.2) is dominant 
and therefore leads to the net destruction of O3 (i.e. lower than the background levels). 
However, in Region II, OH oxidation processes are dominant and sufficient VOCs 
(indicated by relatively more VOCs emissions in Figure 6.2) are present to promote the 
conversion of NO to NO2 by peroxy radicals, thereby causing net ozone formation. It is 
therefore not surprising that 
21,3 O
C  is higher than its background level in Region II. The 
RPL for the cases is marked in Figure 6.2. It is noted that the change of   has no effect on 
the position of the RPL, but has a considerable effect on the pattern in Region I and 
Region II. The TRES is also marked in the plots with triangle symbol; this emission 
scenario falls into Region I for the cases in Figure 6.2. This represents the typical situation 
in an urban area, namely that the ozone concentration inside a street canyon is lower than 
that in the overlying background atmosphere. It is also observed that the trajectory from 
2005 to 2020 falls into Region I and is approaching to the RPL with the reduction of  
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  (a)         (ppb) for Case HE-LL (b)         (ppb) for Case HE-L 
 
  (c)         (ppb) for Case BASE (d)         (ppb) for Case HE-H  
  
  (e)         (ppb) for Case HE-HH  
  
Figure 6.2 
21,3 O
C  (ppb), the ‘true’ concentration of O3 derived from the ‘two-box’ model, in (a) Case 
HE-LL ( =0.1), (b) Case HE-L ( =0.3), (c) Case BASE ( =0.5), (d) Case HE-H ( =0.7) and (e) Case 
HE-HH ( =0.9). EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario 
(TRES, represented by ), for the year of 2010. The Region Partition Line (RPL) is represented by 
the solid red line; Trajectory 2005-2020 represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming 
constant traffic volume and speed. 
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VOCs and NOx emissions due to current and future control technologies, assuming 
constant activity (i.e. traffic) levels. 
Figure 6.3 illustrates the transects of 
21,3 O
C  (ppb) through selected lines for analysis 
(shown as Figure 5.5f). Figure 6.3a and Figure 6.3b demonstrate that 
21,3 O
C  increases with 
EVOCs for the “Fixed ENOx”scenario, but decreases with ENOx for the “Fixed EVOCs” scenario. 
Figure 6.3c suggests that for less busier roads than the TRES, 
21,3 O
C  is higher, and vice 
versa. Figure 6.3d shows that as control technologies are applied, 
21,3 O
C  increases. By 
2020 it will be closer to the background level, particularly for Case HE-HH. The results 
indicate a nonlinear relationship between the O3 concentration and EVOCs and/or ENOx, 
which is in line with many previous studies (e.g. Liu and Leung (2008)). It is also 
observed that the highest ozone concentration occurs to Case HE-HH with the largest the 
heterogeneity of emissions ( =0.9). The segregation of emissions can lead to around 10 
ppb difference between Case HE-HH and Case HE-LL and this effect is less significant 
when ENOx is at a very low value (Figure 6.3b and Figure 6.3c). The TRES is indicated by 
a solid arrow line in Figure 6.3a-d and while   is less than 0.5, the effect of segregation on 
21,3 O
C  for the TRES are less significant with a small variation across those scenarios 
tested. However, the analysis below demonstrates that these concentrations as determined 
by the ‘two-box’ model will be significantly underestimated by the ‘one-box’ model. 
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  (a) Fixed ENOx (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 6.3 
21,3 O
C  (ppb), the ‘true’ concentration of O3 derived from the ‘two-box’ model, for (a) 
“Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emission of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emission of TRES, (c) 
“TRES-2010” varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant 
traffic volume and speed varying . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world 
Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by the solid arrow lines), for the year of 2010; The dashed line 
indicates the background O3 level. 
 
Figure 6.4 shows the effect of the heterogeneity of emissions () on the values for 
21,3 O

(the percentage of overestimation for O3 by the ‘one-box’ model) (a) Case HE-LL ( =0.1), 
(b) Case HE-L ( =0.3), (c) Case BASE ( =0.5), (d) Case HE-H ( =0.7) and (e) Case HE-
HH ( =0.9). It is interesting to notice that the RPL (defined above) of each case 
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approximately splits the plot area into two regions, i.e. Region I where 
21,3 O
  is negative 
and Region II where 
21,3 O
  is positive. In Region I, 21,3 O  is negative, which means the 
modelled O3 concentration by the ‘one-box’ model is lower than the ‘true’ value by the 
‘two-box’ model (i.e. the ‘one-box’ model will underestimate O3  levels). It is further 
shown that there is a rapid change in 
21,3 O
 while only   is changed from 0.1 to 0.9 
(Figure 6.4a-e). The larger  is, the higher the maximum level of 
21,3 O
  will be. The 
maximum underestimation could be up to -62.32 % for Case HE-HH (Figure 6.4e), and the 
minimum underestimation could be -0.67 % for Case HE-LL (Figure 6.4a). The very small 
underestimation suggests that the performance of the ‘one-box’ model is very close to that 
of the ‘two-box’ model, while the heterogeneity of emissions is very small ( =0.1). The 
trajectory from 2005 to 2020 falls into the underestimation area (i.e. Region I), and is 
marked in the plot (Figure 6.4a-e). In Region II for all the cases, the O3 levels will be 
slightly over-estimated up to 4.45 % obtained for Case HE-HH with  =0.9 (Figure 6.4e). 
In the procedure of photochemical model evaluations, recommended values (EPA, 1991) 
for generic systematic biases in the model output are ± 5-15%. Changes in 
parameterisation of sub-grid heterogeneous emissions are necessary when values of 
21,3 O
  
are above the recommended range of ± 5-15%. Figures 6.4a-e indicate that the effect of 
emission parameterisation on the model output becomes significant while   is larger than 
0.3. Karamchandani et al. (2012) showed a sub-grid scale error of 5% in predicting O3 
levels by their CMAQ regional modelling with the plume-in-grid (PinG) approach. 
Vijayaraghavan et al. (2006) showed that there were significant negative biases ranging 
from -15% to 39% for O3 in their box models with Advanced Plume Treatment (APT) of 
sub-grid emissions.   
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  (a) 
21,3 O
  (%) for Case HE-LL (b) 21,3 O  (%) for Case HE-L 
 
  (c) 
21,3 O
  (%) for Case BASE (d) 21,3 O  (%) for Case HE-H 
 
  (e) 
21,3 O
  (%) for Case HE-HH   
  
Figure 6.4 
21,3 O
  (%), the percentage of overestimation for O3 by the ‘one-box’ model, in (a) Case 
HE-LL ( =0.1), (b) Case HE-L ( =0.3), (c) Case BASE ( =0.5), (d) Case HE-H ( =0.7) and (e) Case 
HE-HH ( =0.9). EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario 
(TRES, represented by ), for the year of 2010. The Region Partition Line (RPL) is represented by the 
solid red line; Trajectory 2005-2020 represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming 
constant traffic volume and speed. 
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  (a) Fixed ENOx (b) Fixed EVOCs 
  
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
  
Figure 6.5 
3O
  (%), the percentage of overestimation for O3 by the ‘one-box’ model, for (a) “Fixed 
ENOx” at a fixed NOx emission of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emission of TRES, (c) 
“TRES-2010” varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant 
traffic volume and speed varying . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world 
Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by the solid arrow lines), for the year of 2010; The dashed line 
indicates the background O3 level. 
 
Figure 6.5 shows the transects of 
21,3 O
  through the selected lines, which also shows the 
significant effect of  on 
21,3 O
 . Figure 6.5a shows that as EVOCs increases at the fixed ENOx 
of TRES, the modelled O3 concentrations by the ‘one-box’ model are underestimated 
compared with the ‘true’ values, indicated by the negative 
21,3 O
 . The lower EVOCs is, the 
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larger the extent of underestimation will be. This indicates that by keeping traffic-emission 
rate ENOx unchanged, extra EVOCs (e.g. from vegetation or anthropogenic activities) will 
reduce 
21,3 O
 , resulting in the improved performance (closer approach to reality) of the 
‘one-box’ model.  However, future reduction in vehicle-related EVOCs, anticipated to arise 
from renewal of the vehicle fleet and implementation of more stringent emissions 
reduction technologies, will lead to an increase in the magnitude of 
21,3 O
 . This also 
suggests that the performance of the ‘one-box’ model for O3 concentration might be 
expected to be better for a more ‘green’ area, with biogenic VOC emissions, assuming 
such emissions were not incorporated in the model scenario / conditions. Figure 6.5b 
shows that the magnitude of 
21,3 O
  increases while ENOx increases at the fixed EVOCs of 
TRES. The modelled O3 concentrations by the ‘one-box’ model largely underestimate the 
‘true’ values, indicated by the negative 
21,3 O
  (within Region I), with small positive 
values for 
21,3 O
 only obtained at the lowest ENOx (within Region II). The rapid increase of 
21,3 O
 for the case with the higher heterogeneity of emissions suggests that reductions in 
vehicle NOx emissions anticipated to arise from renewal of the vehicle fleet and 
implementation of more stringent emissions reduction technologies, will lead to a 
reduction in the magnitude of 
21,3 O
 , i.e. an improvement in model performance overall. 
Figure 6.5c shows the results of 
21,3 O
 along the TRES-2010 line, i.e. varying EVOCs and 
ENOx with the same emission ratio for the TRES (e.g. less or more trafficked areas). It is 
noted that the performance of the ‘one-box’ model for a less trafficked area/scenario (e.g. 
Birmingham) is generally better than that for a more trafficked area/scenario (e.g. London). 
Figure 6.5d shows the results of 
21,3 O
 along the trajectory from the year of 2005 to 2020. 
It is noted that the level of extent of underestimation generally deceases with year, which 
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indicates that in the future the performance of the ‘one-box’ model will be better. The 
underestimates of O3 concentrations by the ‘one-box’ model for the year 2020 could be 
about -25 % for Case HE-HH with  =0.9. 
Figure 6.6 illustrates the effect of the heterogeneity of emissions () on 
)( 3 NOOS
I  , i.e. the 
intensity of segregation between O3 and NO. It is also interesting to notice that the RPL of 
each case approximately divides the plot area into two regions, i.e. Region I where 
)( 3 NOOS
I   is negative and Region II where )( 3 NOOSI   is positive as indicated in Figure 6.6a-e. 
The trajectory from the year of 2005 to 2020 falls into the negative region (i.e. Region I), 
and is marked in the plot for each case. It can be shown that 
)( 3 NOOS
I   changes significantly 
with the change of  (Figure 6.6a-e). The minimum and maximum range of  
)( 3 NOOS
I   could 
be (-0.87 %, 0.17 %) for Case HE-HH with  =0.9 (Figure 6.6a), (-67.10 %, 17.19 %) for 
Case HE-HH with  =0.9 (Figure 6.6e). It is noted that the plots of 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (Figure 6.6) 
are strongly correlated with those of 
21,3 O
  (Figure 6.4). In Region I, the heterogeneity of 
emissions will lead to negative values of 
)( 3 NOOS
I  , which means that the effective rate 
constant of the titration reaction (NO + O3  NO2 + O2) to consume O3, 
)1( )()()( 333 NOOSNOONOOeff Ikk   , in the ‘two-box’ model is lower than the original rate 
constant, 
)( 3 NOO
k  , in the ‘one-box’ model. In other words, adopting the classical rate 
constant 
)( 3 NOO
k   in the ‘one-box’ model results in too much titration. As a result, the 
ozone level in the ‘two-box’ model (i.e. the ‘true’ value) is higher than the modelled ozone 
level from the ‘one-box’ model, which agrees well with a negative value of 
21,3 O
 , i.e. the 
modelled ozone level from the ‘one-box’ model is underestimated. In Region II, a positive 
value of 
)( 3 NOOS
I   is observed, which indicates that )( 3 NOOeffk   is larger than )( 3 NOOk   and 
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the ‘true’ value of O3 is less than the modelled value of O3 by the the ‘one-box’ model (i.e. 
a positive value of 
21,3 O
 is also observed in Region II). Those findings indicate that 
increasing  will enhance the effect of segregation and therefore promote sub-grid scale 
variability and potentially systematic error in modelled O3 abundance. 
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  (a) 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%) for Case HE-LL (b) )( 3 NOOSI 
 (%) for Case HE-L 
 
  (c) 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%) for Case BASE (d) )( 3 NOOSI 
 (%) for Case HE-H 
 
  (e) 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%) for Case HE-HH    
  
Figure 6.6 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%), the intensity of segregation between O3 and NO, in (a) Case HE-LL ( =0.1), 
(b) Case HE-L ( =0.3), (c) Case BASE ( =0.5), (d) Case HE-H ( =0.7) and (e) Case HE-HH ( =0.9). 
EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, 
represented by ), for the year of 2010. The Region Partition Line (RPL) is represented by the solid 
red line; Trajectory 2005-2020 represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming constant 
traffic volume and speed. 
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          (a) Fixed ENOx                                                 (b) Fixed EVOCs 
  
(c) TRES-2010                                               (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
  
Figure 6.7 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%), the intensity of segregation between O3 and NO, for (a) “Fixed ENOx” at a 
fixed NOx emission of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emission of TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” 
varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant traffic volume 
and speed varying . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission 
Scenario (TRES, represented by the solid arrow lines), for the year of 2010. 
 
Figure 6.7 shows the cross-sectional analyses of 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%). It is also interesting that the 
smaller the value of  is, the smaller the magnitude of 
)( 3 NOOS
I   will be. Figure 6.7a shows 
that the magnitude of 
)( 3 NOOS
I   for all cases decreases (becomes more negative) with 
reduced EVOCs at the fixed NOx emission. However, at the fixed EVOCs (Figure 6.7b), the 
value of 
)( 3 NOOS
I  for each case decreases from positive to exclusively negative values with 
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increased ENOx in Region II and then becomes increasingly negative as ENOx continues to 
increase in Region I. It can be seen from Figure 6.7c that 
)( 3 NOOS
I   becomes less negative 
for a less trafficked area/scenario and seems to be stable for the more polluted 
area/scenario. Figure 6.7d shows that the magnitudes of 
)( 3 NOOS
I   decrease with year, 
suggesting that in the future the segregation effect on ozone levels would be less 
significant. The comparison between the plots in Figure 6.7 with their equivalents in 
Figure 6.5 also indicates a strong relationship between 
)( 3 NOOS
I   and 21,3 O . 
6.3.2 Effect of the exchange velocity 
Figure 6.8 depicts the effect of the exchange velocity (
0,tw ) on 21,3 OC  (ppb), i.e. the ‘true’ 
concentration derived from the ‘two-box’ model, for  (a) Case EX-LL (
0,tw  =0.012 m s
-1
), 
(b) Case EX-L (
0,tw  =0.016 m s
-1
), (c) Case BASE (
0,tw  =0.02 m s
-1
),  (d) Case EX-H 
(
0,tw  =0.024 m s
-1
) and (e) Case EX-HH (
0,tw  =0.028 m s
-1
). It is interesting to note that 
there is a significant effect of the change of 
0,tw  on the RPL and the higher 0,tw , the 
higher the slope of the RPL. However, in Figure 6.2 where only   is changed at a certain 
value of 
0,tw , the RPL remains same. Therefore, it may be concluded that the slope of the 
RPL depends on 
0,tw  but not significantly on . It is also noted that the trajectory from 
2005 to 2020 (including the TRES) falls into Region I and is relatively closer to the RPL 
for Case EX-LL, in which the exchange velocity between the canyon and the boundary 
layer aloft, 
0,tw  =0.012 m s
-1
, is the lowest among the tested cases. A low 
0,tw  might be 
caused by a calm, stable meteorological condition, by less traffic-induced turbulence or by 
a high canyon aspect ratio. There is a relatively more significant effect of 
0,tw  on 21,3 OC  
for Region II, where a high level of O3 would occur (Figure 6.8a).  
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  (a) 
21,3 O
C  (ppb) for Case EX-LL (b) 21,3 OC
 (ppb) for Case EX-L 
  
  (c) 
21,3 O
C  (ppb) for Case BASE (d) 21,3 OC
 (ppb) for Case EX-H 
 
  (e) 
21,3 O
C  (ppb) for Case EX-HH   
  
Figure 6.8 
21,3 O
C  (ppb), the ‘true’ concentration of O3 derived from the ‘two-box’ model, in (a) Case 
EX-LL (
0,tw  =0.012 m s
-1
), (b) Case EX-L (
0,tw  =0.016 m s
-1
), (c) Case BASE (
0,tw  =0.02 m s
-1
),  (d) 
Case EX-H (
0,tw  =0.024 m s
-1
) and (e) Case EX-HH (
0,tw  =0.028 m s
-1
). EVOCs and ENOx are 
normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by ), for the 
year of 2010. The Region Partition Line (RPL) is represented by the solid red line; Trajectory 2005-
2020 represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming constant traffic volume and speed. 
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  (a) Fixed ENOx (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 6.9 
21,3 O
C  (ppb), the ‘true’ concentration of O3 derived from the ‘two-box’ model, for (a) 
“Fixed ENOx” at a fixed NOx emission of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emission of TRES, (c) 
“TRES-2010” varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant 
traffic volume and speed varying 
0,tw . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-
world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by the solid arrow lines), for the year of 2010; The 
dashed line indicates the background O3 level. 
 
Figure 6.9 illustrates the transects of 
21,3 O
C  (ppb) through the emission scenarios for cases 
a variety of 
0,tw . The general tendency of 21,3 OC  with the change of emissions in Figure 
6.9 is similar to that in Figure 6.3. However, the effect of 
0,tw  on 21,3 OC  is more complex. 
For EVOCs lower (or higher) than 1.8 of that for TRES at the “Fixed ENOx” (Figure 6.9a), 
increasing 
0,tw  will lead to the difference of 21,3 OC  between Case EX-HH and  Case EX-
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LL up to 6 ppb (or -1 ppb). For ENOx lower (or higher) than 0.5 of that for TRES at the 
“Fixed EVOCs” (Figure 6.9b), increasing 0,tw  will lead to the difference of 21,3 OC  between 
Case EX-HH and  Case EX-LL up to -49 ppb (or 3 ppb). Figure 6.9c indicates that for 
more busier roads than the TRES, the effect of 
0,tw  on 21,3 OC  is less significant. Figure 
6.9d shows that 
21,3 O
C  increases with years, during which the increase of 0,tw  could lead 
to around 4 ppb difference of 
21,3 O
C  between Case EX-HH and  Case EX-LL. 
Figure 6.10 shows the effect of the exchange velocity (
0,tw ) on 21,3 O (the percentage of 
overestimation for O3 by the ‘one-box’ model). It is noted that there is a less significant 
change in the maximum level of 
21,3 O
 with the change of 0,tw  from 0.012 m s
-1
 to 0.028 
m s
-1
 (Figure 6.10). However, there are noticeable shifts of the RPL (discussed above) and 
the isopleths patterns in Region I (negative values of 
21,3 O
 ) and Region II (positive 
values of 
21,3 O
 ) associated with the variation of 0,tw . The detailed analysis of the change 
of 
0,tw  on 21,3 O  is further analysis below.    
Figure 6.11 shows the transects of 
21,3 O
  through the selected lines, which shows a slight 
change of 
21,3 O
  with the change of 0,tw . Figure 6.11a and Figure 6.11b shows that for 
higher EVOCs at the fixed ENOx of TRES and for higher ENOx at the fixed EVOCs of TRES, the 
effect of 
0,tw  (up to 10% difference) will be more significant. The higher 0,tw  is, the 
larger the extent of underestimation by the ‘one-box’ model will be. Figure 6.11c also 
shows that the effect of wt on 21,3 O  is relatively small for all cases. However it is worth 
mentioning some secondary features that are counter intuititive, and thus not easily 
interpreted. Firstly, there exists a threshold of (ENOx, EVOCs) below which, and another  
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  (a) 
3O
  (%) for Case EX-LL (b) 
3O
  (%) for Case EX-L 
   
  (c) 
3O
  (%) for Case BASE (d) 
3O
  (%) for Case EX-H 
 
  (e) 
3O
  (%) for Case EX-HH  
  
Figure 6.10 
3O
  (%), the percentage of overestimation for O3 by the ‘one-box’ model, in (a) Case EX-
LL (
0,tw  =0.012 m s
-1
), (b) Case EX-L (
0,tw  =0.016 m s
-1
), (c) Case BASE (
0,tw  =0.02 m s
-1
),  (d) 
Case EX-H (
0,tw  =0.024 m s
-1
) and (e) Case EX-HH (
0,tw  =0.028 m s
-1
). EVOCs and ENOx are 
normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by ), for the 
year of 2010. Region Partition Line (RPL) is represented by the solid red line; Trajectory 2005-2020 
represents the emission scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming constant traffic volume and speed. 
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threshold of (ENOx, EVOCs) above which, 21,3 O  for Case EX-LL and Case EX-L and 21,3 O
for Case EX-H and Case EX-HH are on the opposing sides of 
21,3 O
  for the Case BASE 
with a sequence order of 
0,tw ; the first threshold of (ENOx, EVOCs) is around 0.6 of that for 
TRES and the second threshold of (ENOx, EVOCs) is around 1.0 of that for TRES. The 
transition zone for the values of 
21,3 O
  is between the two thresholds. Secondly, according 
to intuition and linear reasoning, a higher 
0,tw implies a better ventilation of the two street 
canyons with the background and in consequence a smaller difference between the two 
canyons; this effect would be similar to a smaller  that implies a smaller difference 
between the two canyons. Therefore the points for the case with a higher (or lower) 
0,tw  
and for the case with a smaller (or larger)   should appear on the same side of Case BASE. 
However, the results for O3 concentration in Figure 6.3 (the change of ) and Figure 6.9 
(the change of 
0,tw ) do not always support the reasoning, neither do the results for 21,3 O  
in Figure 6.5 (the change of )  and Figure 6.11 (the change of 
0,tw ). These all indicate the 
complexity of the nonlinear chemical system and suggest the necessity of in-depth analysis 
for specific scenarios. Figure 6.11d shows that the underestimate of O3 concentration by 
the ‘one-box’ model generally decrease with years. There is a less significant effect of 
0,tw  on 21,3 O  in the future scenarios.   
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  (a) Fixed ENOx (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 6.11 
3O
  (%), the percentage of overestimation for O3 by the ‘one-box’ model, for (a) “Fixed 
ENOx” at a fixed NOx emission of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emission of TRES, (c) 
“TRES-2010” varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant 
traffic volume and speed varying 
0,tw . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-
world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by the solid arrow lines), for the year of 2010; The 
dashed line indicates the background O3 level. 
 
Figure 6.12 illustrates the effect of the exchange velocity (
0,tw ) on )( 3 NOOSI  , i.e. the 
intensity of segregation between O3 and NO. It is noted that there is also shifts of RPL 
with the change of 
0,tw  and that the range of )( 3 NOOSI   does not change significantly with 
the change of 
0,tw  from 0.012 m s
-1
 to 0.028 m s
-1
 (Figure 6.12a-e). There is also strong 
correlation between 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (Figure 6.12) and 3O (Figure 6.10). The findings indicate  
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  (a) 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%) for Case EX-LL (b) )( 3 NOOSI 
 (%) for Case EX-L 
 
  (c) 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%) for Case BASE (d) )( 3 NOOSI 
 (%) for Case EX-H 
 
  (e) 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%) for Case EX-HH  
  
Figure 6.12 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%), the intensity of segregation between O3 and NO, in (a) Case EX-LL ( 0,tw  
=0.012 m s
-1
), (b) Case EX-L (
0,tw  =0.016 m s
-1
), (c) Case BASE (
0,tw  =0.02 m s
-1
),  (d) Case EX-H 
(
0,tw  =0.024 m s
-1
) and (e) Case EX-HH (
0,tw  =0.028 m s
-1
). EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those 
of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario (TRES, represented by ), for the year of 2010. Region 
Partition Line (RPL) is represented by the solid red line; Trajectory 2005-2020 represents the emission 
scenarios for 2005 to 2020, assuming constant traffic volume and speed. 
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that the RPL is mainly determined by 
0,tw  (discussed above), while the pattern and range 
of 
3O
  and )( 3 NOOSI   in Region I and Region II depend more closely on .  It appears that 
the impact of change in  and wt on 
3O
  and )( 3 NOOSI   is nonlinear to ENOx and EVOCs due to 
the fact that O3 is a secondary, rather than the primary, pollutant. 
Figure 6.13 shows the cross-sectional analyses of 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%) for cases with different 0,tw . 
Figure 6.13a shows that at the fixed NOx emission, negative values of )( 3 NOOSI   are 
observed and 
)( 3 NOOS
I   increases (becomes less negative) with the increase of EVOCs. Figure 
6.13b shows that positive (or negative) values of 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (Region II or Region I) are 
observed while ENOx is below (or above) 0.3 of that for TRES. Figure 6.13a and Figure 
6.13b indicate that the higher the exchange velocity is, the larger 
)( 3 NOOS
I   will be. Figure 
6.13c shows that for less trafficked area/scenario, increasing 
0,tw  will lead to the decrease 
of
)( 3 NOOS
I   (less negative); likewise for more trafficked area/scenario, increasing 0,tw  will 
lead to the decrease of
)( 3 NOOS
I   (more negative). Figure 6.13d shows that the effect of the 
exchange velocity is less significant for the future scenarios.  
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  (a) Fixed ENOx (b) Fixed EVOCs 
 
  (c) TRES-2010 (d) Trajectory 2005-2020 
 
Figure 6.13 
)( 3 NOOS
I   (%), the intensity of segregation between O3 and NO, for (a) “Fixed ENOx” at a 
fixed NOx emission of TRES, (b) “Fixed EVOCs” at a fixed VOCs emission of TRES, (c) “TRES-2010” 
varying the total traffic volume only and (d) “Trajectory 2005-2020” assuming constant traffic volume 
and speed varying 
0,tw . EVOCs and ENOx are normalised by those of the Typical Real-world Emission Scenario 
(TRES, represented by the solid arrow lines), for the year of 2010. 
 
6.4 Conclusions 
Segregation effects of heterogeneous emissions have been examined by considering the 
surface sub-grid emission heterogeneity in two idealised urban street canyons within the 
urban canopy layer and investigated how differing chemical effects (arising from the 
heterogeneity of emissions) and dynamic effects (i.e. exchange velocity) influence the  
error in O3 if implementing the grid-averaging parameterisation for heterogeneous 
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emissions. This study offers a better understanding of the parameterisation of raw 
emissions for urban air quality models by highlighting the importance of segregation 
effects of heterogeneous emissions within the typical city-blocks (i.e. urban street canyons) 
and by providing a 2D pattern of overestimation for O3. The common situations in urban 
areas are found to fall into Region I where the modelled O3 concentration in street canyons 
(lower than that in the overlying background atmosphere) determined by the ‘one-box’ 
model will be underestimated compared with the ‘true’ value by the ‘two-box’ model. Our 
findings also indicate that the performance of the ‘one-box’ model for O3 concentration is 
better for a more ‘green’ area with extra VOCs sources (provided they are included in the 
inventory) and for the less trafficked area/scenario. Future emission trends are expected to 
lead to the error in the ‘one-box’ model approach falling. The error in ozone levels is 
strongly linked to segregation effects of heterogeneous emissions and is balanced by both 
dynamics and chemistry. There is a significant effect of the change of 
0,tw (representing 
dynamical effects) on the position of the Region Partition Line (RPL), while the change of 
  (representing chemical effects) has a considerable effect on the pattern in Region I and 
Region II (with O3 levels lower/higher than the background O3 concentration, respectively). 
The error in ozone levels by the one-box model approach exhibits a rapid change with the 
change of  , but a less significant change with the change of 
0,tw . 
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7 Conclusions and future work 
 
7.1 Summary and conclusions 
The street canyon is a typical urban configuration with surrounding buildings along a street, 
where the majority of the outdoor activities of the urban populations occur. In such an 
atmospheric compartment, natural air ventilation is drastically constrained by surrounding 
buildings. Emissions from vehicles are reactive, undergoing chemical processing within 
urban street canyons to generate secondary pollutants. The combined effects of emissions 
sources, dynamical processes (reduced dispersion) and chemical processes (evolution of 
reactive primary and secondary pollutants) may lead to the deterioration of air quality 
within street canyons potentially in breach of air quality standards. Substantial human 
exposure to such environments tends to cause adverse public health effects. In addition, the 
fluxes of air pollutants at the roof level received by the urban boundary layer as the 
“emissions” input to urban-scale air pollution models are essential to a reliable prediction 
of air quality. Grid-average parameterisation of heterogeneous emissions, in which sub-
grid scale processes and features are lost, may result in significant uncertainty, and 
systematic biases in the urban-scale air pollution models. 
This thesis investigates the interaction of both dynamical and chemical processes for 
reactive pollutants in a street canyon and addresses selected scientific issues of air 
pollution levels inside the urban canopy that are significantly affected by local traffic 
emissions, mixing and chemical processes in the street canyon (reviewed in Chapter 2). In 
this thesis, two modelling approaches have been developed, i.e. the large-eddy simulations 
(LES) coupled with chemistry (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) and the photochemical box 
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model methodology (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6). This thesis sought to address the core 
research questions proposed in the introductory chapter (Chapter 1): 
1) What is the turbulent flow pattern within a (deep) street canyon and how does it 
influence the turbulent mixing and chemical processes of reactive pollutants in 
such environment? 
The skimming flow (SF) regime representing the worst-case scenario for pollutant 
dispersion normally occurs in more tightly spaced buildings, especially deep street 
canyons. A large-eddy simulation (LES) coupled with chemistry (the LES-chemistry 
model) is developed to simulate the dispersion and transport of reactive pollutants in a 
deep street canyon with an aspect ratio of 2 under neutral meteorological conditions 
(Chapter 3). Turbulent flow in the deep street canyon reproduced by the LES dynamical 
model agrees well with a water channel experiment (Li et al., 2008a), which provides 
confidence that the simulated dynamics within the canyon is reasonable. Two vertically 
aligned vortices are observed with the vertical size of the upper one larger than that of the 
lower one. This is a major difference from the single-vortex flow for a street canyon with 
AR=1 (e.g. Bright et al., 2013). The two-vortex mean flow was also found by other studies 
for AR=2 using RANS, e.g. Kwak et al. (2013), but their RANS model generated a larger 
lower vortex than the one found in the water tank experiment and in the LES result in this 
study. The dispersion and transport of reactive pollutants within the deep street canyon is 
strongly determined by those two unsteady vertically aligned vortices (Chapter 4). Spatial 
and temporal variations of reactive pollutants are significant due to the existence of 
unsteady multiple vortices and pollutants exhibit significant contrasts within each vortex. 
The spatial patterns of pollutants for the upper vortex resemble those for the single vortex 
in a street canyon with AR=1 (e.g. Baker et al. (2004), Baik et al. (2007), Bright et al., 
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2013, Garmory et al. (2009), Tong and Leung (2012), and Kwak and Baik (2012)). 
Emissions released at the ground level are largely trapped by the lower vortex, with weak 
dispersion to the upper vortex, resulting in high concentrations near the ground. Pollutants 
levels (e.g. NOx) on the leeward wall are generally higher (around 1.5 to 2 times) than 
those on the windward wall for the upper canyon, but lower (around 50% to 70%) for the 
lower canyon. This finding could be of importance, which indicates that the results from 
the AR=1 canyon may be unreliable for the assessment of pollutant exposure at the 
pedestrian level for the AR=2 canyon. 
2) What are the differences in pollutant levels between the within-canyon atmosphere 
and the overlying background, and how are traffic emissions pre-processed by the 
street canyon dynamics and chemistry before entering into the overlying 
background atmosphere? 
Apart from pollutant characteristics driven by two unsteady vortices formed within the 
street canyon, there are also significant contrasts between the within-canyon atmosphere 
and the overlying background (Chapter 4). For emitted chemical species (such as NO and 
NO2), higher levels are observed within the canyon than those at the overlying background. 
The general patterns of those species are dominated by the street canyon dynamics and 
emissions, while the conversions between them are dominated by the street canyon 
chemistry. The existence of multiple vortices (incomplete mixing) significantly enhances 
the retention time of pollutants, highlighting the more importance of chemistry. This 
chemical effect is more significant for deep street canyons than regular street canyons 
(AR=1). But for entrained chemical species (e.g. O3), higher levels are observed in the 
overlying background than those within the canyon. Those species are more influenced by 
the overlying background. It is found that NO, NOx, O3, OH and HO2 are chemically 
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consumed. For NO2 and Ox, however, chemical production occurs inside the street canyon. 
There is evidence of the effect of two unsteady vortices on the pre-processing of traffic 
emissions through the street canyon dynamics and chemistry. Advective fluxes are 
dominant for both the upper vortex and the lower vortex, which play an important role for 
the transport of pollutant within a vortex. Turbulent fluxes are dominant for shear layer, 
which play an important role for the exchange of pollutant within the zone between the 
vortices. This finding is consistent with Cheng and Liu (2011) for LES simulations of a 
passive scalar in the AR=1 canyon. There is a positive (upward) total flux for NO and NO2 
from the canyon roof level into the background atmosphere aloft, and a negative 
(downward) total flux for O3 indicating that O3 is brought into the canyon from the 
overlying background atmosphere. The total flux generally decreases with height for NO, 
but increases for NO2 indicating the conversion of NO to NO2 within the street canyon pre-
processing. This is also indicated by the NO/NO2 total flux ratio changing from 9 (the raw 
emission ratio) near the emission region to 1.7 at the canyon roof level.  
3) What is the effect of HOx chemical processing on pollutants levels within a street 
canyon? 
HOx chemical processing plays an important role in reforming levels between reactive 
pollutants within a street canyon (Chapter 4). Compared with the complex chemical 
mechanism (RCS) considering HOx chemical processing, simple NOx-O3 chemistry would 
overestimate the NO level (by about 30 %), but underestimate levels of NO2 and O3 (by 
about -38% and -52% respectively), indicating the additional conversion of NO to NO2 
through the VOCs oxidation chemistry by HOx. Such findings suggest that using simple 
NOx-O3 chemistry may provide overly optimistic prediction of air pollution in street 
canyon while in reality NO2 levels may already exceed the air quality standards, which 
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may delay the policy-maker to make effective decision on air quality management. The 
indirect approach to estimate ozone production rate based on the the photostationary state 
(PSS) of the NOx-O3 system gives the wrong results in street canyon environment, but 
instead reflects an artefact due to incomplete mixing. 
4) What is the human exposure to air pollutants within a street canyon environment? 
The potential exposure to air pollutants (e.g. NO, NO2 and O3) within the canyon is 
assessed, based on the time series output from the LES-chemistry model (Chapter 4). 
There are significant short-term concentration fluctuations for NO, NO2 and O3, which are 
strongly dependent upon the fluctuations of the flow turbulence inside the street canyon, 
the location of emissions (from ground level) and the nonlinear photochemistry. Those 
concentration fluctuations in the lower canyon are less pronounced (occur less frequently) 
than those in the upper canyon. There is a clear shift for different locations within the 
canyon. As expected, concentrations for a given percentile generally increase with the 
increase in percentiles. The percentile could serve as a guideline for determining air 
quality limits on assessing health impacts associated with differing exposure times, 
providing a better understanding of how people react to short-term exposure. Frequency 
histograms of pollutants shows multiple peaks, which are influenced by combined effect of 
primary emissions, chemical processing and turbulent mixing within the street canyon. 
5) What is the segregation effect due to incomplete mixing of reactive pollutants 
within a street canyon and how may this effect be captured?  
The segregation effect is of importance in the incomplete mixing environment in the 
presence of the street canyon chemical processing (Chapter 4). Intensities of segregation 
between A and B (where A=B), i.e. the auto-covariance of a chemical species, are positive 
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(e.g. with the largest value of 28.49 % for NO and the smallest value of 0.36 % for OH), 
which may reflect the spatial variability of the chemical species within the canyon due to 
incomplete mixing. Positive values are observed for intensities of segregation between the 
species with similar behaviour (either emitted chemical species or entrained chemical 
species). Negative values are found for intensities of segregation between emitted 
chemical species and entrained chemical species with the opposite behaviour. Auger and 
Legras (2007) suggested that due to the nonlinear nature of chemical processes, even a 
small value of intensity of segregation (e.g. 1 %) may lead to significant effects on the 
mean concentrations. This finding also supports the concept that segregation effects are 
very important and should be highlighted in the incomplete mixing environment (e.g. the 
street canyon), in which the interaction between the dynamics and nonlinear chemistry 
takes place. Intensities of segregation are separated by the two vortices formed in the street 
canyon and then increase both upwards to the canyon roof level and downwards to the 
street ground. Large segregation effects are observed at the regions close to the emission 
source and near the canyon roof level, where the spatial variability can be extremely 
significant.  
In order to capture the significant concentration contrast between two vertically segregated 
vortices derived from the LES-chemistry model, an alternative simplified two-box model  
(Chapter 4) is developed and evaluated to represent key photo-chemical processes with 
timescales similar to and smaller than the turbulent mixing timescale. It is assumed that 
each vortex has sufficient intensity for the chemical species to be well-mixed within the 
corresponding box. The pollutant transfer between two adjacent boxes is expressed by the 
introduction of an ‘exchange velocity’. Segregation effects caused by incomplete mixing 
(i.e. spatial inhomogeneity represented by the LES-chemistry model) reduce the 
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conversion rate of NO to NO2 through chemistry, the NOx loss rate to other species and the 
rate of oxidation chemistry.  
6) What are the mean pollutant levels within a street canyon (exposure-related) under 
a variety of emission scenarios and meteorological conditions?   
The two-box model approach (vertically segregated) is extended to investigate bulk levels 
of air pollution in the lower canyon (i.e. the place of interest for the assessment of human 
health effect) (Chapter 5). The two-box model provides the capability of efficiently  
running a series of emission scenarios under a set of meteorological conditions so that the 
coupling effect between the flow dynamics and chemistry can be investigated. The 
findings identify the emission regimes and the meteorological conditions under which NO2 
at the lower canyon is in breach of air quality standards. Higher bulk NO2 levels in the 
lower box were observed for cases with a higher heterogeneity coefficient. NO2 levels are 
more likely to exceed UK air quality standards for NO2 for scenarios with a higher 
heterogeneity coefficient. The ‘one-box’ model was found to underestimate NO2 levels 
compared with those in the lower box by the ‘two-box’ model. This underestimation is 
relatively lower for cases with lower heterogeneity coefficients. The lower the exchange 
velocity is, the higher NO2 levels in the lower box will be. Even lower emissions under the 
worst dispersion conditions can result in very poor air quality inside street canyons. There 
are extremely high levels of NO2 for smaller box height ratio, which represents the case 
where pollutants are essentially trapped in the small lower part of the street canyon under 
poor ventilation conditions. The shading ratio coefficient has a considerable effect on NO2 
levels in the lower box for the two-box model. The effect of shading is found to be more 
significant for higher emissions scenarios. 
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7) What are segregation effects of sub-grid heterogeneous emissions in urban air 
quality models if a grid-averaging parameterisation is adopted? 
Air quality models include representations of pollutant emissions, which necessarily entail 
spatial averaging to reflect the model grid size; such averaging may result in significant 
uncertainties and/or systematic biases in the model output. A photochemical model (the 
one-box model) with grid-averaged emissions of street canyons is compared with a two-
box model considering each canyon independently (horizontally segregated) to investigate 
such uncertainties (Chapter 6), considering ozone concentrations in idealised street 
canyons within the urban canopy. The one-box model may significantly underestimate true 
(independent canyon mean) ozone concentrations for typical urban areas, and that the 
performance of the averaged model is improved for more ‘green’ and/or less trafficked 
areas. Our findings also suggest that the expected trends of 2005-2020 in vehicle emissions, 
in isolation, reduce the error inherent in the averaged-emissions treatment. The error in 
ozone levels is strongly linked to segregation effects of heterogeneous emissions and is 
balanced by both dynamics and chemistry. These new findings may be used to evaluate 
uncertainties in modelled urban ozone concentrations when grid-averaged emissions are 
adopted.  
7.2 Implications of the research  
The results presented in this thesis have several implications for both science and 
applications. The research is beneficial to scientists, researchers or model developers in the 
following aspects. The LES-chemistry model reveals the impacts of nonlinear 
photochemical processes in the incomplete mixing environment (e.g. street canyons) and 
provides a better understanding of the pre-processing of emissions by the street canyon 
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dynamics and chemistry. A methodology to predict the spatial and temporal variability of 
reactive pollutants in the canyon environment has been developed, which may be useful 
for the potential human exposure assessment. This research may also guide the siting 
procedure for new urban air quality stations, to ensure these are representative of human 
exposure and/or understand the measurement bias that may accrue from a particular 
location vs elsewhere in the canyon. The photochemical box model approach may provide 
guidance in the development of generic sub-grid scale schemes or models for urban 
canopy. This research may also help to derive effective bulk reaction rates which give 
more accurate overall chemical processing simulations for box models or sub-grid models 
in urban areas. 
For applications, this research is beneficial to the end users of air quality models in the 
following aspects. This research helps those users be aware of the limitation of box models 
and to appropriately interpret model output. This research will also help them to 
understand the potential underestimation of NO2 levels in urban street canyons, which is 
timely when the issue of NO2 is becoming an urgent agenda for the UK air quality 
management. This research provides an evaluation of uncertainties and/or systematic 
biases in the urban air quality model output if the grid-averaged procedure of emissions is 
adopted. The box models can be run on a current desktop for general applications. By 
running the model, users are able to obtain pollution levels if a set of parameters are 
provided as the model’s input (e.g. background wind speed, building geometry, traffic data, 
time of day (for shading calculation), etc.).   
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7.3 Future work  
The large-eddy simulation (LES) coupled with chemistry presented here (Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4) is limited to one typical emission scenarios with worst air ventilation (a deep 
street canyon of AR=2) under neutral meteorological conditions due to the high 
computational cost. However, turbulent mixing and photochemical processes are 
determined by other factors, such as the street canyon geometry, meteorological 
conditions, emissions and chemical transformation of pollutants. In order to investigate the 
extent of these factors, an alternative numerical modelling approach such as RANS models 
coupled with chemistry may be adopted. Thermal / shading effects (e.g. caused by solar 
radiation) on both the dynamic and chemical processing should be considered. More 
complex urban configurations effect (e.g. street intersections, irregular buildings, parking 
spaces and trees) on both the dynamic and chemical processing should be investigated. 
The two-box model approach (vertically segregated) is restricted to two boxes representing 
two vortices within a street canyon (Chapter 5). For even taller canyons, more vortices 
may be formed. Future studies should consider higher resolution (more photochemical 
boxes) and extend the range of scenarios to encompass the range encountered in reality. 
Also, a standard procedure for setting the parameters (representing real world parameter 
ranges) used in the two-box model should be developed. The analysis is limited to NO2 
concentrations in the lower box, reflecting the current air pollution issue caused by the 
breach of NO2 air quality limits in urban areas. Further research may focus on analysis 
other key pollutants for practical application.       
The two-box model approach (horizontally segregated) is also restricted to two boxes by 
considering only two typical street canyons with emission heterogeneity, which are totally 
segregated, neither transported nor mixed with each other (Chapter 6). It is only applicable 
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to the case in which the mean velocity is zero (the two boxes are totally segregated). 
Future work may consider the introduction of an advection velocity on the top of the 
exchange velocity between the two boxes, i.e. along streets and across intersections (in 
which the mean advection velocity is non-zero). A multi-box air quality model for a street 
canyon network may then be developed for practical applications. Also, the analysis is 
limited to model uncertainties of O3, which is an important secondary pollutant. Further 
research may consider other key pollutants. 
Finding an appropriate real-world dataset (or observational data) to evaluate the box-
averaged concentrations of studies such as these in this research remains a challenge, in 
part as the concentrations of reactive chemical species (e.g. NO2 and O3) are highly non-
uniform inside street canyons containing sources of reactive emissions. The traditional air 
quality monitoring networks are normally fixed and sparse with lower spatial resolution so 
that the tempo-spatial heterogeneity of air pollutants in street canyons can-not be captured 
(Sajani et al., 2004). High spatial density observations of pollutant concentrations inside 
street canyons are needed in support of rigorous evaluation of such modelling approaches 
(Williams et al., 2009). Recent development of low-cost sensors (Mead et al., 2013), which 
may be deployed in such networks (e.g. Kumar et al. (2015)), could provide a route to 
achieve this objective in the future.   
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Appendix A: RCS mechanism  
 
Table A1 - All reactions and rate constants included in the Reduced Chemical Scheme (RCS). The 
units of rate constants are s
-1
 for first order reactions and ppb s
-1
 for second order reactions. The 
pressure is set to 10132.5 Pa and the temperature is set to 293 K.   
 Reactants    Products       
Rate 
constant 
1 O3   → OH + OH     3.40E-6 
2 NO + O3 → NO2          4.01E-4 
3 NO + NO → NO2  + NO2     2.63E-9 
4 NO + NO3 → NO2 + NO2     6.56E-1 
5 OH + O3 → HO2       1.72E-3 
6 OH + H2 → HO2       1.49E-4 
7 OH + CO → HO2       5.06E-3 
8 H2O2 + OH → HO2       4.21E-2 
9 HO2 + O3 → OH       4.86E-5 
10 OH + HO2 →        2.82E+0 
11 HO2 + HO2 → H2O2       8.74E-2 
12 HO2 + HO2 → H2O2       6.92E-2 
13 OH + NO → HONO       2.54E-1 
14 OH + NO2 → HNO3       3.08E-1 
15 OH + NO3 → HO2 + NO2      5.01E-1 
16 HO2 + NO → OH + NO2      2.27E-1 
17 HO2 + NO2 → HO2 NO2       3.59E-2 
18 HO2NO2   → HO2 + NO2     3.74E-2 
19 HO2NO2 + OH → NO2       1.20E-1 
20 HONO + OH → NO2       2.58E-2 
21 HNO3 + OH → NO3        4.08E-3 
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22 H2O2   → OH + OH     7.11E-6 
23 NO2   → NO + O3     9.20E-3 
24 NO3   → NO       2.34E-2 
25 NO3   → NO2 + O3     1.83E-1 
26 HONO   → OH + NO     2.02E-3 
27 HNO3   → OH + NO2      6.30E-7 
28 CH4 + OH → CH3O2       1.39E-4 
29 C2H4 + OH → HOCH2CH2O2      2.00E-1 
30 C3H6 + OH → RN9O2        7.19E-1 
31 C2H4 + O3 → HCHO + CO + HO2 + OH 4.46E-9 
32 C2H4 + O3 → HCHO + HCOOH     2.99E-8 
33 C3H6 + O3 → HCHO + CH3O2 + CO + OH 8.18E-8 
34 C3H6 + O3 → HCHO + CH3CO2H     1.45E-7 
35 C5H8 + OH → RU14O2       2.58E+0 
36 C5H8 + O3 → UCARB10 + CO + HO2 + OH 7.76E-8 
37 C5H8 + O3 → UCARB10 + HCOOH     2.10E-7 
38 HCHO   → CO + HO2 + HO2   3.05E-5 
39 HCHO   → H2 + CO     4.61E-5 
40 CH3CHO   → CH3O2 + HO2 + CO   5.07E-6 
41 HCHO + OH → HO2 + CO     2.35E-1 
42 CH3CHO + OH → CH3CO3       4.02E-1 
43 CH3OH + OH → HO2 + HCHO     2.31E-2 
44 C2H5OH + OH → CH3CHO + HO2     7.24E-2 
45 C2H5OH + OH → HOCH2CH2O2      9.23E-3 
46 HCOOH + OH → HO2       1.13E-2 
47 CH3CO2H + OH → CH3O2       2.00E-2 
48 CH3O2 + NO → HCHO + HO2 + NO2   1.95E-1 
49 HOCH2CH2O2 + NO → HCHO + HCHO + HO2 + NO2 1.68E-1 
50 HOCH2CH2O2 + NO → HOCH2CHO + HO2 + NO2   4.84E-2 
51 RN9O2 + NO → CH3CHO + HCHO + HO2 + NO2 2.13E-1 
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52 CH3CO3 + NO → CH3O2 + NO2      5.10E-1 
53 HOCH2CO3 + NO → HO2 + HCHO + NO2   5.10E-1 
54 RU14O2 + NO → UCARB12 + HO2 + NO2   4.93E-2 
55 RU14O2 + NO → UCARB10 + HCHO + HO2 + NO2 1.46E-1 
56 RU12O2 + NO → CH3CO3 + HOCH2CHO + NO2   1.52E-1 
57 RU12O2 + NO → CARB7 + CO + HO2 + NO2 6.52E-2 
58 RU10O2 + NO → CH3CO3 + HOCH2CHO + NO2   1.09E-1 
59 RU10O2 + NO → CARB6 + HCHO + HO2 + NO2 6.52E-2 
60 RU10O2 + NO → CARB7 + HCHO + HO2 + NO2 4.35E-2 
61 CH3O2 + NO → CH3NO3       1.95E-4 
62 HOCH2CH2O2 + NO → HOC2H4NO3      1.09E-3 
63 RN9O2 + NO → RN9NO3       4.56E-3 
64 RU14O2 + NO → RU14NO3       2.17E-2 
65 CH3O2 + HO2 → CH3OOH       1.52E-1 
66 HOCH2CH2O2 + HO2 → HOC2H4OOH      3.62E-1 
67 RN9O2 + HO2 → RN9OOH       3.20E-1 
68 CH3CO3 + HO2 → CH3CO3H       3.75E-1 
69 HOCH2CO3 + HO2 → HOCH2CO3H      3.75E-1 
70 RU14O2 + HO2 → RU14OOH       4.74E-1 
71 RU12O2 + HO2 → RU12OOH       4.35E-1 
72 RU10O2 + HO2 → RU10OOH       3.85E-1 
73 CH3O2   → HCHO + HO2     6.22E-3* 
74 CH3O2   → HCHO       6.32E-3* 
75 CH3O2   → CH3OH       6.32E-3* 
76 HOCH2CH2O2  → HOCH2CHO + HO2     1.12E-2* 
77 RN9O2   → CH3CHO + HCHO + HO2   2.20E-2* 
78 CH3CO3   → CH3O2       2.50E-1* 
79 HOCH2CO3   → HCHO + HO2     2.50E-1* 
80 RU14O2   → UCARB12 + HO2     1.08E-2* 
81 RU14O2   → UCARB10 + HCHO + HO2   3.20E-2* 
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82 RU12O2   → CH3CO3 + HOCH2CHO    3.51E-2* 
83 RU12O2   → CARB7 + HOCH2CHO + HO2   1.50E-2* 
84 RU10O2   → CH3CO3 + HOCH2CHO    2.50E-2* 
85 RU10O2   → CARB6 + HCHO + HO2   1.50E-2* 
86 RU10O2   → CARB7 + HCHO + HO2   1.00E-2* 
87 CARB7   → CH3CO3 + HCHO + HO2   3.36E-6 
88 HOCH2CHO   → HCHO + CO + HO2 + HO2 1.77E-5 
89 UCARB10   → CH3CO3 + HCHO + HO2   1.62E-5 
90 CARB6   → CH3CO3 + CO + HO2   1.26E-4 
91 UCARB12   → CH3CO3 + HOCH2CHO + CO + HO2 1.62E-5 
92 CARB7 + OH → CARB6 + HO2     7.51E-2 
93 UCARB10 + OH → RU10O2       6.26E-1 
94 UCARB10 + O3 → HCHO + CH3CO3 + CO + OH 4.21E-8 
95 UCARB10 + O3 → HCHO + CARB6 + H2O2  2.93E-8 
96 HOCH2CHO + OH → HOCH2CO3       2.50E-1 
97 CARB6 + OH → CH3CO3 + CO     4.31E-1 
98 UCARB12 + OH → RU12O2       1.13E-0 
99 UCARB12 + O3 → HOCH2CHO + CH3CO3 + CO + OH 5.35E-7 
100 UCARB12 + O3 → HOCH2CHO + CARB6 + H2O2  6.61E-8 
101 CH3NO3   → HCHO + HO2 + NO2   8.96E-7 
102 CH3NO3 + OH → HCHO + NO2      9.33E-3 
103 HOC2H4NO3 + OH → HOCH2CHO + NO2      2.73E-2 
104 RN9NO3 + OH → CARB7 + NO2      3.28E-2 
105 RU14NO3 + OH → UCARB12 + NO2      1.39E+0 
106 CH3OOH   → HCHO + HO2 + OH   5.44E-6 
107 CH3CO3H   → CH3O2 + OH     5.44E-6 
108 HOCH2CO3H   → HCHO + HO2 + OH   5.44E-6 
109 RU14OOH   → UCARB12 + HO2 + OH   1.37E-6 
110 RU14OOH   → UCARB10 + HCHO + HO2 + OH 4.07E-6 
111 RU12OOH   → CARB6 + HOCH2CHO + HO2 + OH 5.44E-6 
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112 RU10OOH   → CH3CO3 + HOCH2CHO + OH   5.44E-6 
113 HOC2H4OOH   → HCHO + HCHO + HO2 + OH 5.44E-6 
114 RN9OOH   → CH3CHO + HCHO + HO2 + OH 5.44E-6 
115 CH3OOH + OH → CH3O2       9.10E-1 
116 CH3OOH + OH → HCHO + OH     4.79E-1 
117 CH3CO3H + OH → CH3CO3       9.27E-2 
118 HOCH2CO3H + OH → HOCH2CO3       1.55E-1 
119 RU14OOH + OH → UCARB12 + OH     1.88E+0 
120 RU12OOH + OH → RU12O2       7.51E-1 
121 RU10OOH + OH → RU10O2       7.51E-1 
122 HOC2H4OOH + OH → HOCH2CHO + OH     5.34E-1 
123 RN9OOH + OH → CARB7 + OH     6.26E-1 
124 CH3CO3 + NO2 → PAN       2.68E-1 
125 PAN   → CH3CO3 + NO2      1.51E-4 
126 HOCH2CO3 + NO2 → PHAN       2.68E-1 
127 PHAN   → HOCH2CO3 + NO2      1.51E-4 
128 PAN + OH → HCHO + CO + NO2   2.59E-3 
129 PHAN + OH → HCHO + CO + NO2   2.81E-2 
130 RU12O2 + NO2 → RU12PAN       1.63E-2 
131 RU12PAN   → RU12O2 + NO2      1.51E-4 
132 RU10O2 + NO2 → MPAN       1.10E-2 
133 MPAN   → RU10O2 + NO2      1.51E-4 
134 MPAN + OH → CARB7 + CO + NO2   9.02E-2 
135 RU12PAN + OH → UCARB10 + NO2      6.31E-1 
136 NO2 + O3 → NO3       7.65E-7 
Note: * means peroxy radical summation, which is applied to the RO2 permutation reactions.   
[RO2] = [CH3O2] + [HOCH2CH2O2] + [RN9O2] + [CH3CO3] + [HOCH2CO3] + [RU14O2]  + [RU12O2] + [RU10O2] 
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Appendix B: C++ chemistry code extracts  
 
The Reduced Chemical Scheme (RCS) is coded using C++. Selected extracts from the 
chemistry code implementation are listed below. 
//********************* For selected slower chemical species ******************// 
// Chemical loss rates                 
LoNO=ck2*O3+2*ck3*NO+ck4*NO3+ck13*OH+ck16*HO2+ck48*CH3O2+ck49*HOCH2CH2O2 
     +ck50*HOCH2CH2O2+ck51*RN9O2+ck52*CH3CO3+ck53*HOCH2CO3+ck54*RU14O2 
     +ck55*RU14O2+ck56*RU12O2+ck57*RU12O2+ck58*RU10O2+ck59*RU10O2+ck60*RU10O2 
     +ck61*CH3O2+ck62*HOCH2CH2O2+ck63*RN9O2+ck64*RU14O2;       
 
LoNO2=ck14*OH+ck17*HO2+ck136*O3+ck23+ck124*CH3CO3+ck126*HOCH2CO3+ck130*RU12O2 
      +ck132*RU10O2;      
 
LoO3=ck1+ck2*NO+ck5*OH+ck9*HO2+ck31*C2H4+ck32*C2H4+ck33*C3H6+ck34*C3H6+ck36*C5H8 
     +ck37*C5H8+ck94*UCARB10+ck95*UCARB10+ck99*UCARB12+ck100*UCARB12+ck136*NO2; 
 
// Chemical production terms 
PoNO=ck23*NO2+ck24*NO3+ck26*HONO;   
          
PoNO2=ck2*NO*O3+2*ck3*NO*NO+2*ck4*NO*NO3+ck15*OH*NO3+ck16*HO2*NO+ck18*HO2NO2 
      +ck19*OH*HO2NO2+ck20*OH*HONO+ck25*NO3+ck27*HNO3+ck48*CH3O2*NO 
      +ck49*HOCH2CH2O2*NO+ck50*HOCH2CH2O2*NO+ck51*RN9O2*NO+ck52*CH3CO3*NO 
      +ck53*HOCH2CO3*NO+ck54*RU14O2*NO+ck55*RU14O2*NO+ck56*RU12O2*NO 
      +ck57*RU12O2*NO+ck58*RU10O2*NO+ck59*RU10O2*NO+ck60*RU10O2*NO+ck101*CH3NO3 
      +ck102*OH*CH3NO3+ck103*OH*HOC2H4NO3+ck104*OH*RN9NO3+ck105*OH*RU14NO3 
      +ck125*PAN+ck127*PHAN+ck128*OH*PAN+ck129*OH*PHAN+ck131*RU12PAN+ck133*MPAN 
      +ck134*OH*MPAN+ck135*OH*RU12PAN; 
 
PoO3=ck23*NO2+ck25*NO3; 
 
//Update 
NO= NO+(PoNO-LoNO*NO)*dtlong; 
 
NO2= NO2+(PoNO2-LoNO2*NO2)*dtlong; 
 
O3= O3+(PoO3-LoO3*O3)*dtlong; 
//*****************************************************************************// 
 
 
 
//********************* For selected faster chemical species ******************// 
// Chemical loss rates                  
LoOH=ck5*O3+ck6*H2+ck7*CO+ck8*H2O2+ck10*HO2+ck13*NO+ck14*NO2+ck15*NO3 
     +ck19*HO2NO2+ck20*HONO+ck21*HNO3+ck28*CH4+ck29*C2H4+ck30*C3H6 
     +ck35*C5H8+ck41*HCHO+ck42*CH3CHO+ck43*CH3OH+ck44*C2H5OH+ck45*C2H5OH 
     +ck46*HCOOH+ck47*CH3CO2H+ck92*CARB7+ck93*UCARB10+ck96*HOCH2CHO+ck97*CARB6 
     +ck98*UCARB12+ck102*CH3NO3+ck103*HOC2H4NO3+ck104*RN9NO3+ck105*RU14NO3 
     +ck115*CH3OOH+ck116*CH3OOH+ck117*CH3CO3H+ck118*HOCH2CO3H+ck119*RU14OOH 
     +ck120*RU12OOH+ck121*RU10OOH+ck122*HOC2H4OOH+ck123*RN9OOH 
     +ck128*PAN+ck129*PHAN+ck134*MPAN+ck135*RU12PAN; 
 
LoHO2=ck9*O3+ck10*OH+2*ck11*HO2+2*ck12*HO2+ck16*NO+ck17*NO2 
      +ck65*CH3O2+ck66*HOCH2CH2O2+ck67*RN9O2+ck68*CH3CO3+ck69*HOCH2CO3 
      +ck70*RU14O2+ck71*RU12O2+ck72*RU10O2; 
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// Chemical production terms 
PoOH=2*ck1*O3+ck9*HO2*O3+ck16*HO2*NO+2*ck22*H2O2+ck26*HONO+ck27*HNO3+ck31*O3*C2H4 
     +ck33*O3*C3H6+ck36*O3*C5H8+ck94*O3*UCARB10+ck99*O3*UCARB12+ck106*CH3OOH 
     +ck107*CH3CO3H+ck108*HOCH2CO3H+ck109*RU14OOH+ck110*RU14OOH+ck111*RU12OOH 
     +ck112*RU10OOH+ck113*HOC2H4OOH+ck114*RN9OOH+ck116*OH*CH3OOH 
     +ck119*OH*RU14OOH+ck122*OH*HOC2H4OOH+ck123*OH*RN9OOH; 
 
PoHO2=ck5*OH*O3+ck6*OH*H2+ck7*OH*CO+ck8*OH*H2O2+ck15*OH*NO3+ck18*HO2NO2 
     
+ck31*O3*C2H4+ck36*O3*C5H8+2*ck38*HCHO+ck40*CH3CHO+ck41*OH*HCHO+ck43*OH*CH3OH 
     +ck44*OH*C2H5OH+ck46*HCOOH*OH+ck48*CH3O2*NO+ck49*HOCH2CH2O2*NO 
     +ck50*HOCH2CH2O2*NO+ck51*RN9O2*NO+ck53*HOCH2CO3*NO+ck54*RU14O2*NO 
     +ck55*RU14O2*NO+ck57*RU12O2*NO+ck59*RU10O2*NO+ck60*RU10O2*NO+ck73*CH3O2 
     
+ck76*HOCH2CH2O2+ck77*RN9O2+ck79*HOCH2CO3+ck80*RU14O2+ck81*RU14O2+ck83*RU12O2 
     +ck85*RU10O2+ck86*RU10O2+ck87*CARB7+2*ck88*HOCH2CHO+ck89*UCARB10+ck90*CARB6 
     +ck91*UCARB12+ck92*OH*CARB7+ck101*CH3NO3+ck106*CH3OOH+ck108*HOCH2CO3H 
     +ck109*RU14OOH+ck110*RU14OOH+ck111*RU12OOH+ck113*HOC2H4OOH+ck114*RN9OOH; 
 
//Update 
OH=(OH+(1.0+0.5*dtshort*LoOH)*dtshort*PoOH)/(1.0+dtshort*LoOH 
  +0.5*dtshort*dtshort*LoOH*LoOH); 
 
HO2=(HO2+(1.0+0.5*dtshort*LoHO2)*dtshort*PoHO2)/(1.0+dtshort*LoHO2 
   +0.5*dtshort*dtshort*LoHO2*LoHO2); 
//*****************************************************************************// 
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